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RECORDS

*

RECORD

NEW YORK -As the holiday season ended, the
singles record business, which had been concentrated on Christmas favorites and Twist disks,
bounced back to normal with a flock of new singles
breaking out in all areas of the country. Seven new
single records grabbed enough sales action to qualify as breakouts in Minneapolis. Boston showed its
strength to qualify as a breakout town with three
new ones hitting the local breakout charts. There
were two new hot sides getting action in San Francisco. Los Angeles and the Dallas -Fort Worth area
also showed new record activity.
A number of new artists also were popping up
with their first local action hits in major markets.
They included Bob Conrad on the Warner Bros.
label with "Bye Bye Baby," Paul Greenwood on the

NATIONAL BREAKOUTS

MOON RIVER, Lawrence Welk, Dot

LP's

STEREO

BILLBOARD
ONE

BREAK IT TO ME GENTLY, Brenda Lee. Decca
SINGLES

SHADRACK, Brook Benton, Mercury
SO

DEEP, Brenda Lee. Decca

*

NEW ACTION LP's

N. Y. Sales to

Albums getting initial dealer action in major markets and have not yet hit BMW's Top LP Chart.

HYMNS

MONOPHONIC

Dean, Count

HOME,

Tennessee

Ernie Ford, Capitol

HANDS.
CHARLIE,
Verve

CLAP

LET

AT

HERE
COMES
Ella
Fitzgerald,

POPULAR PIANO CONCERTOS
OF FAMOUS FILM THEMES.
George Greeley, Warner Bros.

THERE BE DRUMS,
Nelson, Imperial

Sandy

CONNIE

IN
TOYLAND,
Track, Vista

Sound

DOIN' THE TWIST, Louis Prima,

GREATEST

PHYLLIS DILLER LAUGHS. Verve

BABES

WILLIAMS'

ROGER

FRANCIS SINGS FOLK
FAVORITES, MGM

SONG

Dot

HITS. Kapp
MY FAVORITE CHOPIN, Van Cliburn, RCA Victor

STEREOPHONIC

HILLBILLY HEAVEN, Tex Ritter,

YOUR TWIST PARTY.
Checker, Parkway

TAKIN'

FLOWER DRUM
Track, Decca

SONGS OF THE FABULOUS 50'S,
Roger Williams, Kapp

COLORFUL PERCUSSIONS, Arthur
Lyman, Hi Fi

FERRANTE AND TEICHER LOVE
THEMES. United Artists

GOLDEN

Capitol

CARE OF BUSINESS, Ral
Donner, Gone

HITS,

Sound

Ferrante

and Teicher, United

Artists

TIME FURTHER OUT. Dave Bru beck, Columbia

TWIST. Ventures, Dolton

*

Chubby

SONG.

PIANO

LOCAL SINGLES BREAKOUTS

...

Bob Conrad,
Warner Bros. 5242
Sher man-DeVorzon, BMI)
(San
Francisco, Milwaukee)

A

(

'LOLLIPOPS AND ROSES .
. Jack
Jones, Kapp 435
(Garland,
ASCAP ) (Boston)

THE AVENGER
. Duane Eddy.
Jamie 1206 Linduane, BM!)
(Dallas-Fort Worth, MilwauOUTSIDE HEAVEN
,
Paul
Greenwood, Musicor 1012
(January, BMII (Boston)

SURFIN'
331

.

Beach Boys, Candix

Drank- Gulld,
ILos Angeles)
(

BMI

MR.

MOTO

.

5034 (Arvee,
Angeles)

Belairs,

BMI)

Arvee
(Los

OF A FOOL

.

Con-

.

Twitty, MGM 13050
ICigma, BMII (Milwaukee)

SWEETIE PIE

Charlie Allen,
(Darnel, BMII

.

Portrait 107
(Milwaukee)

FLYIN' BLUE ANGELS ... George,
Johnny and the Pilots, Coed
555 W inneton, BMII (Boston)
I

HAPPY

JOSE
Dave Appell
and Ork, Cameo 207 (Lansdowne, ASCAP
(Boston)

)

NIGHT OWL
Dukays, Nat
4002 (Conrad, BMI) (Milwaukee)

.

way

1

kee)

LITTLE BITTY TEAR
Wanda Jackson, Capitol 4681
(Pamper, BMI( (Milwaukee)

PORTRAIT

.

)

SHIMMY. SHIMMY WALK
Megatones,
Checker
(Star -Flite and Hut,
(San Francisco)

AN

ANGEL
Topix

CRIED

NEW YORK -Although there
were no new records breaking
loose in New York City last week,
there were a number of new disks
beginning to snag nice action
here.
They
included
Count
Basie's Roulette waxing of "Basie
Twist," and Jimmy Dean's newly
issued Columbia single "To a
Sleeping Beauty." The Dean record, issued as a single just a few
days ago, had been getting strong
air play in its five -minute album
version, which is the reason Columbia rushed a shorter version
to market on 45. Action was also
building on
Rod
McKuen's
"Oliver Twist" on the Spiral label.
Two records that leaped on the
national chart this week had already turned into solid sellers
here. One was Brenda Lee's
Decca release "Break It to Me
Gently," and the other was Bobby
Edwards' "What's the Reason" on
Capitol. Meanwhile. business continued good here, with the various Twist singles and albums continuing to spark sales.

Musicor label with "Outside Heaven," the Beach
Boys on Candix with "Surfin'," the Dukays on Nat
with "Night Owl," George, Johnny and the Pilots
on Coed with "Flyin' Blue Angels," and the Megatons on Checker with "Shimmy, Shimmy, Walk."
Two records were strong enough to qualify
this week as national breakouts (hitting the "Hot
100" at position 70 or better) including both sides
of Brenda Lee's new disk "Break It to Me Gently"
and "So Deep," and Brook Benton 's single side
from his album, "Shadrack."
Business was good on both albums and singles
in most sections of the country. Twist albums and
singles were still holding up strongly, and new Twist
releases were also making a mark.

Chart Rank of Twist LP
Key to Trend's Strength
NEW YORK

-

The valid and
lasting sales appeal of the Twist
trend in the LP market is strikingly illustrated by this week's
BMW album charts, which lists
six Twist packages, three in the
top 10.
At the same time, Chubby
Checker's "Your Twist Party" is
on the stereo "New Action LP"
list this week and two additional
Twist packages (the Ventures'
"Twist" and Louis Prima's "Doin'
the Twist ") are listed as monaural
"New Action LP's." Prima gave
his LP a hefty sales boost via an
all -out personal appearance campaign on his new Twist movie.
Twist king Checker has five alhums on the chart, three in the
Top 10 ( "Your Twist Party," "The
Twist" and his duo package with
Bobby Rydell). Also in the Top
10 is Joey Dee's "Doin' the Twist
at the Peppermint Lounge." Other
Twist LP's on the chart are
Checker's "Let's Twist Again" and

Boston New Year Sales
For `Lollipops & Roses'

These new records, not yet on BMW's Hot 100,
have been reported getting strong sales action
by
dealers in major market Is)
listed in parenthesis.
BYE BYE BABY

Coin Machine Operating

Boston and Minneapolis Sales
Key to Post -Yule Breakouts
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PAGE
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.

1005
BMI
.

Rays,

6003
(Saturday,
ASCAP( (Milwaukee)

BOSTON -The New Year was
being brought in here with breakouts on three single records. "Lollipops and Roses" by Jack Jones
on Kapp appeared to top the
group and surprised a couple of
dealers since they thought it unusual for a "pretty" song to get
much play. Pacing this was the
Greenwoods' "Outside Heaven's
Door" on Musicor and "Flying
Blue Angels," by George, Johnny
and Pilots on Coed. Being bought
up with a rush was the Brenda
Lee single of "So Deep" on Decca
and Charlie Drake's "My Boomerang Won't Come Back" on
United Artists, both of which hit
the national chart this week.
Outside of the usual brisk business on standards, a couple of
comedy albums were ringing cash
registers. These were Stan Freberg's latest on Capitol and the

www.americanradiohistory.com

new Bob Newhart on Warner
Bros., which were being bought
in large numbers. Business on the
day before New Year's was phenomenally active, the best within

the memory of several dealers.
The sales of both albums and singles of Twist records was fantastic. Sources reported that if the
first record asked for was out of
stock the customer asked for just
"any" Twist record.
One store chalked up 19 album
sales in two hours -14 Twist, and
the others, "natch" said the owner, "Mitch Miller." Business generally for Christmas and into the
New Year period was considered
here to be the best ever. But one
dealer struck a different note by
reporting that he was stunned by
the number of Twist records being returned for exchange by
teen -agers.

"For Twisters Only" and Ray
Charles' "Do the Twist."

-

Two veteran album sellers
Mitch Miller's "Still More Sing
Along With Mitch" and the Kingston Trio's first album "From the
Hungry
popped back on the
monaural chart this week, thereby pointing up the recent seasonal
rush on popular catalog items.
The Miller LP has been on the
chart 115 times and the Kingston
Trio's album has been listed for
144. Miller has 11 albums on the
monaural chart this week, and the
Kingston Trio five.
Movie and show music albums,
of course, were also strong seasonal sales items, with 30 such
packages on the monaural chart
this week (four in the Top 10),
and three more listed as monaural
"New Action LP's" (the Prima
Twist album, "Babes in Toyland"
and George Greeley's "Popular
Piano Concertos of Famous Film
Themes "). The Disney movie
"Babes in Toyland" opened in
theaters across the country during
the holidays, thus giving the
sound -track LP a potent sales
push. The oldest show album on
the chart is the original -cast
package of "South Pacific," which
has been listed 396 times. Runner-up is "My Fair Lady," listed
301 times.

i'-

`Blue' D. C.

Standout
WASHINGTON-"I'm Blue,"
by the Ikettes on Atco, scored
strongly here last week and on
the "Hot 100." Previous breakouts, "He's Not Just a Soldier,"
by Little Richard, and "Lost
Someone," by James Brown, continued to sell well.
In line with this city's penchant for instrumentals, the
"Basie Twist," by Count Basie,
was picking up sales, and "Unsquare Dance," by Dave Brubeck,
was getting stronger attention
(Continued on page 6)
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"THE NATION'S BEST SELLING RECORDS"
ANEW 2 SIDED NEW YEAR'S NIT

PAT BOONE

I'll SEE SOU
B/W

IN MY DREAMS

PICTURES IN THE FIRE
THE BRIDE

TONY MARTIN

#16312

b/w HORIZONS

#16313

OF JOY

BEST SELLING SINGLES
RECORD
NO.

1

The Original Happy Jose

16284

Johnny Will

16301

The Continental Twist /Oh Ma Ma Twist
Can't Help Falling In Love /You'll Never Walk Alone
Everybody's Twisting Down In Mexico

116295
16292

JACK ROSS

PAT BOONE
LOUIS PRIMA
KEELY SMITH

r1
I

THE LARGOS

You Better Move On
A Shot Of Rhythm And Blues

ARTHUR ALEXANDER

TITLE

NO.

16308

16285
16306
16304
16303
16300
16299
16262

1

BILLY VAUGHN

Saddle Up/1 Wonder Why

116309

RECORD

ARTIST

16302

16298

1

TITLE

ARTIST

If You Gotta Make A Fool Of Somebody
Mr. Moto
AOne A-Two A-Cha Cha Cha /You Gave Me Wings

VAUGHN MONROE

LAWRENCE WELK
THE UNTOUCHABLES
KAY BELL AND THE TUFFS

Bondaru

Surfers' Stomp, Parts 1 & 2
Free Me /The Other Half Of Man
A Little Bitty Tear /Tennessee Twist
Auctioneer
Berlin Melody /Come September

ROBERT KNIGHT
THE CROSBY BROTHERS
LEROY VAN DYKE

BILLY VAUGHN

BEST SELLING ALBUMS
MONO

STEREO

3412
3410
3406
3389
3396
3398
3280
i 3384
3366
3359
3250
3352
3276
13350
3292
3322

25412
25410
125406
25389
25396
25398
25280
125384
25366
125359

I

I
(

1

1

1

-7

1

1--

I

J_

1

1

1

1

1

25352
125276
125350
25292
25322
1

THE ANDREWS SISTERS' GREATEST HITS

YELLOW BIRD
Lawrence Welk
BERLIN MELODY
Billy Vaughn
SAD MOVIES

The Lennon Sisters

GOLDEN WALTZES

MOODY RIVER

1

1

Billy Vaughn

WHEELS & ORANGE BLOSSOM SPECIAL
CALCUTTA
Lawrence Welk

Billy Vaughn

25071

PAT'S GREAT HITS
Pat Boone
MUSIC FOR THE GOLDEN HOURS

125086

GALE'S GREAT HITS

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

3241
3249

3302
3360
3338

13368
3400
J

3403

Billy Vaughn

25122.

25140
25156

25165
25170
29500
25208

1

--

SAIL ALONG SILV'RY MOON
STAR DUST

Billy

Vaughn

Pat Boone

BILLY VAUGHN PLAYS THE MILLION SELLERS
JOHNNY
PLAYS THE MILLION SELLERS
LA PALOMA

Billy Vaughn

BILLY VAUGHN PLAYS
THE MILLS BROTHERS GREAT HITS
MR. MUSIC MAKER
Lawrence Welk
BLUE HAWAII

Billy Vaughn

PETITE FLEUR

Bob Crosby

THE FIVE PENNIES

Sound Track

LET ME CALL YOU SWEETHEART

The Mills Brothers

25210
25241

BE MY LOVE

25249
25251
25302

RAGTIME PIANO GAL
Jo Ann Castle
SONG OF THE ISLANDS
Lawrence Welk
POLKAS
Lawrence Welk

25360
25338
25368
25400

TONY MARTIN -HIS GREATEST HITS
YELLOW BIRD
THE Mills Brothers

1

3251

1

25100
25118
25119

25157
125164

1

J

ARTIST

1

1

1

I

1

19500
3208
3210

25016
250540 THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
Sound Track
125064 MELODIES IN GOLD Billy Vaughn
25068 HYMNS WE LOVE Pat Boone

1

1

3164
3165
3170

Billy Vaughn

Eddie Peabody
SWEET MUSIC AND MEMORIES
Billy Vaughn
THE GOLDEN INSTRUMENTALS
Billy Vaughn

1

3100
3118
3119
3122
3140
3156

1 3157

Pat Boone

THE MAN WITH THE BANJO

I

3086
3098

Lawrence Welk
DOIN' THE TWIST Louis Prima

THE LENNON SISTERS SING 12 GREAT HITS
LOOK FOR A STAR
Billy Vaughn

1

3001
3016
305401
3064
3068
3071 I

STEREO

MOON RIVER

THEME FROM A SUMMER PLACE
LAST DATE Lawrence Welk

1

110

MONO

BEST-LOVED CATHOLIC HYMNS
The Lennon Sisters
WONDERLAND BY NIGHT
Louis Prima

I

I- -,
I

ARTIST

125403

LOUIS AND KEELY

Louis Prima, Keely Smith
Keely Smith
I

GREAT HAWAIIAN HITS

TAKE FIVE

The Mills Brothers

George Cates

BIG BAD JOHN

Wink Martindale

Gale Storm

ALL TIME HIT SINGLES
RECORD

TITLE

NO.

16022
16023
16024

1

16025
16026
16027
16028
16029
16030
16031

16032
16033
16034
16035

T--

16036
16037

Trying /P.S. Love You
Cocoanut Grove I In The Mood
Love Walked In
I

From The Vine Came The Grape
Till Then /Only You (And You Alone)
Melody of Love /Sail Along Silv'ry Moon
Hearts Of Stone /Seventeen

Ain't That

A

Shame

/I'll

Be Home

The Crazy Otto /Eight Beat Boogie
The Shifting Whispering Sands

Part

1

and 2

Hear You Knocking /Ivory Tower
Dark Moon /Memories Are Made Of This
I Almost Lost My Mind
Friendly Persuasion (Thee I Love)
Don't Forbid Me /April Love
Love Letters In The Sand
A Wonderful Time Up There
Young Love /Ninety-Nine Ways
I

Paper Doll /Glow Worm

ARTIST

RECORD

THE HILLTOPPERS

16038

JOHNNY MADDOX

Near You /Beg Your Pardon

16039
15486

To Be Alone

15538

Come Go With Me

15550

Dark Moon
San Antonio Rose

PAT BOONE

15841
15858

JOHNNY MADDOX

15879

THE HILLTOPPERS
THE HILLTOPPERS

BILLY VAUGHN
THE FONTAINE SISTERS

1

15911

BILLY VAUGHN
GALE STORM
1

GALE STORM
1

PAT BOONE
PAT BOONE

1

PAT BOONE

TAB HUNTER
THE MILLS BROTHERS

www.americanradiohistory.com

TITLE

N0.

1

15956
15968

/Marianne

The Green Door

Yellow Bird
Blue Hawaii

ARTIST
FRANCIS CRAIG
THE HILLTOPPERS

JIM LOWE
THE DELL -VIKINGS

BONNIE GUITAR
JOHNNY MADDOX
THE MILLS BROTHERS

BILLY VAUGHN
Does Your Chewing Gum Lose Its Flavor
LONNIE DONEGAN
Bei Mir Bist Du Schon
LOUIS PRIMA, KEELY SMITH
Deck Of Cards
WINK MARTINDALE

15985
16066

That Easy To Forget
Dutchman's Gold

16106
16144

Look For A Star

16145
16151

Last Date

Am

I

Chills And Fever

16161

Wonderland By Night
Calcutta

16209

Moody River

DEBBIE REYNOLDS
WALTER BRENNAN

BILLY VAUGHN
RONNIE LOVE
LAWRENCE WELK

LOUIS PRIMA
LAWRENCE WELK
PAT BOONE

for '62!

The SOUND

21 GREAT, NEW

°R ALBUMS
I)\\(:I:

BURL IVES
SONGS OF THE WEST

WNH

A

SUINO IN'MY

I'It()(;12.\\I

JAN (;.\Itl(I:IZ M:.

KAU

ART
MOONEY
d his Orches.
--SONGS
EVERYBODY
KNOWS

OEM KAEM 1ER1 "ORCHESTRA

Dí4228

DL-74179

Dí.4179

01.74228

CR157392

CR1757392

D14196

CR57393

01-74196

CRL757393

D1-74207

DL-4207

BLUES

-.>

HAWAII'

L

DL-4214

DL -4179

Bert Kaempfert

DL- 74179'

Art Mooney
DL -4207

vORITEg
l

WITH A SOUND IN MY HEART

SONGS EVERYBODY KNOWS

GOLDE*

CHARLES

SONGS OF THE WEST -Burl Ives

DAVIS

-

DL -4228

RIO FLAMENCO
VICENTE GOMEZ

DL- 74207*

DANCE PROGRAM -Jan Garber
DL- 74196*

FAR ACROSS THE
DL -4164

SEA -Gene Rains

DL- 74164*

CALYPSO ISLANDS -The Castaways
DL -4116
Dí4156

DL- 74116*

CITY LIMITS -The

-74156

DL

-;_;)(//////,' ;7Akirwl

Wilburn Brothers

DL-74211"

DL-4211

AIRS, MARCHES & SELECTIONS

Melbourne Highland Pipe Band
DL -4182
DL- 74182*
HAWAII'S GOLDEN FAVORITES

SONATAS

-

Charles K.L. Davis
DL -4214
DL- 74214*
GOSPEL GUITAR -Billy Grammer
DL -4212

DL-710045

DL-74228'

DL -4223

DL- 74212*

RIO FLAMENCO -Vincente Gomez
DL -4156

DL -4192

DL- 74192'`

RICCI PLAYS SARASATERuggiero Ricci, Brooks Smith
DL -10044

DL- 74156*

See
DI.

CRL-757408

CRL-57408

r-->

FORTY FAB LOUSFINBERS'

FI

DL- 710044*

FORTY FABULOUS FINGERS

-

Original Piano Quartet
DL -10047
DL- 710047*

-

BEETHOVEN SONATAS
Erica Morini, Rudolph Firkusny
DL -10045

DL- 710045*

D1-10047

ON AND
'

BY- Liberace

CRL -57392

CRL- 757392*

BLUES MAKE ME

HAPPY -Cab Calloway

CRL -57408

D1.710047

OFF CAMPUS
IVY LEAGUE

llf

TRIO

CRL- 757408*

AMOR LATINO -Dick Kesner
CRL -57393
CRL- 757393*

-

ON AND OFF CAMPUS
The Ivy League Trio
CRL -57399
CRL -757399'

'DENOTES STEREO

DL-4211

HAPPY

DL- 74223'

AS TIME GOES

-

OL-10045

,,CAll01' /AV

'

ME

COUNTRY HEART SONGS -Bill Anderson
DL -4196

MAKE

PRESENTING AL BOLLINGTON
AT THE CONN ORGAN

GEORGE RUSSELL SEXTET IN K.C.

DL-74214

-

Your Decca Distributor for

74211

CRL57399

CR1757399

,,.r.......,7.'"'`

r,
fi.

01-10044

D1-710044

a Special Offer on These

- -GLsIIía
Guitar

Ililll
GralOfRer

Dí4212

DL -74212

-I

21

New Albums, Plus the Entire

Best -Selling Decca, Coral, Brunswick
DL-4192

LP

Catalog!
www.americanradiohistory.com

D474192

.

BILLBOARD
MUSIC WEEK

4

RCA Victor Red Seal Promotion Drive
To Up Dealer Classical Catalog Sales

Choreo Directs Pitch
To Teen -Age Market
-

Marek Outlines Retailer -Manufacturer Responsibility;
Notes New Reduced Release Philosophy for Serious Line
G.

decal develops, Marck pointed out, RCA
Victor would keep pace with the
for window use.
3. Participate In Red Seal mer- scheduling of new releases.
Marek. noting that RCA Victor
chandising, promotion and advertising, including local newspaper or itself does about one-third of the
radio advertising on all new re- total classical business, added that
the sale of Red Seal disks conRed Seal merchandising program. leases, window displays, etc.
level
tinues
very strong; that individual
of the
Keyed to the retail
Advertising Support
business, the drive starts with the
will support the pro- packages, such as "Turandot" and
Victor
RCA
January classical release and is de- gram with an advertising and pro- Richter's "Brahm's Piano Concersigned to aid dealers generally, and motional drive which it considers to." have saes strength comparable
son,, I ,tat tltustratutn,
particularly those who are serious unprecldented in the record basa to hie
about their stake in the classical neat. In addition' to usual national of course, is Van Cliburn's "Tchalwhich befield. George Marek, vice -president advertising, a special large fund kovaky Concerto No.
came the first clinical package to
and general manager of RCA Vichas been made available for usa
tor Record Division, regards the at the local level, and allocated to hit a million sales. Yet, added
program as the beginning of a new radio, newspapers, dealer sales Muck, "It is no secret that sales
era in classical merchandising and aids, display. etc.
(Continued on page 36)
noted that the plan entails obligaAn integral part of the planning
tions on the part of both the dealer is a cutback in the number of etas
and the manufacturer.
aseal retrases, so as to emphasize
to:
The dealer is required
quality rather than quantity, and
1. Stock the new Red Seal re- make possible more intensive proreleases, in agreed-on minimum motion on each album released.
The Diners'
HOLLYWOOD
quantities and for a specified perThe theory of fewer and better
is
testing
an all -label
iod of time;
packages more Intensively pro- Record Club
tape club sod will launch it on a
2. Provide efficient service on moted has been proved valid by
spring. BMW
the entire Red Seal catalog, mak- RCA Victor over a long period. ln full scale in early
Diners is testing
ing use of the new "Dealer Spe- 1960 the label cut back its singles learned last week.
cial Order Service" (see separate output to between two and three three different sales pitches along
club pattern.
story) for any albums not carried disks per week -and at the end of the established
In addition. BMW learned, club
in stock. This service is intended to the year it led the industry in sinbroaden dealer sales from the com- gles sales period. The lead was President Bernard Solomon is complete Red Seal catalog by direct maintained in 1961. In pop albums, pleting negotiations with a tape reahipment -either to the dealer or too, RCA Victor upped its sales corder nianufacturer to effect a tie result of
policy of in whereby a package will be ofhis customers. The dealer is re- sharply as
quired to display material deserib fewer, more intensively promoted fered comprised of a tape machine
plus an array of pre- recorded tapes.
packages.
Marck noted that the diminution All tape product will be four -track,
in releases reflected the urgent 71/2 Lp.s., reel -to -reeL As an added
pleas of dealen and consumers who lure, members of the tape club will
sometimes feel overwhelmed by the enjoy a special price break on
quantity of product. As the market blank tape purchases.

NEW YORK -Motivated by the
conviction that the classical business is a foundation pillar of the
record industry -and that it must
be given opportunity to expand
RCA Victor is debuting a major

JANUARY 13, 1962

ing this service. including

-

I't

l"

HOLLYWOOD
Choreo Records, the Fred Astaire -owned label,
is aiming Its Initial sales salvo at
the teen -age market to push its first
two albums as revealed by an ad
plan It is testing in this market.
The firm has hired 60 seven-panel
outdoor signs to herald its debut,
with the ad message pointed at
teens u its target.
Si
were
leased for a 30-day period
Signs carry a five -color picture
of a teen -age boy and girl The
copy reads: "Are You a Teenage
Leader? if You Are, Then You
Have the Carol Lawrence and Bill
Cunningham Albums on Choreo
Records." Similarly, the label has
purchased space
Seventeen
In
the
two LP's
magazine to announce
which comprise the label's first reease.
This marks one of the rare times

when a label has used outdoor advertising (Liberty Records tested
outdoor signs In Cincinnati a year
ago) to push a specific release.
According to Choreo, its extensive
research has proved that teen -agers
comprise the most important album
market. If the sales results prove
Choreo's approach correct, the
teen -age target will be sbu t in the

label's advertising throughout the
country.

Choreo's release of Fred Astaire
vocals, taken from the sound -track
of his Emmy- Award -winning TV
spectaculars, were expected to be
the label's initial ' release, but were
held up due to cover production
problems. Thus, the Carol Lawrence and Bill Cunningham LP's
were fiat to launch the label. Tho
Astaire package will be issued soon.

Diners to Launch Al -label Tape Club

-

Diners started its testing last
week to see which offer delivered
the greatest response before it determines the course it will follow
when it kicks off its tape club.
Testing is limited to direct mail
pitches for members among tape
recorder owners. It has obtained
its mailing list from various tape
recorder manufacturers who have
furnished Diners with their warranty card names. A master list
of approximately 200,000 prospects is being used.

Liberty Execs to

Laurie Shows

Take in Label's

Higher Gross

European Bow

-

EDITORIAL

NEW YORK

All C o n Profit

Liberty ReaOOD
ords president, Al Bennett, accompanied by Board Chairman Sy
Proper tinting is necessary for success in the disk business.
1Varonkcr and artist Bobby Vee
The RCA Victor Rol Seal merchandising program (see
and artist and repertoire producer
separate story) is properly timed. Evidence indicates great conSnuffy Garrett will leave January
sumer interest in classical music. This growing interest is also
2! to
I.iunchine et the
apparent at the broadcaster level. Occasional packages by
Liberty label in the European marCliburn, Richter, etc., have a tremendous sale.
ket, Heretofore. Liberty's wares
Yet, general classical sales have not kept pace with the
had been distributed abroad by
growth of the over -all record industry.
English Decca, without label of its
RCA Victor's plan could he a major move in correcting
own.
this discrepancy. Such a favorable outcome will result if dealers
As part of Liberty's new affiliagive the program adequate support. This is not a plea. Rather,
tion with EMI, the American firm's
it is a matter of good, common sense. Retailers can make more
product will appear on the Eusegment of the business which
money from the classical field
ropean market for the first time
has always been a great stabilizing factor to the entire industry.
under its own banner. The top
The label has allocated extensive funds to a project which
executives of the West Coast-based
can pay off not only financially but also culturally. It can
firm will fly to England to attend
improve the industry's image to the general public.
the launching festivities and will
And among those who will ultimately benefit are indie
then go to the various countries on
companies releasing classical product.
the Continent to personally particiBut the key to the realization of these benefits is the dealer.
pate in Liberty's debut there.
We urge that he make good use of the Victor merchandising
Bobby Vee, one of the label's
program and its corollary, the "Dealer Special Order Service."
top sellers, will be on hand to represent the label's artist roster. He
is scheduled to start a personalappearance tour of the Continent
February 9, and purposely is leaving several weeks ahead of time
to assist in the launching.
Bennett is counting on an apc-..i'.
S 'i
........ ]?35
preciable increase in his label's General
. 513.
.........
ie
saki abroad as a result of his new
Intern shears Mu,
S
t, r-n
...C,.Menufaciure- rho.'
foreign distribution deal which pere
Na,,,
Talent
mits Liberty to retain its osvn label
..25
identity. During the past year, Liberty's top executives have devoted Music Pop Charts
Reviews
ever -increasing attention to the
Covar
la,, Buy, in Record,
20
LP Pe :n..
overseas market. The flight to EngBe,t SaH vg Ptonographa
21
Sing'o Ra:sd
2e
land marks the first time both the
Tapa Recorder
firm's president and board chairaubbing Under the Hot
25
Redio.TV Programr.,inq
100
Con,
man will personally engage in an
25
3a
Art:tii a:ograpl,;a,
Double May Dis*
overseas mission at the same time,
Panel
25
Proqramm;ng
=
Hih of the World
thus underscoring the importance
25
'íettaryNr',
Hits
22
Honer Roll of Hits
of the occasion in the eyes of the
Vo. Jag
Co +ar
Hot 100
eompany'a top brass.

HOLL

-a

-

Laurie Records

chalked up more than 30 per cent
higher gross sales In 1961 than In
the previous years and net profits
were up over 50 per cwt, according to Laurie exec Robert M.

Schwartz
Tho

increase

was

sparked

by

Dion 's hit record "Runaround Sue,'
the label's first disk to hit the No. 1
spot and hits on the LeGrand label
by Gary U. S. Bonds -"New Orleans,
Quarter to Three," "School
Is Out" and "School Is 1." Laurie
is associated with LeGrand through
its subsidiary Rust Records.
Schwartz, who recently returned
from a four -week swing around

Europe, where he made some distributor changes, has scheduled a
number of releases here of foreign
wax imports for 1962. The label
will also put a special push behind
developing new talent this year.
kicking off the campaign with a release by the duo Dean and Jean.

_

.

,

I

i

.

www.americanradiohistory.com

.

however, ads will not be placed
with general consumer mass circulation books but will be placed in
those publications whose readership
is comprised of a high percentage
of tape machine owners.
The three different approaches
being tested in the direct mail
pitches consist of offering three,
four and five -tapa packages, respectively, for $7.95 as the initial
purchase in joining the club. with
members then receiving one free
tape package for each two they
purchase at full price plus the conventional mailing charges. Basic
difference between the three package offer and the one givtag a
joiner five tapes for the same price
artists
is in the name value of the
and actual cost of the tapes.
Thus, the plan offering three
tapes for 57.95 extends to prospeen top name artists on well known labels performing best sellers, while the offer of five tapes
for the same price will provide the
joiner lesser known performers on
labels with comparatively limited
buyer acceptance. All three plans
have identical terms after the initial joining purchase, offering a
free tape of the member's chore
with each two packages purch.iud
at list price.
Diners thus becomes the first alllabel tape club in following the
same pattern it established in the
'
disk field.

Capitol Boosts
Dealer Profit on
4 -Track Tape

-
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Plana call for the tape club to
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Capitol R.:HOLLYWOOD
of
is increasing the dealer markup on its four -track stereo tape line,
BMW learned last week.
Effective immediately, Capitol
will allow dealers a 38 per cent
mark -up on all its four -track taf+e
Heretofore, Capitol's
product

price allowed a 331/2 per cent
dealer discount.
Capitol's move can be expected
38
of its
to result in a general loss cuing Watt
40 tape prices to the consumers.
their disposal,
38
a greater discount at
on
dealers may be inclined to pass
49
cusdiscount to their
N the additional
25

tomers.
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NATIVE RECORD TALENTS PUSHING

I

Book and Its Cover
Lately the consumer press has commented upon-and deplored -the availability of pornographic material on records.
The consumer press has a point. Such deplorable material
is available.
It is important, how'evcr, that the consumer press and the
general public be aware of the fact that such recorded material
is not typical of the record business or its product -just as
pornographic books do not properly reflect the book business.
It is also important that the record industry in general
and its individual segments, such as manufacturers -adopt a
proper public relations posture and seek broad dissemination
of one key truth, namely: The record industry today is making
a greater cultural contribution than ever in its history .
More good music than ever before is available on records
in every category- classical, pop, jazz, folk, gospel, etc. In fact,
the spectrum of recorded product is being constantly broadened
to include great literature, historical documentation, education
and what not.
It is encouraging to note, in connection with this, that the
Record Industry Association of America has made important
strides in apprising the consumer world of the quality and cultural value of recorded material. It is urged that this effort he
maintained and, if possible, stepped up; that funds be allocated
for such a purpose.
It is natural to cringe when a sensitive area is probed; but
none of us- neither trade papers nor manufacturers -need be
defensive about an industry which is so aware of its responsibilities in areas above and beyond financial gain.

-

Time Drops
By BOB ROLONTZ

I

U. S. PRODUCT OFF WORLD CHARTS
Growing Power of Home -Made Wax in Foreign Lands Adds
Weight to Pitch for Multilingual Disks by American Artists
By JUNE BUNDY

NEW YORK -The extent to which home -made
wax product is gaining increasing sales strength
in Britain, France, Italy, Germany and Mexico,
while U. S. disks accordingly are losing popularity
in those countries
geographically borne out by
an analysis of BMW's current "Hits of the World"
charts.
For example, on last week's foreign chart, 15 of
the top 30 hits in Britain were British; all of Mexico's Top 10 hits are by Mexican artists; seven of
Italys top 15 were Italian; seven of France's Top
10 were French; seven of Japan's Top 10 were
Japanese, and 11 of Germany's Top 20 were

-is

German.
It's interesting to note that in each country the
No. disks were all home -made, and in most cases
all of the top disks on each charts were also of
national origin.
U. S. publishers arc faring better in these foreign
markets than U. S. artists. For example, the No.
and 2 disks on the British chart feature waxings
of U. S. tunes by British artists- "Moon River" by
Danny Williams and "Tower of Strength" by
Frankie Vaughan; while Spanish -lyric versions by
Mexican artists of "Pink Shoelaces' and "Kissin' on
the Telephone" were on Mexico's chart.
Multilingual Importance
The wisdom of the growing trend for U. 3.
1

1

list Price of Mono
cover, and released them for $3.98
in monaural on a new de luxe
3500 series on the United Artists
label. The records were packaged
in a single sleeve. According to UA
spokesmen, the sales of the 3500
mono series on UA have been excellent and have almost wiped out
the mono series on Ultra Audio at
the higher price. Ultra Audio stereo
LP's staved at $5.98.
Medal) on Move
The Medallion label, the Kapp
quality percussion and sound series, took somewhat similar action

Series

artists to cut foreign -language versions of their hits
is pointed up by the fact that Connie
Francis has
two German -lyric disks on the Germany chart and
a Spanish -lyric disk on the charts
for Peru. Spanish lyric versions by Paul Anka and Janice Harper
are also on the chart for Peru.
U. S. disks and other wax imports are still strong
in Australia, which lists 13 U. S. platters
and two
British on its Top 15 list this week; Hong Kong,
where all of the Top 10 are imports (nine from
the U. S.); New Zealand, which lists eight U. S.
disks on its Top 10; the Philippines, which lists nine
U. S. platters on its Top 10, and South
Africa,
whose Top 10 chart features eight U. S. records.
Last week's foreign charts also point up the. increasing chances of a U. S. disk breaking out in
another country although its hasn't sold here. For
example, Dorothy Provine's "Don't Bring Lulu" is
No. 12 on the British chart. Ferrante and Teicher's "Aimez Vous Brahms" is No. 8 in Italy. Jose
Ferrer's "Yes, Virginia, There Is a Santa Claus" is
No. 14 in Australia.
The Hong Kong chart lists Gene Pitney's "Mr.
Moon, Mr. Cupid and 1" as No. 5 and Keely
Smith's "Can't Help Falling in Love" No. 8. The
Philippines chart lists three U. S. disks which didn't
happen here and/or were never even released
Jerry Vale's 'Camelot," No. 3; "Cherry Pink here:
and
Apple Blossom White" by Pat Boone, No. 4, and
Anita Bryant's "My Heart Cries for You," No. 9.

LATE POP SPOTLIGHTS

last October, although the Medallion label dropped the price of
SINGLE
both its stereo and mono disks. The
mono disks were dropped to $3.98 BILLY STORM
EL CID (Robbins, ASCAP) (2:35)
and stereo LP's were dropped to
very listenable performance of the love theme from the big movie "El Cid,"
$4.98. Medallion also eliminated
featuring attractive work by the large ork and an exciting
the flap -over sleeve packaging on
vocal by Billy Storm starting about halfway through the
its mono records. According to
disk. Flip is "Don't Let Go" (Roosevelt, BMI) (2:25).
Emanuel Vardi of Medallion, sales
have risen since the change was
Infinity 013
instituted, and the label now has
wider representation on racks and
ALBUM
in chains for its mono products
than it used to have at the higher STEREO 35 -MM., VOL. II
Enoch Light and His ork. Command RS 831 SD (Stereo)
price.
This new Stereo 35 -MM. album front Command should
be as successful as the first. It features the same outstanding arrangements and the same brilliant sound. Tunes
include "September Song," "The Thrill Is Gone," "Deep
Purple" and "Do It Again," played in glowing style by the
Enoch Light ork. Solid wax here for stereo buffs and just
plain ordinary stereo fans.

NEW YORK -Time Records is
dropping the price of its monaural
2000 series, effective immediately,
from a list price of $4.98 to $3.98.
Bobby Shad, head of the firm,
told Billboard Music Week that
the price change was being made
to increase mono sales of the 2000
series by getting them on the racks
and in locations that resisted the
former S4.98 price.
Actually the decision to drop the
price by SI came about at the request of the firm's distributors at a
meeting in New York on January. The distributors unanimously
staled that Time copld greatly increase its mono billings at the
lower price. They noted that racks.
chains and other outlets would
handle $3.98 monos where they
wouldn't handle $4.98 monos in
any quantity.
In the future Time 2000 series
NEW YORK -RCA Victor has those used for American Express
mono LP's will be in a single sleeve set up a
Record Dealer Special and the Diner's Club. When 'a
rather the sleeve and flap -over as
has been the style up to now. The Order Service, which will assure buyer requests an out -of -stock disk,
covers will continue to be double dealers and their customers of the dealer fills in the Special Order
laminated, and the quality of the quick delivery of any album which Service certificate. The
certificates
NEW YORK -Dave Kapralik Bob Teitelman to the slot
recording and pressing will remain is out of stock either in their own are
of plant
available
in
$4.98
or
$5.98
has
been named director of East- manager for the firm. He was
at the same level as now. Nor, ac- or their
fordistributor's inventory.
denominations
ern po Lair. by Columbia Presi- merly in charge of
cording to Shad, will there be any
Columbia's West
The label supplies the dealer
RCA Victor distributors will re- dent Goddard Lieberson. Kapralik Coast plant. He is being succeeded
attempt to cut down the size of the
orchestras used in the recordings. with a special certificate, similar to ceive the certificates (pre -coded for will be responsible for supervision in this old position by Martin Paulof the
but large orks will continue to be
identification and billing purposes) and anyactivities of both producers son, who formerly managed order
other personnel in the pop service and production control at
recorded.
on
memo
billing.
The
a.
distribs, in
&r. departments of Columbia and Columbia's Terre Haute, Ind.,
Deal Unchanged
Dane
turn
will
Epic
issue
the
records in the East.
certificates (implant. John Rehorst is taking Paul Shad's announcement of the
printed with dealer's name and adPrior to this new post, Kapralik son's old post in Terre Haute.
price change will not disturb the
was
co- ordinator of Eastern pop
firm's one- for -six deal which was
dress) to retailers on memo billing.
Cap
a. &r. He originally joined the firm
announced at the firm's distribuNeither the distributor nor the in
HOLLYWOOD
Capitol Rector meeting last week. At that
1952 and has been in the sales
is
ords
dealer
required
to
last
week
make
any
adsigned
blues and
merchandise and sales promotion
meeting, says Shad, when distribuvance
payment.
Only
when
folk
an
songstress
departments.
tors heard that the price would be
Barbara Dane to an order is
lowered, they quadrupled their or- exclusive recording contract. Miss be billed filled and shipped will it
to the distributor, who in thisOther appointments at Columbia
ders for the firm's 2000 series, Dane has enjoyed particular popupast week include the promoNEW YORK
Warner Bros.
which up to now has been selling larity in San Francisco, where her turn, will bill the dealer. The serv- tion of Don England to the post of Records' singing policeman, Saverio
ice provides that a direct shipment
to distribs at a one -to-four ratio only single, "I'm on My Way," has will
be made to the consumer, or, director of sales for Columbia Rec- Saridis, may have a hit in his first
as against the firm's 2000 series remained a best seller.
ord Distributors. England will re- single, "Love Is the Sweetest
if the dealer prefers, the order will
stereo LP's. The price of Time's
She has recorded for various la- be sent to him. In either case, the port to CRD Vice -President Ken Thing." The disk has been show2000 series stereo LP's remain bels, including such
ing action in Cleveland, Albany,
albums as postage is prepaid. Thus, in effect, Glancy in his new post.
pegged at a $5.98 list. The Time "Trouble in Mind," "Living
In
the
business
department Wal- N. Y., Chicago, and San Francisco,
2000 series includes the firm's al- the Blues" and "A Night With dealers can utilize the service to ter Dean has been named a vice - and WB shipped 18,000 of the
the obtain direct prepaid shipment on
bum of movie songs with the Mon- Ash Grove." She has centeredat most
any album which is out of stock president of business affairs for platter last week.
tenegro ork, its volumes of show of her personal
Columbia Records by Lieberson.
Saridis, who has been the subject
appearance activi- at his local distributor,
music. and its Italian,
Dean,
formerly
director
of
of
an all -out publicity campaign,
ties
in
business
San Francisco, but recently
German,
RCA
Victor
is backing the new affairs for the firm, will continue was
Spanish, and classical guitar
toured with Bob Newhart, appeared service with
discovered while singing on
sets.
a special promotional to work with a. &r. in negotiations duty in the Plaza Hotel area
Time's move in dropping the with Louis Armstrong
here,
in a Timex push, advising record buyers
price of quality mono series is a TV spectacular, appeared
of the for acquisition of talent and prop- and is currently appearing in the
on the new service and telling them to
continuation of a trend that
"Playboy
show, "PM look for the Special Order Service erties. He will-also handle prob- Plaza's Persian Room. The exbeen going on over the past has West" andPenthouse"
lems involving financial require. patrolman-he resigned from the
at the Newport Jazz emblem in dealer windows.
Iast year United Artists tookyear.
Advermerits of talent unions and super- force
was recently
its Festival.
tising pitch in Victor ads reads "Let vise Columbia's two publishing signed last month
Ultra Audio 7500 monaural series,
to a Warner Bros. movie
Capitol artist and repertoire pro- us show you how you can always firms,
which listed at $4.98, and was
April
Music
and
Blackwood
contract,
and the company hopes to
packaged with a special flap -over ducer Curly Walter will handle her be sure of getting 'The Music You Music.
build him in the image of the
recording sessions.
Want When You Want It."
Columbia last week also named late Mario Lanza.
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RCA Victor Introducing

'Special Order Service'

Barbara
Inks

Dave Kapralik Leads Number of
New Exec Promotions at Col.

Pact

-

WB's Policeman
Steals the Show
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MARKET ANALYSIS
Detroit: Local
Boy. Makes It

Liberty Sets Mkt. Meets
To Orbit LP Sales Plan

DETROIT: The strongest rec-

-

Liberty kicks phase of the campaign on the EastHOLLYWOOD
off the new yeL with e special ern Seaboard, while Bud Dain will
program covering its January 13
LP release, offering dealers a 10
per cent discount, four -month deferred billing plus 100 per cent
exchange. The 10 per cent discount will apply to a dealer's complete order, including new product
as well as catalog items.
The program went into effect
Monday (8) and ends February 16.
Payments are duo in one -third installments on the 10th of March,
April and May. Product will be
accepted for exchange after June
I. This assures Liberty merchandise
a full five months exposure at the
retail level.
To provide fire power in getting
the program into sales orbit, Liberty is sending a half dozen of its
key people on the road. each conspecific territory.
centrating on
They will conduct sales meetings in
each market and take a hand in the
promotional efforts behind the
campaign.
National sales manager Don
Bohanan will cover Minneapolis,
Chicago, Detroit, New York, Philadelphia and Washington; assistant
to the president Don Blocker will
concentrate his efforts in the Buffalo; Albany, N. Y.; Boston, New

cover the Pacific Coast area.
The January' release, numbering
a baker's dozen, will include the
debut LP's on Liberty of Johnnie
Ray and Eddie Heywood, a package of previously unreleased recordings by the late Eddie Cochran,
and a volume II sequel to the
strong selling Bud and Travis "in
concert" album. Other entries considered having strong sales potential includes a Si Zentner LP comUp a
ing et a time when his
-band
single
is a
big
Lazy River"
"star performer" on BMW's Hot
100, and a Timi Yuro LP similarly
aimed at cashing in on her singles

strength.

Another LP tied to the "A" singles' sales pull is Gene McDaniel's
"Tower of Strength" package,
Others include a Johnny Mann
Singers album saluting Frank Sinátra called "Ballads of the King."
Release is rounded out with two
square -dance packages featuring
fiddler Gordon Terry and dance
caller Homer Garrett, and the Bluegrass Gentlemen in a folk music
set is backing up its January
with a heavy consumer and

Liberty

drive
trade ad campaign. It will blanket
the nation's radio stations with
smaller albums composed of tracks
from the January release. In addition, Levinger has prepared special
displays and point -of -sale material
spotlighting the new product,

Newark, and Hartford,
Conn., markets; assistant sales
manager Ken Revercomb will work
Oklahoma City, Dallas, Houston,
New Orleans, Miami. Atlanta and
Cincinnati; merchandising director
Allan Levinger will move into
Cakland, Calif.; Seattle, Denver,
and Phoenix, Ariz.
In addition, Joe Sadd will help
kick off the campaign in Charlotte,
N. C.; Nashville, Memphis, St.
Louis, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh and
Cleveland. National promotion director Bob Skaff, aided by Ed
Silvers, will direct the promotional

York,

Collay's Disk
Get N. O. Nod

-A strong
here

NEW ORLEANS

last week
new disk broke
while singles sales generally were
holding up well after the Christmas rush. Retailers reported a
newcomer by Allen Colley a hot
item. The side is "Four Days and
Four Nights" on the Instant label.
Always a steady seller in New
Orleans, Pete Fountain was getting sales on his "Yes Indeed" on
Coral. Another new item was
"I'm Waiting at the Station" by
An Neville on Minit, and Brenda
Lee's "Break It to Me Gently"
was starting to move here as it
was in Memphis and Nashville,
Erwin Smith of Smith's Record Shop, New Orleans, said sales
are reasonably good in the singles

New Records
Move in S. F.
SAN FRANCISCO -The new
year is starting with a breakout
bank for the Bay City market
thanks to Bob Conrad's "Bye Bye
Baby" on the Warner Bros. label
and "Shimmy Shimmy Walk" by
the Megatons on Checker. "I'm
Blue" by the Ikettes on Ateo,
and Gene Chandler's "Duke of
Earl" were also hot here. Strong
potential was displayed by "A
Thousand Feet Below" by Terry
Tyler on the Landa label.

market with standout sales continuing on several sides.

OUNbu_

ago.

Checkup of the record's popularity Indicates it stems from
heavy airplay by smaller local radio stations, coupled with the fact
that Holland is a local boy making good.

Other strong new disks reported are "Sugar Babe" by Paul
London, "Where Have All the
Flowers Gone ?" by the Kingston
Trio, "What's So Good About
Good -Bye?" by the Miracles, and
"Smoky Places" by the Corsairs.
In the album field, Chubby
Checker Twists -any of them
are doing well, particularly the
new "Your Twist Party." "Breakfast at 'Tiffany's" is holding up
well, and a newcomer, Jimmy
Smith's "Midnight Special" is
spotted as coming up.

-

`Boomerang'
Soars in Balt.
BALTIMORE -No new

ones

broke (rut here last week, but
the recent breakout flight of
"My Boomerang Won't Conte
Back" rook another spectacular
soar in sales here. "Tears From
an Angel," by Troy Shondcll; "It
Will Stand," by the Showmen,
and "Let Me In," by the Sensations, were also selling well here.
solid
This city also took
shine bs "Irresistible You," by
Bobby Darin; "Lost Someone,'
by lama Brown; "Letter Full of
Tears," by Gladys Knight; Smoky
Places," by the Corsairs, and
"Imagination," by the Quotations,
the last -named seemingly sparking in Washington and Baltimore
simultaneously, although the two
cities generally react differently
and at different times to newer

t

tunes.

Dealers also named these releases its selling well: "Duke of
Earl," by Gene Chandler, and
"Happy Guy," by Nino and the
Ebbtide.i. Brenda Lee's "So Deep,"
which Isit the national chart this
week, also was getting good action here.
Judging by the biggest LP sales
over the holiday week, Baltimoreans were combining the twist
and the hula -both dances having
a good deal in common, come
to think of it -with big buys of
all Twist albums and Elvis' "Blue
-
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The disk

settled into the post holiday lull here last week following what most dealers characterized as only a "fair" Christmas
selling period. "It,never quite got
up to what it should have been
in terms of other years," one
dealer noted succinctly.
Despite the windup of the
year-end gift buying time, a number of singles continued to sell
strongly, auguring a respectable
first month of business in the new
year. Though there were no new
breakout singles in tite Quaker
City, the Ikettes, the group which
works with Ike and Tina Turner,
appeared a winner on their own
business

with "I'm Blue," which hit the
national "Hot 100" chart at No.
81. Australian Charlie Drake was
also scoring well with his Boom-

`Blue' D. C.

Standout
from buying customers and from
radio play. A New Year's Eve TV
special here on the famed jazzman should also boost Brubeck
records in the arca.
Others were "Tuff," by Ace
Cannon; "Funny How Time Slips
Away," by Jimmy Elledge; "DoRe-Mi," by Lee Dorsey on Fury;
"It Will Stand," by the Showmen;
"Let Me In," by the Sensations,
and "Letter Full of Tears," by
Gladys Knight on Fury,
"Imagination," by the Quotations on Verve, is showing a
spurt in sales and in radio play
in the area (even bigger in Baltimore). "Pushin' Your Luck," by
Sleepy King. has moved down
from Baltimore and is getting its
first real play in the Capital City,
New sides that various dealers
cited for good sales here were
"Oh, Cindy," by the Vibrations;
"Check Yourself." by the Temptations; "Baby, What's Wrong,"
and flipside "Hush Your Mouth,"
by Jim Reeves from one of his
LP's; Buster Brown's "Sugar
Babe," a n d Hank Ballard's
"You're Gonna Miss Me."
The twisters? All doing fine,
with the edge here going to the
charm of the original by Chubby
that famous
Checker about
dance with "little sister," while
papa's sleepis and mama ain't
home-both single and LP. Radio twister play over the holiday
week went strongest to this one.

Sint.

_T1t

www.americanradiohistory.com

crang" disk, which came in at No.
79 on the "Hot 100,"
A third new chart entrant of
the week (93) doing particularly:
well here is Gene Chandler's
"Duke of Earl." Others among the
group of local best sellers are
mainly disks which were released
and achieved breakout status before the holidays and rode out the
Christmas period to continue
strong now.
`Persona Non Grata'
Some dealers here continued to
note difficulty in getting certain
hits, but for perhaps a different
reason than le often advanced.
This is simply that as one remarked: "I'm on a persona non
grata basis with a couple of the
biggies so I have to depend on
the one -stops or sometimes out -oftown sources to get the stuff. it
takes longer but what can 1 do?
"I've been loaded up once too
often with albums by some of
these fellows. I complain that I
can't take everything they want
me to lake, that I can't possibly
pay for the stuff on time, but
they still force the albums on me
and they give me a real hard
time when I want to get my return privileges. There's no alternative. I have to go elsewhere to
get the records 1 must have."
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THEY'LL INCREASE

ord here last week was "Jamie"
by Eddie Holland, a record that
was a breakout here a few weeks

Term Philly Xmas `Fair'
-

Of Gavin Award

-

Chuck Biere
NEW YORK
of, the Crowell -Collier Broadcast-

ing chain was elected "Radio's Man
of the Year" in free lance record programmer Bill Gavin's annual poll to determine which radio
and record men made the most
constructive contributions to the
business in 1961.
Other top awards, based on
poll of Gavin's correspondents and
subscribers in the radio-record
field, are as follows:
Program Director, Les Stein,
now with KOO, San Francisco,
for "developing the 'Battle of the
New Sounds' " at KYA, San Francisco; Top 40 station disk jockey,
Dick Biondi, WI.S, Chicago; "Better Music" station disk jockey, Pete
Myers, WHEW, New York; TV
disk jockey, Buddy Deane, WJZTV, Baltimore; Top 40 Music DI(Continued on page LI)
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Blanche, do you
realize that myy
album is
selling like

Not only that
-my album
is breaking
them up in
Seattle and
Milwaukee!

hotcakesin

Cleveland?

And don't
forget the job
those stores
in Boston
are doing!

You're always
talking about
yourself, John.
My album, Es

I work my
fingers to the
bone making
you funny and
what thanks
do I get?

album; Lls on
that.albunt too,

What's the

matter,

youlknozv.

Blanche?

CL

If it weren't for

4-0101

constant
nagging, what
would you be
today, John
Bickerson?
nay

1692/CS 8492"'

-jttot

THE BICKERSO
DON AMECHE and FRANCES

UNI

Might as well
stay up and
watch it
hit the
charts.

e'++i+ll"giwww+nerrr.l.e

'Stereo

COLUMBIA R
www.americanradiohistory.com
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HARD TIMES

Discounting Hurts
Low -Price L.P Sales

'62's
BIGGEST!'

ft

"A

LITTLE

NEW YORK -The sign on the
a midtown
Korvette
here last week, advertising 99ccnt
LP's at two for S1. is an indication
of the low estate to which the low price LP's have fallen. Buffeted
window of

by the discount prices of the regular labels in large record outlets,
racks and chains, outshone by the
newly glamorized covers of these
regular labels and without the name
artists to work with. the low -price
lines, in a large number of cases,
have fallen upon hard times.

TOO

MUCH"

Arid

Sales
the past year sales

For
of the
low -price labels, with few exceptions, have been drying up. With
name albums by top artists selling
as low es $1.98 in major cities,
few of the low -price lines have
been able to stand the gaff. Many
of the low -price labels have just
ceased issuing LP's, except for the
few that have had a steady sale.
Others have dropped their monaural releases and stayed with
Memo I.P's at $2.98. And some
have cut hack their costs and their
selling prices so that stores can

(LIRE1E
HENRY

"LET ME

offer their albums at 51.29 or
Sí.19.
Today the low -price business is
generally centered in the 99.cent
labels. k.ut the 99 -cent list price
involves such a profit struggle for
a manufacturer that few care to
compete in this type of market. A
large chain has requested one
company that used to specialize
in a low -price line to make a
99 -cent LP for them, but the firm
claimed there isn't enough profit
in it to make it worthwhile.
There are some bright spots in
this rather grim picture. Classical
low -prices lino, such as the Richmond or the Telefunken series,
have managed to hold a share of
the business, due to the quality
of their classical recordings. And
certain powerhouse releases on
the Camden and Harmony labels
have also managed to rack np
sales. Kiddie low -price LP's also
have a share of market, but as a
whole the business is not a very
big one today for many labels
that only two or three years ago
had Ihri -ring low-price lines.

ON THE MOVE

Canada's Disk Discount
Stores Getting Up Steam

IN"
the

suppliers realized our potential and
are benefiting from it."
OTTAWA. Ont -Discount store
Sherry an's feeling are echoed by
retailing has bit Canada hard in the recent announcement of Capithe past sic months with the open- tol Reccrds of Canada concerning
their "Graded Volume Discount
ing
Plan" whereby all dealers will earn
count department stores in Ontario an
extra 5 per cent to 10 per cent
and Quebec provinces. With it has discount throughout the year decome a new concept in - retail pending on their volume of purdisk merchandising that promises chases from Capitol. This plan is
nid the discount operato revolutionize the business in this designed to
tor whose volume will reach the
country.
highest plateau. Capitol's plan is
The leader thus fur in record expected to be studied carefully by
is
Sherman. other major suppliers facing indiscounting
Alex
whose firm Shaman Enterprises creased pressure from the large
limited. operates 10 leased record Canadian dealers.
departments in Towers Marts and
The second problem was one of
Shoppers City discount stom, as supply. While his departments
well as having 10 other stores of carry a large selection of current
it own. Sherman took the plunge stock at discount prices, Sherman
into discounting only six months concentrates on promoting clearago.
ances und discontinued catalog
"Our first big problem." says merchardise. "We do not sell 'secSherman, "was to break through onds' or defective LP's," Sherman
the Iron Curtain which manufac- is emphatic to point out, "But we
turers had built up against recog- are on the lookout at all times for
nizing discounting as a means of genuine cut -outs in classical and
mass sales volume as well as reach- pop alluma where we can pass
ing a completely new type of con- along excellent savings to our cussumer market. We needed their tomers.'
Because of the shortage of cutco-operation and they needed the
volume we could generate. I am outs in Canada, Sherman has
(Continued on page 26)
pleased to sec that the majority of

argo #5405

"SMOKY
PLACES"

the
ÍORS1tfflS
tuff #1808

"OH,
CINDY"

WB on 'Sound' Bandwagon

the

With Premium -Priced Series

CHESS
PROD. CORP.
Michigan
Chicago 16

2120

S.

-

Warner Bros.
Records is jumping aboard the
"sound album" bandwagon with a
premium-priced "Stereo Workshop
I Series" of LP's to be unveiled as
tof its January-February rer;
lart
ease.
It will issue the first three
packages in the new series as part
of a 14 -album release, one of the
i?
largest single 'releases made by the
label in sonic time.
A special sales program, offering
1 dealers a 100 per cent guaranteed
exchange protection on workshop
Pj
releases, is being extended in introducing the series, The exchange
privilege goes into effect immedi.! ately and will run through June,
1962. Each album is encased la a

HOLLYWOOD

checker X1002

NEW YORK--RCA Victor continued its streak as the hottest singles label in 1961, and upped its album business over the
previous year by snagging the two hottest original -cast albums
in "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying," and
"Milk and Honey." In a report issued last week, the diskery also
noted that its ailes of stereo LP's during the Christmas period
were up between 25 and 30 per cent over the same holiday
aeuson last year.
In 1961 Victor came up with one

of the fastest selling
LP's in the history of the business, The LP was Elvis Presly's
"Blue Hawaii," which has sold close to 600,000 since being
Issued in mid -October. Presley himself continued his hot selling
streak, with his last single record, "His Latest Flame" and
"Little Sister" already close to the million mark. Presley oho had
another strong album seller in "G. I. Blues."
Singles te LP Million Sellers
In the singles field, Victor came up with a better than
million seller in the Token's "The Lion Sleeps Tonight." The
firm also set u new mark with the first million- selling classical
album, Van Cliburn's recording of "Tchaikovsky's "Fust Piano
Concerto," which sold a million copies world -wide through
stores, clubs and racks.
During 1961 Victor released a total of 139 pop albums.
compared with 150 in 1960. Victor's 1961 product sold 1,000,000 more units of new product than in the previous year.
And the label ended the year with the top two monaural
albums in the country, Presley's "Blue Hawaii" and "Breakfast

Tiffany's " by Henry Mancini.
Also in 1961 Victor introduced the 49 -cent Groove label.
This was a major attempt on the part of the firm to seek to
at

enlarge the singles market with a lower priced disk.
On the talent level, the label developed a number of performers into strong selling names. They included Al Hirt, Peter
Nero, Ann -Margaret, and the Tokens. Victor also signed new
talent, most important among them being Paul Anka, whose
first recordings were due in February.

Introduces Internatoaal Talents

Victor was active, too, in the international field, with a
number of new licensees and associated companies set up in
1961. Victor also introduced into the U. S. the RCA International label, which presents foreign talent from all over the
world to the American market.
The Victor Record Club ankled its arrangements with the
Book-of-the-Month Club, and the Reader's Digest became the
agent for the club during 1961. Victor helped to start the
Reader's Digest in the record business when it made the first
records for the Digest over a year ago.

By ARNOLD GOSEWICH

SE%SitTIOS

IBH.TJOS

RCA TOPS SINGLES AGAIN;
SCORES GAINS IN ALBUMS

1.

dc luxe aluminum foil -covered
package, and is heavy on technical
data for the audiophile. Albums
will list ut 55.98 (stereo) and 54.98

(mono),

Initial workshop wares include

"new perspectives in sound" featuring pianist David Swift. with orchestra; Buddy Cole's Ingenuity
in Sound," and Shorty Rogers'
"The Fourth Dimension in Sound."
Other LP's in the 14- package release in:lude albums by the Everly
Brother,, Connie Stevens, Bud
Dashiel' and the Kinsmen, Don
Tiare. Bing Crosby in a "Sing -

Cameo -Parkway Asks SEC

Approval of Public Stock

-

The public acquiring contracts with artists. for
WASHINGTON
will have a chance to buy into the working capital, et al. The company
financing and profits of Cameo- has outstanding 212.500 Class A

Parkway's big twister boom if the
record company's proposed offer
to market 200,000 shares of stock
is okayed by the Securities & Exchange Commission.
In its registration statement, the
newly named Cameo -Parkway Records. Inc., told the SEC that in
1960 about 99 per cent of its net
sales were in records by Bobby
Rydel and Chubby Checker and in
the first nine months of 1961 the
two singers accounted for 85 per

cent of sales.
The public offering price is not
yet set, but will have a 57 maximum. The 200.000 shares of Clad
A common to be offered are presently owned by the company (40;
000) and by Bernard Lowe (160:
000), president. Sale will be on an
all -or-none basis through underwriters headed by Godfrey. Hamilton, Taylor & Company. The prcacnt company' was organized December 20. 1961. acquiring by
merger the business of Bernard
Lows Enterprises, Inc. (Cameo
Records) and Parkway Records,
according to the statement. Firm
produces single records and LP's
both monaural and stereophonic.
6120,000 for Tapes
Out of the net proceeds of the
proposed public sale of stocks.
$120.000 will be used to buy or
produce additional master tapes for
future release. and the rest for

commercials), Steve Graham
Strings, a package of Erich Wolfgang Korngold movie themes, Ira
Ironstrings, Raoul Maynard and
Lightnin' Chance LP.
To launch the sales drive, WB's
district sales managers conducted
a series of meetings. with all of the
distributors, utilizing
Along" set, Jeanie Sommers (in a label's 32 aids
in presenting the
package tied "For Those Who audio -visual
(Cinr7ir,rn. Les pr. r 361
Think 'Young,tl" to tie -ia with ber

www.americanradiohistory.com

Pepsi

B comof
165,300
shares
mon. Lowe owns
Class A stock and proposes to sell
160,000. Lowe owns all of the
Class B stock and after completion
of the stock offering, will have 59.E
per cent of the voting stock in the
company.
The firm makes some candid and
even fatalistic comments on iti
role in the record business in its
statement to the SEC. la explana.
tion of the roller -coaster ups and
downs in sales from 1957 through
September 1961, it says:
The public's taste in popular
music and the public's acceptaoa
of popular artists is constantly
changing. The company's sales aril
dependent on the ability of the
company to anticipate and satisfy
the public taste in popular mutin
and on its ability to develop popui
lar artists which it has been able to
do in the past. There is no assure
once that it will be able to do s0

shares and 353,000 Class

in the

future."

Also laying it on the line about
the trials of the independent record
manufacturing company (even one
that can describe itself as "tad
hottest" in the country), Cameo Parkway notes that its prime talent,
Rydcll and Checker, are under exclusive contracts due to expire in
1964 and 1965, respectively. Addk
donut uncertainty is the right of th4
youthful artists to withdraw when
they reach the age of 21 -Ry
April 26, 1963, and Checker,
sober 3, 1962.

No Assurance They'll Stick
"There is no assurance" that
expiration of contract or comity$

of age. "these artists will reals1
with the company or that, if th
leave the company, it will be ab
to replace them with similar artists."- Cameo-Parkway also note*
(C,trin..J on rage 19
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A GREAT NEW RHYTHM BALLAD!

ADAM WADE
Irs Goo
D

TO HAVE

bea

HOW ARE THINGS IN LOVERS LANE
COED
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THE PROUDEST NAME

IN ENTERTAINMENT

RnNITED

RTISTS
L

C

O P O O

PRESENTS ITS

SWEET
FOR '62
SIXTEEN OUTSTANDING NEW

rtst

1111110.

OA

\*

NO PAYMENTS DUE UNTIL FEB. 10,

MARCH 10, AND APRIL 10

tSUL1Wt

hM
SeMru WSW 11(1sS1 wti'\al1S
NtutltTMs1

... CHECK

WITH YOUR DISTRIBUTOR TO SEE
IF YOU QUALIFY.

\A1lMdfT

Ws
6nrI11<LUIhM
hot wsttSMStstl

1,101o11614:1001

ALBUMS FOR THE NEW YEAR

Vitt

GENEROUS DISCOUNTS ON THE

ENTIRE NEW RELEASE PLUS THE

i

>tM:SShMIrM1a

UNITED ARTISTS COMPLETE CATALOG.
SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR THE NEW
COMEDY CONCERT ALBUM

TONIGHT -Ferrante & Telcher In another magnifi
Cent performance of motion picture and Broadway
hits, Including the title song, ''Tonight" frcm -West
Side Story."
UAL 3171/UAS 6171 (Stereo)

...

INCLUDES THE CREAM OF
AMERICA'S COMEDY STARS.

RALPH MARTERTE

"'11"11,1,11,

BIG BAND

THEMES
WITH 88
STRINGS

AND A GOLDEN HORN

MO/

Ml I.OV VOW eKTLIN/U
CAOAVAN eNT,M[NTAL JODUN[V ON MAMO
Ir M1[NAO/ IN eILWe'MOKe UINOWMT UVU,A
CNT OlT eTAUTe0 0000eV44O00 ,N0,00
nT LI4eT

V

OU

i

THE BIG BAND THEMES WITH 88 STRINGS
A
t)DLDEN HORN -Ralph Marterle, his amazing trum
put and orchestra, augmented by strings, present

their 1962 version of the themes of the Big Bands
of Ne Forties.
UM. 3177 /UAS 6177 (Stereo)

POP CONCERT
SAUTER -FINEGAN
THE BILBAO SONG NM BLUE
MOON 11011=111 RAMALAMA
DING DONG MIMI LULLABY
OF THE LEAVES MIN TRUST
IN ME
MESSIN' AROUND
THE PONY DANCE NMI I'VE
TOLD EVERY LITTLE STAR
YOU CAN DEPEND ON ME
THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC NI

A

program of
CONCERT- SautcrFinegen
current and recent hit recordings adapted to their
Own modernistic and melodic style, featuring their
Breezing musical arrangements.
WW 7516 /WWS 8516 (Stereo)/WWR 3516
POP

In

a

TERRY S
AND

111

ti A .1.

TER

GENTLE
PURR cu

GENTLE PURR-CU!iSION- Mister Percussion, Terry
Snyder, unveils A new type of percussive musical

program, this time with e smooth, silky Sound.
WW 752:. /VMS 8521 (Stereo)IWWR 3521

COMEDY CONCERT -Sic greet story tellers combine

to present an outstanding entertainment program.
Pat Herrington, Jr., Don Knotts, Louis Nye. Kaye
Ballard, Alexander King, and Harold Flender ere
UAL 95. SPECIAL DISCOUNT
starred.

DIDN T IT RAIN
EVELYN FREE AN CONDUCTING THE
EXCITING VO CES AND ORCHESTRA
.

u..

.

.e.

'

40

L

DIDN'T IT RAIN -Evelyn Freeman and her Exciting
Voices In a program of Spirituals el once exciting
and filled with the emotion end feeling of Faith
this music demands. UAL 3178/ÚA8 6178 (Stereo)

www.americanradiohistory.com

elbum
MUSIC OF THE TOREADOR -An exciting
new
the
recorded In Spain marks the debut of
Records.
WORLD WIDE SERIES on United Artists
Ricardo Vidal conducts.
UAL 3172/UAS 6172 (Stereo)
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STEVE LAWRENCE

-

6--az

AL CAIOLA *SOLID GOLD GUITAR
/IT^ TNAf :SOLO C. MILLION

ORIGINAL FILM SOUND TRACK

c:U ITl1ri

STANLEY KRAMER'S

EYDIE GORME

F

TWO GUITARS

Juomeflt at Noomboo

*

*

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN
FOOT STOMVIN'
THE WORLD IS WAITING FOR THE
SUNRISE
GUNS Of NAVARONE
BIG GUITARS
I'LL WALK THE LINE
JEZEBEL
GUITAR DOGGIE
MEXICO
VAYA CON

*

MOON RIVER

t

11

*

*

*

*

*

DIOS

Dramatic HighWKbfs...Mose by Ernest Gold, Composer of Exodus

kGM

ON THE AISLE -Eydie Gorme and Steve
Lawrence take you on a musical Journey up the
Gay White Way, singing some of the ell -time great
Show tunes In their own Intimate style.
WW 7518/WWS 8518 (Stereo)/WWR 3518

TWO

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG -Hailed as the most
Important motion picture of the Decade, the Sound
Track Includes Academy Award Winner Ernest
Gold's score plus Spencer Tracy and Burt Lancaster
narrations.
UAL 4095 /UAS 5095 (Stereo)

-AI

SOLID GOLD GUITAR
Calola plays a dozen big
hits, Including his own "Magnificent Seven" theme,
"Moon River," "Mexico" and the old standard
"Jezebel ".
UAL 3180 /UAS 6180 (Stereo)

WEST
"SIDE

Wrik

RORIIJ7'Z
N

HID-

1

H

'

ofk

-

SHIRLEY
BAS SEY
WEST SIDE BEAT -The music of New York's teem.
Ing West Side, played and sung by experts In this
particular medium, Tito Rodriguez and his Or.
theatre.
UAL 3183/UAS 6183 (Stereo)

-A

SHIRLEY BASSEY
truly fine singer from England
presents her warm, full -bodied electric vocal style
which has captured and held an international
audience.
UAL 3I69 /UAS 6169 (Stereo)

-The

WE REMEMBER TOMMY DORSEY, TOO
Mod
ernaires, whose fame as entertainers Is unques-

tioned, present vocal Interpretations of many of
the top Tommy Dorsey hits.
WW 7524/WWS 8524 (Stereo) /WWR 3524

-The

STANDING ROOM ONLY
Highwaymen play and sing authentic Folk
songs, including their two big hits,
"Cotton Fields" and "Gypsy Rover"
In their own inimitable style.
UAL 3168 /UAS 6168 (Stereo)

BOOHOO, HA-HA -Kaye Ballard has been recognized as one of the great comediennes of our time,
end In this new elbum she demonstrates her
tremendous talent.
UAL 3165 /UAS 6165 (Stereo)

STEEL GUITAR HOLIDAY-Herb
Remington In an
outstanding

performance of musical
designed for every listener, rangingentertainment
from Blue
Hawaii to a Swinging Country beat.
UAL 3167/UAS 6167 (Stereo)

..
,q)x

Y

a10

WNIA1'.RM (

p5lAlallfpllS
ASSOC:AiION

UNITED ARTISTS RECORDS
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FOR INVENTORY AND PROGRAMMING

JAYS...

DEE

OP LP's BY CATEGORY

"MY GIRL'

help dealers buy and control and properly display Inventory, and to help
broadcasters program, the 200 Best Selling LP's are herewith listed by type of
material and arranged alphabetically. The same 200 LP's are listed In order
of sales strength on the cardboard Insert. Those LP's listed In bold face and
capital letters are on the chart nine weeks or less.
To

WILL ADD
ROMANCE
TO YOUR
SPINNIN,

u

VOCAL LP's
(Stero) Mono

Title labeq

Top

LP

Ronk

Mats Vocalists

eD

A'

.

.

RAt.

_:

tsN4V',

GIRL"
MCCu1lou

r.-

r

D

-JANUARY RELEASES
From the Hit Album: REDD FOXX AT

HOT SINGLE

REO
BRAS HERD

TIMES

I

I

464

Specially Edited for Broadcasting
and Juke

820

DTI.

TWO HIT ER'.

I

FOX1

REDD

-

JA1IVIIIE USA.

REDD

FOES

AT

!AllVILLE

PT.

1821

REDD

TRH

AT

JAllVILLE

PT.

2

822

BELOW
FOR

FOUI
THE
PIECE

A

REDO

BELT

COBB

WILLIE

...,RUDY M00RE 800

.... ROSCOE

HOLLAND B12

SONGS TNRU

A

215
REDD FOXX 290
RE00 fOXX 295

REDD

FOXX

FLINN

SEX

SLY

MEF

PARTY, Vol.

OF THE

S

SLOPPY DANIELS

PARTY RECORD PARTY
GENE

SIDESPLITTER, Vols.

THE

REDD

6

2....

FOXX 253.270

GEORGE

n,"

"TWIST-ING"
"THE HULA HULA TWIST"
"LATIN OUAP..TER TWIST"

KIRBY 230

0

TWIST"

LEAVE ME
p

JOE HENDERSON
TODD 1066

Nat'l Distributed by

MILLS MUSIC, INC,
BROADWAY,

1AYGEE RECORD CO.,

I

318 West

J

MATRIX
PLATING
Mothers,
Service -Check

Our

1.

INC.

N. Y. 36, N. Y.

B

(cPv^ry

LCeI

ONESTOP RECORD SERVICE!

45

RPM

60c

ALL EP's.REGULAR DISTRIBUTOR

to

Tao..

[J
`J

60
108

62
(51

11

39

93

06

M

The MUSICAL SALES COMPANY
The Musical Soies Bldg.
Bollimor I. MorYland

85

95
141
48
73

146
128
131

133
127
(23)

13

(12) 20
97

BLASTS PROM THE

43
140
53
BB

98

CLASSICAL i&
SEMI- CLASSICAL LP's

Rodgers) Victory at Sao, Vol. III (RCA)
{

.1H

www.americanradiohistory.com

120
MEXICO (MONO)
(301 SS
MOON RIVER (DOT)
New Piono in Town (RCA)
83
102
OLD SWEET SONO OF CHRISTMAS (COLI
147
Orange Blossom Specie( 6 Wheels (Dol)
140
Satin Affoir (Cop)
SILENT NIGHT AND 13 OTHER BEST
100
LOVED CHRISTMAS CAROLS (DOT)
(461
75
Loves
Somebody
Me (Col)
131
SONGS CO PRAISE (LON)
(181 143
Stars for a Summer Night (Cal)
Yellow Bird (Dar)
(20) 25
81
Yellow Bird !life)

Jo.
Of THE DUKES Or DIXIELAND
(AUDIO FIDELITY)
Miles Davis, In Person Fridoy Night et th
Blackhowk, Son Francisco, Vol. (Col)
Dreamstreef (ABC)
Exodus to lors (V4)
Pete Fountains New Orleans (Cor)
BEST

(10) 61
112
139
125
149

I

Genius of Roy Charles (6111
Genius Plus Soul Equols Jars (Impulse)
GENIUS SINGS THE SLUES (ATE)
TIME FURTHER OUT (COL)
Time Oue (Col)

Whol'd

I

Soy

57

106

116
46
(151

(All)

16

64

Percussion and Sound
50 GUITARS GO SOUTH OF THE IORDER
(451

(LIB)

(Ill

Melody and Percussion for Two Piono> (Lon)
Posa in Review (Lon)
PERCUSSION TWENTIES (LON)
Persuasive Percussion, Vol.
(Com)
Stereo 35. "MM (Com)

(32)
(471

(II)

I

(3)

SHOW MUSIC
Original Cast

(CHESS)
Murray the "K'," Sing Along With The Original
Golden G
(Rost)
Olds. But Goodies, Vol. (OS)
Old e1 But Goodies, Vol. Ill (OS)
Sixl r Years of Music Americo Loves Best,
Vol. III (Pepulor) (RCA)

s

BERLIN MELODY (DOTI
(401 37
JIG SAND PLAYS BIO HITS (LIB)
114
Calcutto (Dot)
45
CHRISTMAS MUSIC (LON)
(36) 49
CHRISTMAS TIME (KAPP)
105
CHRISTMAS WITH CONNIFF (COL)
(16) SO
Ebb Tide 6 Other Instrumental Fovorites (Oso) (24) S4
FERRANTE IL TEICHER, LOVE THEMES (ÚA),(29)
(44) 79
Golden Walt,el (Dot)
91
Polio Mio (Lon)

82

Milted Voices
"K'S"

Ronk

INSTRUMENTAL LP's

130

I

C1

Itl

29
(Cop).113

PAST

SAME DAY SERVICE

g

Leo

CHRISTMAS SING ALONG WITH MITCH
(9) 13
(COL)
89
P1,0.1e Sing Along With Mitch (Col)
122
Folk Song Sing Along With Mitch (Coll
150
Hepoy Timn1 Sing Along With Mitch (Col)
PIOLIDAY SING ALONG WITH MITCH
(COL)
(II 2
86
Memories Sing Along With Mitch (Col)
11I
Mors Sing Along With Mitch (Col)
126
Saturday Night Sing Along With Mitch (Col)
134
Sentimental Sing Along With Mitch (Coll
(281 31
Sing Along Wilk Mitch (Col)
SING WE NOW OF CHRISTMAS (20TH FOX).119
118
THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS (COL)
144
Sing
Along
With
M(Ich
(Col)
Still Moro
TV .ling Along With Mitch (Col)
(37) 59
(26i 21
You
Request Sing Along With Milch (Col)

MURRAY THE

WHOLESALE-NOTHING OVER

Our Price List.

103

......

America's Largest and Oldest

Prices.

SHAW PLATING CORP.
2804 Glendora Aso., Cincinnati 19, O.
Phono: Woodburn 1.3050
S.

St

(?7]

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
For

48011

iefÑIÑJPEfiEÑfellePcVidIETEETEErcr,

Masters,
Stampers, Converts
Nickel or Copper.
Sand your

(B)

Choruses

/p BABY DON'T

"IRISH TWIST"

Write

TOMMY (REP)

Colo .ful Ventures (Dolt)
Encores of Golden Hits (Mere)
Four Preps on Campus (Cop)
From the Hungry
(Cap)
Goin' Places (Cop)
Here We Go Again (Cop)
Highwaymen (OA)
Kingston Trio (Cop)
Kingston Trio C1010 Up (Cop)
Sllgftly Fabulous limeliten (RCA)
Tonight In Person (RCA)

MOVING UP
ON ALL CHARTS I

"SOCIETY TWIST"

Past

94

112OTHERS FOUR SONG BOOK (COL)
CHRISTMAS WITH THE LENNON SISTERS
(11011

9512 So. Central Avenue
Los Angeles 2, California
Phone: LOrain 7 -2466

Hot as a Twist -ol i
IRVING FIELDS ORCH. 0
NEW EVEREST ALBUM
d

1619

52

Duos and Groups

NIGHT IN HOLLYWOOD

DOOTO

/

72
101

FREDDY 279

A
1

232

D. J,'s -SEND FOR YOUR COPIES.

p

42

ELLA IN HOLLYWOOD (VERVE)
Judy at Carnegie Boll (Cap)
Never on Sunday (MGM)
Roaring 20's (WB)
SEPTEMBER IN THE RAIN (MERCI
SWEET LITTLE JESUS ROY (COL)
This Little Boy of Mine (Ever)

REYNOLD
TOE COWAN

...............

/

66
10

JOAN BAEZ, VOL. II (VAN)
Bolin St. East Proudly Presents Mist Peggy
A CHRISTMAS OFFERING (LON)
Connie 's Greotesl Hits (MGM)

HAYDEN 293

IAFF Of THE PARTY ....REDD FOXX 214
219, 220, 227, 234, 236 R 265
RACY TALES
REDD FODO 275

COBB 004
WILD PARTI
REDO
FOXX DOI
LAFFARAMA
COMIDY OWEEPSCAOSTARES
MAN CROTHERS BM
020
REDD FOXX AT MELVILLE
THE WHOLE OF HATTIE NOEL
NA TTIF NOEL 12]
THI NEW LA..
Or THE PARTI'
BILLY ALITN 024
HE'S FUNNY THAT WAY ,.REDO SOU BIS
HAVE ONE ON ME ....REDD FORA 29B
-BARON HARRIS 294
PILLOW PARTY FUN
DOWN BY THE RIVER
ZION TRAVELERS

/

7
71
137
145

120

Female Vocalists
All Ili. Way (Dec)

BLAME IT ON THE RUES

BOO

REDD

2-

65

Bocel

-BEST SEWN O ALBUMSIF

33

38
Johnny's Greatest Ho, (Coll
(RCA)
(41)
23
Up
Calypso
Jump
67
SINGS
CHRISTMAS
CAROLS
(RCA)...
LJ,NZA
41
Let's Twist Again (Pork)
(221 30
MERRY CHRISTMAS (DECI
33
MERRY CHRISTMAS (COL)
134
Moocy River (Dot)
142
Nice 'N' Rosy (Cap)
(Col)
(27)
12
Portr.sit of Johnny
109
Jimmy Reed of Carnegie Hall (V4)
121
Rick Is 21 (Imp)
34
RUNAROUND SUE (LAURIE)
GREETINGS
FROM
PERRY
COMO
MASON'S
(RCA)
(33) 00
Sinutro Swings (Rep)
(50)
110
S1AR CAROL (CAP)
Twist (Pori
5
WHITE CHRISTMAS (DOT)
(301
YOUR TWIST PARTY (PARK)
4

A62'.

now!

REMEMBER

I

1.

LP

AA

AT THE PEPPERMINT

LOUNGE (ROULETTE)
ELVIS' CHRISTMAS ALBUM (RCA)
FOR TWISTERS ONLY (PARK)
Heov,tnly (Col)
Hell Bent for Leather (Col)
Buddy Holly Story (Cos)
Hymns (Cop)

NATION-WOE Sl..qS}If;^

Charies
:..LbotC

THE TWIST

Top

Mood and Dance

Pout Anka Sings His Big 1S (ABC)
613 BAD JOHN (COL)
(19)
Belafonl at Carnegie Hell (RCA)
CHUBBY CHECKER /BOBBY RYDELI (CAMEO)..
Con, Swing With Me (Cap)
Doncn Till a Quarter to Three (LGrond)
obbie Dorin Story (Atco)
DO THI TWIST (ATL)

DOIN'

(Streo) Mono

Title (label)

1

Nyman. 4

Camelot (Coll
Cornivol (MGM)
Fiorello (Cop)
HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS (RCA)
KEAN (COL)
MILK AND HONEY (RCA)
My Foie Lady (Col)
SAIL AWAY (CAP)
Sound of Music (Col)
South Pacific (Col)
West Side Story (Col)

suwthtU

112

.

9

(491

63
90
19
BO

(17) 18
26

40
6
ea
(48) 22
(7)

Sound Track
96

-Hur (MGM)
Blue Hawaii (RCA)
Exodus (RCA)
FLOWER DRUM SONG (DEC)
on

G. I. Blues (RCA)
KING OF KINGS (MGM)
Never on Sunday OJAl
South Pacific (RCA)
WEST SIDE STORY (COL)

(21

1

(351 76

07
7o

(341 SI
(43) 28
(25) 104
(13) 17

Music From Musicals, Films and TV
3
(41
Breakfast of Tiffany's (RCA)
132
(tool
Film Encores
(21) 123
Groot Motion Picture Themes MA/
92
Themes
(Lon)...
01hrr
Great
Music From Exodus B
51
(42)
WEST SIDE STORY (CAP)
(14) 27
WEST SIDE STORY (UA)

COMEDY LP's

IN

Ain't That Weird? (RCA)

124

(WB)
Button -Down Mind Strikes Bock
(Verve)
Here's Jonathon
Hungry
(Kapp)
Jose Amen.' of the
ON
JOSE JIMENEZ IN ORBIT /BILL DANA
EARTH (KAPP)
JOSE JIMENEZ, THE SUBMARINE OFFICER

117

Newhort (WE) 24
Behind the Button -Down Mind of Bob
36
(W8)
Bolton -Down Mind of Bob Newhort

(KAPP)
Knocken Up (Job)
Moms Mobley of the Ployboy Club (Chess)
Moms Mobley of the UN (Chess)
A Personal Appearance (Verve)

Simotionol Club)
(38)

-

(6)

(JUB)
RUSTY WARREN BOUNCES BACK

Indlcale rslrrlvs sales strenitk H stmt. LP's

74

13S

114
14

78
107
32
77

60

JANUARY 13. 1962

BILLBOARD MUSIC WEEK

MR. D. J.IF, UNFORTUNATELY, YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
THIS GREAT FREDDY GARDNER ALBUM,
WRITE FOR A FREE COPY T0: CAPITOL
RECORDS, ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT,
1750 NO.VINE ST., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

These eight brilliant, unforgettable solo sides are presented
exactly as Freddy Gardner recorded them in London. All
eight have become classics.
Side one: I'm in the Mood for Love / Valse Vanite
Foolish Things / Smoke Gets in Your Eyes

Side Two: Roses of Picardy
Have Eyes for You / Stardust

/ These

/ Body and Soul / I

Only

The eight tracks in this album are probably the most popular and renowned ever recorded featuring the alto
saxophone.

The late Freddy Gardner is
even better known today as
a sax soloist than he was at
his death on July 26, 1950.

THIS COLLECTOR'S ALBUM IS A HIT IN
BOSTON AND IT IS BEGINNING TO MOVE
ACROSS THE NATION!
: °::'0°`

""

www.americanradiohistory.com
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BILLBOARD MUSIC WEEK

14

The

Hottest Independent In The Country.

c
1ST

AN

Over
...and my how your.
MONO or STEREO

20%
cash discount

01009

01007

C1006

SC1010

C1010

01013 NOT INCLUDED

Sto.h,.,ng

ee 11.n

tru..

RYD ELL

12

JACK
WEIGAND

GREATEST
SONGS EVER

A.

WRITTEN
The Inlor

Pop Orr hair

no

C1012

SC1012

C1011

SC1011

C1014

SC1014

www.americanradiohistory.com

C2001

SC2001

C2002

C2003

l

BILLBOARD MUSIC WEEK

JANUARY 13, 1962

for

15

A Leader In Singles !

Years

TAIL'

i
J
q

1

iiventory turns ! ! !
ROTH SAME PRICE

P7001

10 °0
cash discount

P7003

P7002

.401

.PUr«aT

diM1i3`IC OF

w11

THE
7

f;

P7004

P7005

mow

PARTY
YOUR TWIST
M.10001 1w11

CHUBBY

STRIP

CHECKER

THE CUIISINS

5P7005

P7006

www.americanradiohistory.com

P7007

01013

BILLBOARD MUSIC WEEK
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THE 'i'LiJ'LD
Europe

ITALY

EIRE

I

(Count.) Dohlln I .solos Stall)
This I.mt
I

1
1

(Courtesy

Slrnl<nl Fsp ress.
latnoses local origin
New

1

1

1

3

"STRANGER ON THE SHORE
Acker Bilk (Cohmb(a)-

S

S

a

r

6

2

4
B

6

a

1

a

S

"MIDNIGHT IN MOSCOW

Bali (Pyt)
LET THERE BE DRUMS
Sandy Nelson (Loodno)-

Commydore...tid
STRENGTH TOWER
(Phlllps)Kenny

4

-

-Tyler

Sherwin
3

2

.MOON RIVER -Danny Williams

(HMV)- Chappell

2

Chappell
.

This Last
Wee Week
1

-

6

9

r

OF
Frankie Vaughn
Chappell

-

4

JOHNNY WI1L -Pat Boone
(London)-- 5prwne Musk
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SWEET
SIXTEEN -Neil Sedate (RCA)

9

5

9

MIDNIGHT IN MOSCOW
Kenny Ball (Pyo) -TyHI

10

7

to
11

12

I)
14

13

16

l'.
It

10
11

14

7

1:

BAD JOHN -Shmmy Dean
(PAUI5n)-ACUtf -Rae
YOU'RE THE ONLY 0000
THING -Jim Reeves (RCA)
B1O

-

2I
12

142

(Cnlumbla)-)ewe) Musk
TAKE GOOD CARE OF MY
BABY -Bobby Vee (Loodon)Netina- Kloknet
DON'T BRING LULUDorothy Prorine (Warner Bros)
Francis Day á Hunter
LET'S TWIST AGAIN

GCleh

(London) -MWdot

RUN TO (JIM -Bobby Vca

this

l

Bron Musk
BAD JOHN -Timmy Dean
(PbIlpt) Acuff-Rem

TAKE FIVE -Dave Brubeek

16
26

]
24

(F. means)- Burlington Music
WALKIN' RACK TO
HAPPINESS -Helen Shapiro.
(CsWatbia)- Filmssls
1 CRIED FOR YOU

-

-

(Parlopbone)- Chappit
GOODBYE CRUEL WORLDJimmy Darren (P)es Im.).Seven

28

29

30

25

-

Aldon

-

LANGUAGE OF LOVE
Jobe D. Laudermllk (RCA)

Cbappol
w 'COME 51.01U PLEASE

Wall. {(ye) -Suo

Bob

1

Juke

Demon

Ros

10

S

6

6

2

-

10

(s

-

I

2

I
4

local urlata.

2

-

-

I

Vtlsa (Barsky)- Climaa
MEXICO -Bob Moon ( London)

J

(London)

BATJEVIER -Het Cocktail Trio
iOnlsa)- Bdleda

a

S

-

4

1

6

7

I
f

TANZE S(IT MIR IN DEN MORGEN.
Gerhard Wendland (Philips/Melodic der Welt
MEXICO -Bob Moots (Londnn)R- M. Siegel
SCHWARZE ROSEJROSEMARIE-Peter Kraut 1Poeydo6-Gerte
WEISSE ROSEN AUS ATHEN
Mooakeurl

9

o

10

-Had.

HAPPINESS -Helen Shapiro
(Cummbia)- Ardmure á Oeeck-

1

I

2

4

B'DANO DANG -The Courtin
(Palette) -World
9
l'M GONNA KNOCK ON

Nudges

10

2

5

NI? BONNIE. -Rig Valk (Fontana):
Tony Sheridan and the Beat Brotheu
(Pu(ydor)

DANN WOLL'N WIR NOCH

EINMAL -Der Hotta Franz

3

6

und

Bletbrummer (Arlole)
ICH BI NDIE TOLLE FRAU AUS
DER TINGELTANGEL SCHAU
Angela Durand (Arlo),)
DIE BLAUE SEE /EIN SCHIFF
FAHRT NACH SHANGHAI -Gees
Diamonds (Fustas)
KOMMT EIN SCHIFF NACH
AMSTERDAM /ICH MACH MIR
NIX- Catarina Valenta (Di.cs)
seine

19

LILI MARLEENComae Francia

(MGM)

2

4

10

1

1

6

4

-

6

NBC

-

Timmins) Musk, Ltd.
BIG BAD JOHN -Jimmy .Dean

7

K6Uth
3

2

7

I
9

11

10

10

11

12

il

9

13

13

14

11

'

14

15

5

6(4)

4

6

Vori9

T.1 GRISA MATAKIAAlcoa Pandas (HAWCam-loam fast Mundo

I)

10

TONIGHT MY LOVE TONIGHT
-Paul Ants (llkpavos)Edklones Hbparos
MARY CARMEN -- ()00e

-

7

7

{Courtesy

Pacific

THE LION SLEEPS TONIGHT
Tbe Totem (RCA) -Dark
MY BOOMERANG WONT

3

1

.LIED MU1TE

-

3

3

4

5

5

4

-

SANTA CLAUS
lose Ferrer (RCA)
BIG BAD JOHN -Jimmy Dram
(Coronet) -Aced( -Rusa

www.americanradiohistory.com

,;

(Atlantk)-

Jullo Cesar (Odeon);
Jolly Land (Vieta): Silly)
(Onto): Baby Bell (Odeon)
Zlr -U. A S-E- Fermata
BR1G11TE BARDOTBun y toe ritmica (London,
Yu, Da Selva (Victor/Fermata

LA RACAL( DI LA VALIGIA
-Foam Papal (Mlerolon);
Ludo Mecca (Columbia):
Nice Fidtoco (Vktot) -Tempo

6

9

7

-

Lett

Week

Akira

ARUKI)O-

Etu (ToWlba)-

Wed

(Villot) -Vielut
AhlE NO FIA5A7.ON0Natssone MAI (Kino) -King

(Polydorl-

MOLIENDO CAFE

HOKKIKO- Malins Sun
(Vktol)- Vlcw.; Bonny Jacks

-

Columblei

1

2

EL

3

4

ELODIA -Carla

3

CREO ESTAR SONANDO

LOCO -)snit. Solis
(COlumbla) -Pharr

nrancu nurctues

S

.5

6

9

7

7

8

"MUCHO CORAZON-

AmeUa Mendota (RCA) -Pharr

POLVORA (Dyoamktl -La
Bel Ritmo (Ottma) -Pham

"ACAPULCO ROCK -Loa
Hooligan (Columbia)- Pharr.
'AGUJETAS. COLOR DE ROSA
119nk

9

6

10

10

(Columbia)-Pham
BESOS POR TELEFONO (K(sr)n
on the
Phone)- -Cesar Conn
-Ed.
Blamb)a
)Or(too)
DISTANCIAE.NORME
). A. -Bateau (RCA)-P/,

PERU
(Caerte, La Nyasa, Lira)
Thk

Last
Week Week
1

ESCANDALO- 151101

3

4

3

10

4

(London)-Muff-Roses
BUT IDO-

2

6

6

7

7

(Virrey)
Radio)

9

-

10

9

Clorence (Frogman) Henry
(Patlopbonel -Arc
SEND ME TI(E PILLOW YOU
DREAM ON -Put Boone
(Do0- Melody
BIG COLD WINO -PSI Bonne

(Dot) -M C.P.S.
BLUE HAWAII -Elvis Palle)
(RCA) -Chappell

3

2

ARREPENDTIDA -Icellar

4

6

CENICIENTA-Paul Anta

)

QUIERO AMF.NECER-

5

6

7

7

9

3

10

IO

-

(CO(uorbia): Los Mims (Odeon)

(Paramount): D)rto (Mesas.):
Anna Rodriguez (Odeon)
DONDE ESTA LOS
MUCHACHOS-Connie Frunsis
(MGM,, Janice Harper (Capitol)
Los (Soplo

(Benno)- Southern

Richard
Y
Aberbacll
olu
mblal(C
TEA FOR TWO -Cliff Richard
( Columbia)-- Chappell

LOS CIELOS I11, s`
Rohnle Savoy (3)11)1,

2

Y

MICHAEL -The Highwaymen
ARRIVA -Cliff

Solis

2

r-

(RCA(- Abcrbach
CRYING. -Roy Otb(tun

-

51ioelacea) -Los Hro(m u

(Columbia): Los Chapaooc.s
(Odeon, Eddy Martinet

This Last
Week Week
LIT TL1= SISTER -T)vu PtS.ley
AbeMach
(RCA
3
NO MORE-Elvis Presley
2
1

(I

Dream(nR)-Hnos
Moat
Caerlos (Duna)l

SOUTH AFRICA
I

Campo'.

(tttuvn) -Pham
Be

I

(fourme

Tom

Teen

1

(Kist) -Kits
YAh1A NO ROSARIAThree Green (Columbu)Columbla; Moue Hiroshi
(Colombls) -Columbia
SOMEONE ELSE'S BOY
CoorS Francis (MGM)

OPOTILOS --Loa
(Columbia)

1

KOISHI -Fouie Natal

-

s

10

KIM)

Mesko

.Sodlomaaka.

Denotes local ode.

Hugo Mend
Grammophon; Nisbiaa Sacòilro
(Putt d or) --Cr rsmmopltS
a NAMIDA NO WATARIDORISagaw. 3tllsuo (Vktor)Y1sra
t0 KISSIN' ON THE PHONE
Paul Aaka (ABC P11101011111)KW!

S

IS

(T000dis;

Brandy

Dario

BAT MASTER.SON-

(Courtes,

Trtahlbs

1

WHEN THE GIRL 15 YOUR
ARMS IS THE GIRL IN
YOUR HEART -Cldl Richard
(ColemblaI -Leed.
CRYING -Roy Orbkon

(Vklot) -vida

Sakamoao

)-Tocan

VIRGINIA THERE

-

10

Thk

KOSHU- Slauruh;ma

6

'YOU'RE THE REASONBobby Edwards (Top Rani)

TIES
A

9

M.ATIC. Tutlo(

2

G')ODBVE CRUEL WORLD

IE;T THE ROAD JACKRay Charles (Ampar)Tangerine

1;T

I

COME BACK- Chatue Drake
(Parlophonr) -Leed.
TAKE FIVE -Dave Brubeck
(Corunct)- Ssuthern

(London)-ANtf -Rosa
TONIGHT- Ferrante á Tekher
(UA)-- Chopp.0
KISSIN' TIME -Bobby Ryd6U
(Columbia) -Eaux
RUNAROUND SUE -D1on
Top Rook) -Tucoo
SAD MOVIES -Sue Thompson
(Hickory) -Acuff -Rote

-

Aduir MuskFtrmata
I

9

This Lan
Week Wed

CARING M10-- elV)sote Parto
(RCA)- Ednurul ReDe-La
MICHAEL-Highwaymen
(Hu,pavas)- EBklones HSpavoe
DANS LE CREVX DE TA MAIN
-Roben )tanta) (Philips)
LA NOVIA -Antonio {RCA/-

-

T.N.T. (Victor); Los Angers
(Skamericana)- Fermane
COME SEPTEMBER
Billy Vaudm
(Dot Siumerkam):
Stirling

DroSas local aright

-

THERE BE DRUMS
Sandy Nelson (LOndoa)

Qudla Huss( (Philip);
Salasina (Sicamerkaosl;
Tomas Campo (CohmbS)Korn
WHEELS -Billy Vaughn

MEXICO

Del Sur
D ANCE ON LITTLE GIRL
Paul Ant. (ABC- 1116pavos)-

LIT

TIEMPO I MAMA
Cbakhelcros

JAPAN

I

SER- (iDuo

£r

La

Bobby

SHOVACII VOMIS -Altos Kash'

Sur

Q).i(SIERA

DEL

(Vida):

Joss Carli (Columbia):

I

POWER OF STRENGTHFrantic Vassals, (Phelps)
VIES DANCEZ LE iTOSTJohnny Hau)dsy (Phd1s1

-

(Dot-Sicataaicatu)Dundee Mutc -Korn
6(b))'LUMINARIS -Lo. Tres
Sudamakarm (Columbus:

BRIGITTE BARDOT-Roberto
Seto (Vogue -Hed AnIF -DIEM
WALKIN' BACK TO
HAPPINESS -HNko Shapiro

Aralt -ALUM
MICHAEL -The Hlahwaymee
Waited Attbta)

Moak- Fermata

AND TI(E HEAVEN CRIED
Tooy Viler (Co)uesblah

Raul Lay. (Vida)Rag Musk-Smart
NO EXISTE EL AMOR
Adriano Celeotana (Mlcrotc.s'.;
Tony VISI (Columbla)E.A.R - Forlitlmo

JHred

MOLIENDO CAE-I
Lucke Gatky (La
EdkWnes 1kparoa

-

Top (Columbia):
Johnny Tedesco (,yictol)-

6(b)

HIT DIE ROAD JACK
Ray Charles (1LM.V.)-

Mecolko

-Alberts

7

HIGH CLASS BABY
Teen

(RCA)-

MCPS.

orl3ln

Pam-Edam)

S

(Columbia) -Film Music

7

lames Darren (P)ro

-Helnrlch,So(cn

18

BIEST.

-Mia

tart
Neri. Nash

S

It

HEAR

MV SONG, VIOLETTA
Ray Adams (Vague); *Bubb.loan Schoenen (pest) -World

(Polydon

-

3

(Da)

RUNAROUND SUE -Dion (Top
Rank) -Parade Music, Ltd.
HIS LATEST FLAME- Eavk Presley

This

4

Dle Fellows ( Decca)
PEPITO- Yvonne Carte Mecca), Los
Machucembos (Undoes-Peet
LILI MARLEN- Connie Francis
(MGM): Billy Vanilla (Leaden)
ELISABETH- Serenade -Roo Goodwin- Gunther KdlmennChor Polydoe)

17

1

(Courtra7 Musk Maher. 5)dae))

.

MICHAEL AM MISSOUR-

WALKING BACK TO

1

AUSTRALIA

3

12

16

-

1

II. TANGO DELLE ROSE
.lo. Damlama (Chancellor)
MIIJENDO CAFE
¡Itahtoo); Ray Anthony (Capitol)

Asia

SPAREN -Go. Backus

VIOLETTA -Jotters Iosaase
(Metronome)- RoUacbek
NICITIS GEGEN DIE WEIBER

2

Mat

I

7

Fraocb (.MGM) (Schneider)
Toola(ter
HAMMERCHEN POLKA -Chris
Howland (Columbia) -Gel tg

Johns-Ramsey

15

Dalian (Mont)

Editorial Canelones Dcl Mundo

(Fonuna)-

SWEETHEART- GUITA- Jimmy
Motulh (Arcola}- DIKO1on
IN HONOLULU -Ole Gassenhauer
(0011,* Zw01O: Dle drei Musketiere

I

-

Roberta Shaw

Alrr.i

lama Buenos

ESCANDALO -Robert Vanes
(Columbia): Amarti Prieto
(Victor); Olga Gulled (Odeon
Javier Solis (Orfeo); Rota
Vcrdler (Musk. Hay-

1

Week Week

Edlcianes Hbparoa

(POtydor)

lt

Me

Deamku (La Voss-Moto

.AulomalnMarkt. RnaawkwaS)

SCIIOTTEN

10

-

(Feste)

Del
S

DaOata

-

Is

Last
Week Week

Dhramko (La Van) -Munk.

I-L

LA NOVIA -Tost
i1Jelta) -C71rar

KELP FALLING IN
LOVE -Keeley Smith (Dot)
SOMEWHERE ALONG TUB
WAY -Stave Lawrence (UA)
STAR LIGHT, SEAR BRIGHT
Linda Soots (CA)
EVERY OTHER NIGHT
Brian Hyland (Kapp)
YUM YUM CHA CHA-

(Courtesy Rol Israel Broadcasttnei
Decaes local origin

I.JI NOVIA-Tony Dalian
;Moak); Dumeoluo Modutno

LA PALMA-Freddy (Polydes)

Karner
SAUERKRAUT POLKAALLE

9

-

Wash Wade
I

-

F.sealera

Denotes local

This

ISRAEL

LII

Tbk

Hoc( Phlllp)Beath. M.
BRIGITTE BARDOT

Nana

6

DRAMS-

(Cavan, Dhcnmanu. Madrid)
Denoes beat oriels

MICHAEL-The Hyhwaymeo(Un. Art.( -Esaus
((CH WAS IK MAAR-

lore

-

IU

Woe

(Deus)- B.Unda
MAMA- Robinho ICNR)-

(Courtesy
Tbh
Week

Maeanse)v.

DOOR -Pdd)a

12

9

SPAIN

-

ROMEO -Poluta Clark ( '0$uc);
"Rims P4 (Burris)) -WnEd
LETS TWIST AGAIN- Chubby
Checker (Columbia); Johnny
Halliday IPhUIp.)- BeUnda
LA PALOMA- Freddy ( Polydur)

YOUR

Ia

(Polydur)

(RCM- Belinda

9

-

Pitney (UA)
ANGEL ON MY SHOULDER
Pat Boone (Dot)

(Coon.,

4

B)IMBINA BAMBINA

I'M GONNA KNOCK ON SOUR

EINE INSEL FUR ZWEI- Conn)

LITTLE SISTER -Elvis Presley
10

4

l-Gene

ARGENTINA

Vanes)

L'ULTIMA LETTERA
Tony

GERMANY

wvod

7

to

6

Clar

4

2

9

-

Two
This weeks
Nash Ago
I
S
LA NOVIA -Tony Dalian
IMnonelow); Robbelaan
Schoenen (Decca) -Wand
2
3
M. WAS II) MAARPaula Dennis (Moonaiaw)4

5

-

FLEMISH- BELGIUM

3

I)

Johnny

7

(Courtesy

4

10

-

Ricky Stevens (Columbia)
DarewSki
I'LL GET BY- Shirley Eatsey
(COJumbla)-- Frsncis Dar A
Hunter
THE TWIST -Clubby Cbecett
(Columbia -K.P.M.
*SON THIS IS SHE
John layron (HMV)- Mtr;dUe
HIS LATEST FLAMEElse Presley (RCA)- Aberbach
*CHARLESTON- Temperance

TIIE TWIST- Chubby Checker
(iallerla dal Cum)
"TIM LE PIUME DI VNA
RONDINE -Nlco Mesas

CIiRCAMI- Ornella

10

7

Uiannl Meecla (RCA)

Damn

T

V)

25

9

Diamonds

3

Polydur)

-

MORE 'THAN I CAN SAY
Kona Ling (Diamond)
WHEN THE BOY IN YOUR
ARMS --Connie Francis (MG311
MR. 31005. MR. CUPID AND

t CAN'T

6

DOOR -Eddie HoSet4

3

-

S

Ferrante A ?etcher (Ud).
Vino Cal.( (CAiumbla)

It

(Cadencsl- BeSnda
LITTLE SHIP-The

S

4

JILIGETIE BARDOT-

Rlcordl)
Al MET VOUS

10

Last
1

-

(RCA)

Neel Week

6

-

20

-

15

(ECM- Ahetb,ch

'Coarse, mrtennleows. Awrreleon)

Sydney

24

7

(Loadoo)- Spoane
HIS LATEST FLAME

HOLLAND

-

Resat/ (Tisanes)

LET'S TWIST AGAIN
Feppino DI Capri (Curbc)y

lC'sdence)-Relln,la

-

Chubby Checker (Columbia).-Wert One
ONLY GOOD THING THAT'S
HAPPENED TO MEJim Reeves (RCA) -Frank
I UNDERSTAND

BIG

11

7

6

Shapbo- Bernstein

Bobby Darin (London) -Beeson
SO LONG BABY -Del Shannon
(London) -Vicki
TOY BALLOONS -Rear Conway

I) *MY FRIEND THE SEA
Petuta Clark (Pys)-

17

6

Boons

YOU'LL ANSWER TO MECleo Lain. (FoalasU-

1

]

Michellno (Primer))
II D,(DAUMPA- Gemelle Kessler

5

Music

JOHNNY WILL -Pal

I

Robert Seto (Vogue);

MULTIPLICATION-

19

.

J

4

11

(Luodont-Aldne

16

3

3

-NMI

The Americas

11,6 Last
Week Week

1.-, BALLATA DELLA TROMBA

(

STRANGER ON THE SHOREAcker an (Columbia)-- Sherwin
TTIE IRISH PATROLPatrick O'Hagan (IS-Aisa)-

NEVER FIND ANOTHER
YOU -Billy Fury (Decca)--

19

11

2

Frank

1D

- IS

2

RIVER- Danny Williams
(HMV)- CbappsU

NerUn-KlMner
9

-

MOON

Elvis Presley

-Aldan

t

TOWER OF SIRENOTIIFrankle Vaughan (Phlllps)-

make)
Jon)

HONG KONG

I

(Courlwrv Musks e DI«hl, Slltan)
"Denotes load orleln
The Last
Week Week
(
I J4ATA PER MEAdrlmto Cetenuno (lolly)

et Week

BRITAIN

#1:4

(Vira));

L.

Ooonka

(Cholna); Nita Estrada (Stdlh):
Locio (Colombia)
FINA ESTAMPA -Los Chamas
(Sono Radio): Termite
Velaartuez (Odeon); Romancero)

Criolla (Vlrayl

VESTIDO RO1O(Mozart);
Lucho 3facedo (Mac)
ENTRE PECHO Y ESPALDA
Trlo Continental (Odeon);
Romamera Criollos (Vert

LA

DEL

Sensacioo Caney

Abaci. Morales (S. Radia)
MACHTA -Sanen Setsrscbn

Radio): Nlko Estrada
(Smith): Rolando de cast,*
( Virrey)
(S.

-
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17

yy,. h
41/+T1114}ulfrlattO

Ikrn9o1D

THE EVERLY BROTHERS

THINK YOUNG..
10ANIE SOMMERS
W /WS 1436

,

ERICH WOLFGANG KORNGOLO

...INSTANT PARTY:
W /WS

LIONEL NEWMAN
W WS 1438

1430

:II;'IK

,.,....I..

W /WS

K

ORCHESTRA

1440

BUILD
LIGHTNIH' CHARC:...
"BLOW YOUR HAT IN THE CREEK"

JOIN BING ANY SING 51
GOOD TIME SONGS

w/wS

/WS 1435

11YE

IRA IRONS:"INGS
OESTROYS THE GREAT BANOS
W /WS 1431

1441

CONCEIT ETTRAORDIKRRY

BUD DASHIETL

TAHITI

AMERICAN FILM FAVORITES

...RAOUL MEYNARO

TO

*SINNE

1Y

MUSIC...

yTHI

KINSMEN

SING EVERYEODT S NITS

STRINGS OVER TAHITI...
DON TIARE

AND THE KINSMEN

W /WS 1434

w /wS 1432

BUO OASHIEI'_

FROM ME TO

YOU...

CONNIE STEVENS
W /WS 1431

MUSIC FOR THOSE WHO GO STEADY...
STEVE GRAHAM
W /WS

1437

SALES
THE FOURTH DIMENSION IN SOUND

INGENUITY IN SOUND

NEW PERSPECTIVES IN PIANO

...BUDDY COLE
B /BS 1442

SOUNDS...DAVID SWIFT
B /BS 1441

ROGERS

8 /8S 1443

Warner Bros. new albums for '62 have SALESPOWER- fourteen new
LP's POWERfully designed to attract customers ... POWERfully
packaged to lure store traffic...and tied together In a POWERful
sales program geared to bring you more profits! (Albums listed
above available In both mono and stereo.)

see your distributor for complete details about special terms
www.americanradiohistory.com
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INTERNATIONAL
NEWS REPORT

I

Soldier" fourth and the leading (Irish Television) was officially In- background information is IndisBritish composition. The Franco - augurated by the President of Ire- pcnable.
British "How Wonderful to Know" land, Eamon De Valera, RecordIn 1949 all privately owned pubARGENTINA
was fifth,
ing company executives and dealers lishers were nationalized. There
Disk Business
are hoping that the new service will There exists only one publisher in
At Theca, Sir Edward Lewis be- provide a valuable exposure me- this country, the Zenemukiado Valgan the new year with two staff dium...
A new home -based la- taint, internationally known as
Crabb,
from
1955
bel,
Eblana,
changes. Bob
has appeared on the Editio Musica, Budapest.
"After You've Gone."
until this fall head of promotion, market. The first release, a five Foreign pop songs are only acassistant
the
For the first time in years an becomes personal
to W. track EP of the songs from
quired when a general demand is
Italian record reached the top of W. Townley. Tony Hall, Coral musical "Many Young Men of created. Decisive in the creation of
Bs RUBEN MACHADO
the charts, Tony Dalian', "La manager and recently acting head Twenty," features Slobhan O'Brien demand is the State Radio (21/4
Lavelle 1783, Be. Aires
Novia." Even the Flemish version of promotion, is confirmed in the and the author, John B. Keane.... million subscribers) which uses in
At Philips, A. Ruddock According to dealers, "Helen," an its broadcasts many foreign pop
The recent Christmas and New "1k behoor iJou voor het leven" by post
has become marketing manager EP by Helen Shapiro, is "beginning songs of international value. Aa
Year holidays indicated the strength Bobbcjnan Scboepen enjoys heavy
and Clots Parmenter is now sates to sell fabulously,"
practically no Western records are
of the folk music. Los Chalcha sales.
Dish
manager.
Sales
imported, private persons who releroe (Victor) with the "Alma Sal nei'
records was
The work -to -rule campaign now
The
releasing
of
ceive
these as presents from relatene" album, and Loa Fronterizos
by post office
week
due
the
disbeing
undertaken
poor
this
to
tives or friends abroad lend these
(Philips) have racked up top sales,
who
considered
it
not
the
workers
is slowing mails and aftributors
GERMANY
for a certain ice to the State Radio
In the singles folk category the
Many
right
time
in bringing out new fecting the disk industry.
which in turn makes tape-recordbig disk was "Del tiempo y mama"
most
Interestdealers
by
post
and
material.
Among
the
firms
supply
ings of the material and uses this
by Thomas Campo (Columbia), aling
we
find:
"The
Lion
Sleeps
Tothere
is a general slow down in
in programming.
though the demand was no great
night"
by
The
Tokens,
and
a very distribution. Also affected are the
The song which thus becomes
that all the versions have been refine recording of our own Will disk cornpanies mailing shots and
popular fillets its way (with Hunquested.
Tura,
"Jij
bent
nu
17 geworden" life Is generally a little more difgarian lyrics) into the repertoire of
The big sales of the past year
(You
Just
Became
17).
Ambrose
is
back
on
ficult.
.
performers. Consequently the pubwere scored by "Escandalo," "High
disk;
he has been signed by Philips
lic starts to search for the records
Class Baby," "Como September,"
By
JIMMY
JUNGERMANN
and has cut his first LP.
or sheet music under the Hungarian
"No existe el amor," "Bat MasterDeceit
issued Hank Locklln'a
Ion" and "Luminaries."
102 Ismaninger Street, Munich 27 title.
to
There
"From
to
You"
Here
Need Permission
BRITAIN
Activity in these summer months
Once again, as in November, the
the disk had received
(RCA)
after
Pressed by the State music
of January and February is declinplaya in a two -way radio hook -up Instrumental Hit Parade of the shops, the State asks the Office for
ing, as the principal factories are
Radio Network is a U. S.
from Germany where it was al- Bavarian
the Protection of Authors Rights
closing for vacation.
affair.
EMI (HMV)
ready available.
In December "Mexico" (Bob (Hungarian Performing Right Soissued the first Eddie Fisher titles
Moore) is at the top, followed by ciety) to acquire the copyright of
since he joined ABC -Paramount.
the tune in question for Hungary.
"Wheels" (Billy Vaughn), "Take
They ccntpled "Shalom" and "Milk
Special permission from the NaFive"
(Dave
Seebeck), "High
BELGIUM
The
songs
being
made
and Honey."
tional Bank is necessary for all
Noon" ( borgen layman), "Yellow deals in which payment
By DON WEDGE
availabls hen unusually early for
of foreign
Bird"
(Lawrence
Welk),
"Ghost
News Editor, New Musical F.xpress titles from
Broadway musical.
currency is involved. As all this
Riders in the Sky" (the Ramrods),
issued
the
Evenly
Warners
takes time, sheet music and records
Pye is understood to be talking
"Moon
(Richard
Hayman).
River"
in the Rain"
reach the public many months
with U. S. Columbia to take over Brothers' "Crying
"Two
Even
the
German
standard
release.
of U. S.
later, when general interest is althe British distribution in some here ah, :ad
Guitars" is party an American suc- ready diminishing and business posfors of the latter's Epic product.
cess; this version is played by
sibilities have dropped by 50 per
This is a surprising des elopment as
Vaughn. Jorgen Ingnsana is in the
cent.
By 3 %N TORFS
it seemed to have been previously
Top 10 three times with "Rumba
All of this applies also to the
Stulsenhergsaert, 37-Mechelen
EIRE
taken for granted that Epic would
Anna," "High Noon" and record business, since there is only
"Apache."
Now that 1961 is over, leis see be packaged with Columbia label
one record factory, the Magyar
to
product
form
the
British
arm
of
The Vocal Hit Parade puts Nana
what has happened the last 12
Hanglemezgyar (Hungarian Record
Mouacouri at the top again with Manufacturing Company) which is
months. We already gave a rapid CBS. Latter, as previously reported
"Weisse Rosen Aus Athen," fol- the Qualiton label. Thin company
recap in BMW's Who's Who in the in BMW, will be launched in
lowed by "Tanze Mit Mir In Den can make the recording only after
World of Music. But a list of the Britain with Philips, Columbia's
Morgen" (Gerhard Wendland), the National Bank consents to the
Top 10 should be of interest. We affiliate here since 1954. First releases
are
due
in
May,
it
is
now
"Elizabethian Serenade" (Gunter acquirements of copyright. This
went to a record dealer in the
Kallmann), " Pepito" (Los Machu - sounds somewhat unusual for busiFlemish part of the country and learned.
Illy KEN STEWART
Meanwhile,
Pye
-currently
the
cambas), "La Paloma" (Freddy), nessmen, but since in Hungary
these are the results:
Dublin Evening Mall
most
cspansionist
of
the
main
"Michael" (the Highwaymen), "Der there is no private commercial enWHEELS -The String -a -Longs
Ltd.,
based
British disk firms -has tied with
Conraisseur Records
Mann Im Mond" (Gus Backus), terprise, there in no competition.
(London)
Chancellor,
as
issued
an
E.P.
by
forecast
here
last
in
Dubin,
have
"Einen Kuss Und Noch Einen Thus where in private business
2 OCH,
WAS IK MAARweek. First releases are due Janu- Dermot O'Brien and his quartet. Kuss" (Canny), "Sweetheart GuiJohnny Hoes (Philips)
everything depends on speed and
ary
23
of
a series which in- tar" (Jimmy Mekulis), and 'Saueron
the
PyeInternational
This
in
one
3 WOODEN
HEART
Elvis
efficiency, here nobody is in a
label. Chancellor has previously cludes wasings by Edwin Fitzgib- kraut Polka" (Gus Backus).
Presley (RCA)
except one person, the
hurry
Bernabeen
Boys'
Band,
released
here
thru
EMI.
bon,
Artasse
4 SURRENDER -Elvis Presley
writer of the Hungarian lyrics
U. S. Hits In German
Senn
McManus
and
The
forthcoming
change
in
the
dette
G.reevy,
op(RCA)
Here is a new list of German ver- (lyricists are, of course, private
PhilipsColumbia
Six
years
ago
relationship
is
exDesmond
Jennings.
3 HELLO, MARY LOU -Ricky
to rush his versions of U. S. hits. Decca offers erators) who tries
was
by
Hugh
pected
to
end
the
system
of
the
two
founded
the
company
Nelson (Imperial)
sion through a skilled performer to
having sole releasing rights to Cslsarlton and Gerald Sheehy, two "Geld Wie Heu" b -w "Carotin," the public, thus stealing a march
6 ROMEO
Petula Clark firms
\Vill"
the other's product. There have in businesinsen who originally made German versions of "Johnny
(Vogue)
and securing
and "Tower of Strength," sung by on his colleagues
7 LA PALOMA- Freddy (Poly fact been several examples in the their start by importing radio and
Geri Timmer- priority for publishing and recordGerd BoucherTheir
spepast
year
of
Philips
taking
masters
equipment.
television
dor)
moon sings on Telefunken "He Yo ing.
8 LA NOVIA
Tony Dallara from U. S. indics for its Fontana cialty is making recordings of na- Sudwind" b-w "Der Weg Von Dir
1961 Hits
label and Fontana product going tive Iii ih music and sending them
(Moonglow)
In 1961 the following 10 interMir,"
German versions of
Zu
labels.
elsewhere
in
to
U.
S.
Conthe
U.
S.
than
Cofor
pressing
9 DANCE ON, LITTLE GIRL
been published
\\'ind"
and "Just Out of national hits have
"Wild
albums
by
the
lumbia.
Latest
deal
to
be
revealed
noisseur
produced
Diro'
Edizione
Paul Anka (ABC -Paramount)
"Ti
Peter Nieman, also in Hungary:
Reach."
is
for
Cleo
Leine'.
hit
Robinson,
Sfobban
big
British
late
Lennox
10 DER ROTE TANGO
"Mandolin SereDie
sings "Yana," Ger- Curci, Milano;
Telefunken,
on
and
a
trans
-Atlantic
"You'll
Answer
to
Me"
to
be
reMcKenna,
Regenpfeifer (Philips)
New York;
Mexico," and nade" Bourne Music,Otto
version of
Sunnis
It is remarkable that there is not leased by-Laurie. It is unusual in best :teller in "Revolutionary man
Lullaby"
"Negro
"Hollywood."
was
Poems
of
Ireland"
that
the
song
is
American
and
and
Speeches
ono single record of Belgian origin,
GmbH, Wiesbaden: " Ananas aus
There are five records from Amer- waxed by Patti Page a year or so by one, of the country's leading
More From Greece
Caracas" and "Siebenmal in der
ago.
MacLjammolr.
actors,
Michael
ica (Nos. I, 3, 4, 5 and 9) two from
The Werner Muller ork recorded Woche," both Hermann Schneider,
In
another
master
deal,
the
U.
S.
Speaks
Holland (Nos. 2 and 10), one from
Dealer
two new numbers by Manas ( "Nev- Wien; "Tua," Edizione Italcarisch,
label
FTP
will
issue
Joe
Lass
the
Germany (No. 7), one from EngJoe O'Reilly, a prominent Dub- er on Sunday") Hadjidakis on Dec- Milano: "Carina," Ariston, Milano;
Ork's
'Twistin'
the
Mood,"
reland (No. 6) and one from Italy
lin city dealer, told BMW: "Re- ea; "Rhodos Melody" and "Stars of "Romantics" Titanus. Rome, "Muscorded by EMI -HMV. Though not cently there has been a move to Love."
(No. 8).
German singing star late," Barclay Music, Paris, and
a
it
chart
disk,
is
one
of
the
most
Last year, once again, reaffirmed
induce the record -buying public to Ilannelore Auer sings three songs "Around the World" Chappell,
successful
of
the
British
-made
Twist
Elvis Presley's and Paul Anka's
purchate rock records with an Irish by Scanne Hadjidakis in the 20th - Paris.
disks,
popularity. They are still the two
flavor, but at the same time show- Fox pic, "It Happened in Athens."
just
A
catalog
deal
revealed,
top selling stars.
ing no ':onsideration for the pockets
Ogermann- Scluaeffers Deal
In the French part of the coun- though made some weeks back, of this public.
Former German, nosy U. S. comtry the situation is slightly differ- brings Time LP repertoire to Oriole
Orc'mary pop disks. Including poser- arranger Claus Ogermanu
ISRAEL
ent. There the great popularity of in February. It is part of Oriole's those imported, hearing a duly of will
start a production group in
our The Cousins makes them the moves to win itself a bigger share 13 cents each, retail at 75 cents, New York for the Peter Schaeffer.
most promising vocal group for of the British market. Another was but these home- pressed releases are
music organization,
1962. If we do not count "Wheels" the appointment of John Shrewder expected to sell without any duty at
(which was an even greater success to its a.dtr. staff. At EMI, Schroe- 81 cents. This is certainly a strange
in the French part of the country), der had been connected with the way to encourage the sale of Irish we see that all the other records are production of discovery of the year made singles"
HUNGARY
sung in French. Either they are of Helen Shapiro'. hits and has writDisk Shorts
By AZARIA RAPOPORT
French origin or arc translated ten most of them. Now for Oriole
Following the success of "Irish
73 Ahad Ilium st., Tel Aviv
versions of foreign hits such as he has signed Shapiro's cousin
Songs if Freedom." an Avoca LP
"Tu purses trop" (You Talk Too also a 15- year -old girl.
by Willie Brady, and one of our
The increasing popularity of
sonic
time,
Much) and "Pepe." Favorite stars
Publisher Business
best selling albums for
Italian, Spanish and South Amerihere
were Wilda and Charles Anavour.
will
be
issued
A summation of the weekly re- volume two
can music, although not yet apIn
1962
Johnny
Hallyday, turns of the Music Publishers As- later this month. The disk was
parent on the Hit Parade charts of
Chubby Checker, Helen Shapiro sociation indicates that the "Exo- waxed in Ireland and produced in
Israel's radio stations, la evident In
GYONGY
PAUL
By
and The Cousins are the tops. dus" theme was the outstanding the U. S. The program includes
night clubs and record shops In
Hallyday and Checker's successes sheet music seller of 1961 by
Song"
(the
National
6,
Budapest
"The Soldier's
Derekulca
Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and Haifa.
are the result of the twist rage long margin. It was followed by Anthem), 'The Minstrel Boy" and
Every floorshow draws an aB'
busimusic
the
To
understand
that now has come over Belgium. "Wooden Heart" and "Climb "The Hold Fenian Men,"
If It esa produel
ln Hungary, some thusiutle crowd
situation
ness
Eireann
Helen Shapiro, no doubt the big- Ev'ry Mountain," with "Scottish
31
Telefis
On December
discovery of 1961 for the Belgian market, is among the Top 20
with two different records at the
same time: "Walking Back to Happiness" of No. 6 and "You Don't
Know" at No. 12. This week
Gramophone released her latest
recording, "Goody, Goody" b.w.
gent

Folk Music Big

,

Hit of Yuletide

Instrumentals Top
Bavarian Air List

Pye- Columbia Talk
Covers Some Epic

List of Belgium's
Top 10 Records

New

Connoisseur

Record Released

1

-

-

-

...

-

-

-

..

Latin Rhythms
Coming Strong

-

Publisher Info
For Hungary
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ora

a
ec, anös
Su," Grecnlcaves of iummax;'
trio, quartet
ooetry
group carrying a name preceded by "My Home own,
and
"Eres
Parraguayoll, Los don." "Greenfield,'
Los" (Lee
Gtnlrenos, Loe Zafiros, Loe Tres diferente."
Jose Guardiola, Eolita Garrido,
Grecos, etc.) will warm and excite
Dinamico, and Orqueeta
an audience, unless they are rank Dao
Maravella with Luis Ferrer were
amateurs.
beat local talents of the
Ailla Viler has scored nicely electedwhile
Paul Anka conquered
bare lately. Another singer, Sylvia year,
third consecutive year the
Mire (Vogue), has returned to for the spot
among foreign attracIsrael after an absence of eight No.
tions. Presley, Prieto and Alaco
months, and is again popular.
Pandas followed Anka.
Connie Francis has been elected
as the best female foreign vocalist
in Spain. Dallais, Baby Bell, Elder
NORWAY
Barber and Caterina Valente finished behind Miss Francis.
Again, and also for the third
consecutive year, Los Chaco Latinos won in the vocal group classification, defeating the Platters,
the Brothers Four, the Blue Dia moods, the Highwaymen and the
Marcelo.
By ESPEN ERIKSEN
Ray Coniff was named No.
In
Verdens Gang, Akcrseaten 34, Oslo ork category while Frank Pourcel
Ricky Nelson and his California was close second. Don Costa, Manicon' "Hello Mary Lou" topped toms', Zacharias, Perez Prado,
all other individual hit disks in Raymond Lefevr_, Percy Faith and
Norway during 1961, according to Luck Milena completed the list
he newspaper Verdens Gang. and of 10.
Elvis Presley reached the top on
Disk Sheets
he list as the artist to score most
It seems that Twist will become
3oiats. Presley put 15 records into the 1962's rhythm in Spain. A lot
he charts during the year.
of juvenile groups, Los PequeSecond on the artists' list came niques, Los Milos,
Los Pajeros
Rtobertino, and third, Ricky Nelson. Locos and many
others are having
The Norwegian Top 10 shows a
otal of 60 different recorda during
961, which gives an average of
me newcomer per week. A little
pore than half of the lot -some
Ind 30-are of American origin,
Lod the rest of Norwegian, British
Ind other origins. Sonie 20 records
vere issued by diskery Egli Mono
versera, nearly 20 by Iversen &
'rogh, 11 by Philips, 8 by Ncra
A conreabM istemefeesl
RCA) and 10 by Proton. Columdlreday et computes
1ia showed most hits, 13 in all.
now offering their ape
allowed by 8 for RCA and Lon donee, lecllilles and
Ion; 6 for Triola and Philips; 5,
service la the sale, dis.
efetronome; 4, Warner Bros., and
Iribuilon. sapls)lsllon or
I, Fontana, MGM, while others
manufacture d products
In the music and phone.
oclude California, Polydor, United
graph read held.
.rtists, Manu, Cadence, Dot; Pye,
lop Rank, Odeon.
Disk News
er
A Norwegian singer is now try ng for British or American aporoval. He is Ray Adams (who. inidentaly, reached the No.
slot
IN ENGLAND
n Sweden with his English version
of "Violette" on Fontana.
Advertise In the
lager Jacobsen will be given the
Norwegian golden disk for 50,000
ecords sold of "Froken Johansen
Ig jag;' and Nora Brockstedt has
ant recorded the Jimmy Dean rec-

Spanish -Latin
or even duo. Any

an Italian singer

1

'Mary Lou' Tops
Norway's Hit List

1

Cameo- Parkway Seeks SEC Approval on Stock
C,rinrrerl from p:rt!

R

that there is stiff competition from
Corresponding net Income for
other independents and from the these years reported by the firm
big record companies, and even
in 1960, $25,375
from other media which want the was: $206,367
in 1959, $11,966 in 1958 and $51,artists' services.
The net earnings for
Net sales to distributors (the firm 659 in 1957.
the first nine months of 1961 were
says it makes no retail sales) are
The firm says its net
reported as $1,752,520 in calendar $184,119. earnings have followeal
sales and
year 1960, which is also the comthe "sharp and short-term fluctuapany's fiscal year. Net sales were
tions in popular taste. Net sales and
$1,659,085 in the first nine months net earnings for any period are not
of 1961. Net sales are total sales
indicative of net sales and net earnless returns and allowances.
ings for any future periods," the
These sales were accounted for document points out with almost
"almost entirely" by the increased melancholy candor.
popularity of Rydell and Checker,
Return Sales and Allowances
the statement says. Steep drops in
Amounts of "return sales and
record sales between 1957 and
1959 were attributed to "decline allowances" reported for the period
in popularity of certail artists un- from 1958 through September,
der exclusive contract to the com- 1961 were: In 1958, allowances
pany" at that time. Net sales for were $185,497 on sales of $630;
1957'were reported as $979,326; in 391, leaving net sales of 5444,894;
1958 they were 5444,894. and in in 1959. allowances and returns
1959 sales dipped even further to totaled $101,169 on $520,406,
$419,237.
leaving net sales of 5419,237; in
1960, allowances of $247,262 on
$1,999,782 lebt net sales of 51,752,so sensational a welcome in the 520. and in first nine months of
country that we believe the Twist 1961 allowances of $239,201 on
(Ballard, Chubby Checker, Johnny $1,898,286 left net sales of 51,659,Holladay, Richard Anthony and 085. No figures on allowances and
Fats Domino) will soon be among returns were available for 1957,
the top tunes of the country.
when net sales were 5979,326.
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Completing its breakdown on
who earned what of the big 1960
and 1961 money, the statement
shows that in 1960 about 58 per
cent of sales were Rydell disks, and
41 per cent were Chubby Checker,
for a total of 99 per cent. In the
first three quarters of 1961, the
balance shifted, and Chubby made
52 per cent, while Rydell disks
made 33 per cent, for a total of
85 per cent.

Using a yardstick of sales of
100,000 singles and 50,000 LP's
to constitute a "hit;" Cameo-Parkway says it had six single hits and
one album hit in 1960, and in the
first nine months of 1961 it had
12 single and seven album hits,
with the increase almost entirely
in Rydell and Checker records,
During the 1961 period, sales of
albums accounted for 29 per cent
of net sales, as compared with 20
per cent in the complete year of
1960, the report states.
Further details on the structure
of the company report that it sells
to approximately 35 distributors in
the United States and Puerto Rico.
During 1960, ont of its customers
accounted for about 13 per cent of
its net sales; one for 10 per cent
and one affiliated customer (later
identified as Chips Distributing,
more than half owned by president
Bernard Lowe) for about 7 per cent
of net sales. Statement says no
other customer accounted for more
than 6 per cent of net sales and
the company has no long -term arrangements with any customer.
Cameo-Parkway says it does not
know how many of its records have
been sold at discount. But it says:
"Records sold at discount have not
affected to date the price paid to
the company by the distributors."
The firm licenses its record abroad
and in September, 1961, engaged
an exclusive European promotion
representation in London, it reporta.
Officers, elected at formation of
the company in December, 1961,
are: Bernard Lowe, president and
director; Sigmund H. Steinberg
Segal
and Edward P. Katz, directors, and

secretary and director; Morris

Allan Cohen, treasurer. Directors
and officers as a group owned 82.3
per cent of the original Class A
stock of the company, and will own
5.9 per cent if and when public

sale is approved by the SEC. Lowe
had 77.8 per cent Class A, and
will have 2.1 per cent on comple-

tion of the registration. while continuing to have 59.2 per cent of
voting stock as "parent" of the
company.
Also included in the statement
are mentioned: 14,000 shares sold
by the president to the underwriter
for 510,934; 4,500 shares sold by
him to Morris Segal as finder, for
$3,514, and 7,000 additional shares
owned by other shareholders which
may be offered for later sale.
Statement says Bernard Lowe is
owner of 50 per cent or more of
the voting shares of Chips Distributing Company, Inc.; Lowe Music
Publishing Company, Inc.; Rice
Mill Publishing Company. and
Mayland Music Publishing, the last named having been dissolved in
October, 1961, copyrights turned
over to Lowe.
In the pressing area, Lowe is
reported to have owned 50 per
cent of Mallard Pressing, prior to
Mallard, since
December, 1959.
renamed Diskmakers, Inc., has
been bought by "unaffiliated persons," Lowe still presses records
there "at prices equal to or better
than those available from other record manufacturers," the statement
reports.
Artists under exclusive contracts
at present, in addition to Rydell
and Checker, are the Dovells, the
Orlons, Dina Ray, Ronnie Lavelle
and Neil Darrow. The firm reports
four employees are in artist and
repertoire, as Cameo-Parkway prefers to go in for new talent rather
than use established performers via
arrangements.
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ALBUM REVIEWS

771E TRIO

Pop
SOMETHING WONDERFUL

**** STRONG

Oscar Peterson, Ray Brown, Ed Thigpen. Verve V -8420Another top- flight album from Oscar Peterson and his
trio. The pianist is in a thoughtful, meandering mood on
ballads and he swings mightily on the medium and up
tunes. He's backed by the two current members of has * *
ONE FOR MY BABY
group: the fine bassist Ray Brown, and drummer Ed
Eddie Heywood. Mercury MI 60674
Thigpen. The set, seven tracks in length. was recorded on (Stereo a Meupntl- Mort', s peck,/. of
mood musk for detln. Hey locution in Chicago's London House and comprises a typi- +planabie
ood's tasteful piano tot° wnra le rootcal night with Oscar including "Billy Boy." "Whisper lighted on a group of ,fully arranged
Not" and "Chicago."
oldies. Nostalgic lineup Inriuda "Body and

SALES POTENTIAL

Roy Charles Singers. Command RS 827 (Stereo & Monaural)- --This is a lovely album, which features not only
first -rate arrangements and exceptional sound, but warm,
lush. and winning performances of a flock of fine standards by the Ray Charles Singers. The tunes include "East
of the Sun." "Misty," "Paradise," "Don't Blame Me" and
"My Ideal." And there is an original item called "l'm Over
Here." The stereo sound is delightful,

**

Soul," "Jitterbug Walt." "Caravan," "Don't

Classical
HORN A- PLENTY
AI Hirt. RCA Vldor ISP 2446 (Stereo & Monaural)DEBUSSY: THREE NOCTURNES FOR ORCHESTRA; RAVEL:
Here's another sock package by Hirt, which should chalk
DAPHNIS AND CHLOE SUITE NO. 2
up more chart records for the trumpet star. Hirt's virtuoso
Paul Parry conducting the Detroit Symphony Orchestra.
trumpet solo work is spotlighted on a group of listcnable
Mercury SR 90281 (Stereo & Monaarali- Beautiful interoldies -"Easy Street," "Margie, "I'll Take Romance," etc.
pretations of Debussy and Ravel music here. The orchesSolid arranging and backing by ork leader Billy May.
tra is in top form with Perey bringing out all Na nuance
and fluidness of the two famous impressionistic composifß11 YURO: SOUL
tions. Each of the Nocturnes and the Daphnis and Chloe
Liberty 1ST 7212 (Stereo & Monaural)-Miss l'uro has
Suite build with sensuous. dramatic impact. Besides the
her second album, and another winner it is, with more of
orchestra, a great deal of credit for the effectiveness of
her powerful, soulful sural style in evidence on a series
the disk must go to the Wayne Slate University Women's
of standout ballads. She again gets the support of tasty,
Glee Club with Masco Johns conducting.
light arrangements by Belford Hendricks. employing a soft
chorus and strings. Tunes include "If I Didn't Care,"
Spoken Word
"There Goes My Heart" and "Stardust." Good cover shot
of the gal. too. Watch this set.
THE S1 ORl' TELLER: A SESSION WITH CHARLES LAUGHTON
Capitol STB 01650
wonderfully rewarding two disk
album of Charles Laughton reading selections from various
TWLSTIN' WITH DUANE EDDY
wtFM types of literary material including Shaw's "Major Bara
Jamie JLP 70-3022 -The big man with the guitar has
bara"; Jack Keraouac's best novel "The Dharma Bums ;
another rocking album to his credit with this set. There
The Bible, and Shakespeare'. "Julius Caesar." Mr. Laughare 12 tracks in all, and each is loaded with the Twist
ton's performance is excellent, with much warmth genbeat, the deep rhythmic twanging of the Eddy guitar and
erated due to the receptive reactions of a live audience.
hard, driving tenor. The rest of the Rebels combo is in
Charles Laughton has proved to be a big draw on his
top shape, too. Among the tides are Eddy's latest single
many cross -country personal appearances with this type
"Battle," which is retitled "Battle Twist" here and Twist
of program. so this package should find its way into many
versions of "Liza Jane," "You Are My Sunshine" and the
record libraries.
"Peter Gunn" theme. Should be
potent seller among

RAH

L

the Platen ring a mlature
of .,,dard..nd new material. Among IN
standards are 'le'a Magie," "You. Nana
Knov' and "All the Thlnp You Ara." Oyu
of the n,w,r tuns, "Reacbint tare Star;'
is bawd upon th. familiar ' Liebe.ttaum"
melody and for this ,toton might matt an

interesting sangle.

HIGH
* ***
Cars Steams

sad bh Orca,tn. Merton
(Reno a Mouenli- Another iv
h, Twist -[lye .hum line specifically shaped

SR 60664

for the adult marttt. The album is made
up caciusiuniy of tuna familiar to Ma "30
and older" club with
heavy accent on
humor and arrangement. Then are noteo
ping-pens effects. use of vocal chorus.
atdnp and abet derla as well as a vaT
authentic
end
twinging Twist Myatt .
Among thm tides its 'Tea for Two,-

lM Mood.' "Harbor Liabb." "Prctsnd'
and "Indian Lore Call." Solid dance nu.

****

thoroughly enloyabk. A
nn WSM. "Gnml 01.
las many faro U ore[
lights of Me bright wee
"Teeuila." "South of
"Mexicali Rose."
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Alto,

earl

eat who have scored many has over the
part few year., have a potent album here,
end one that should do well with the
Twisters. It trounce the lath io sock readsolidly 1a
ings of
rock cl items that

u

U., Twist groove. Titles Include "Romeo,"
"Sprtdoo" "Woe Is Me -. "Bus, Bun,
that hen been big
Bun." and other
tot me group. A oningtna album with
strong rain ptwsibWtla.

silt

rr'Y GOOD FOR YOU
** SING!
**Nora.,
Lanett Choir. RCA Yktor LP
melodic
5475 /Stare. a Mourir+! - -flore f
o

package of oldies warbled with polish and
teem by Labatt s mixed choir. Although
eiy -a!ooa
!mer nota tout the package to
typo rouser, the album *Melly fella In

il.'rri.rti

page 2?)
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ANOTHER GREAT
SMASH PRODUCED
BY FRANK GUIDA

NO ONE PLAYS MUSIC
FOR DANCING LIME

BILL BLACK

Bill Black's Combo

TWIST2042

The By Liners

ARCHIE'S
MELODY

No. 49 Cash Box (Going Up)

Jimmy Soul

Ace Cannon

TWISTIN'
MATILDA

TUF
2040

8631

latetl
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Other hits produced by
Frank Guida: "High School USA ";
"New Orleans "; "Quarter To
Three "; "School Is Out ";
"Dear Lady Twist."

No. 52 Billboad (Going Up)

O

TWISTING

regular entertainer

Opry." MW Wood

CADnlACS

(Co 'nursed on pace

ONE OP THE LONDON GROUP

SOCIETY TWIST

"t.

items.

1.1

TAE LONELY
Menmy MG 7.060 (stereo
Meaa.mb- staid,s the tide tune
FOR

on thin album,

PERLE: STRING QUARTET; BASSETT: TRIO FOR CLARINET,
VIOLA AND PIANO
Jazz
Composers Recordings CRI 148 -Continuing its policy of
LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES
presenting worthwhile contemporary American contposers,
Art Blakey's fare Messenger.. Epic LA 16022 -This is the
the label features two relatively new works here. George
original sound track from the controversial French movie,
Perlé s String Quintet was completed in 1958, and Leslie
Bassett'. Trio for Clarinet. Viola and Piano was composed
recently released in the U. S. Blakey's name value here
and the picture's big promotional drive makes it a strong
in 1953. Both works are tonal compositions, played most
bet for the jazz market. Effective performances by the
effectively by the young Beaux -Arta Quartet. A sec that
group and sax soloist Barney Wlen are highlighted on
should be of interest to followers of contemporary music,
some bluesy themes and exciting Latin -styled background
especially music students and teachers.

HER

Me score

by top
RAGTIME GOES SOUTH
include
such
c. &w. stars should interest many fans. Artiste
THE
BORDER
OP
names as Hank Locklin, Hank Snow, Eddie Arnold, Elton
Mercury MG Meg (Stans
Del IS
Britt, Jim Reeves, Grandpa Jones, the Davis Sisters, Slir a Moturraii -Known as "Dawn of the
Whitman and Pee Wee king. Sides are not new, but they Pattima Piano." Del Wood presents a Bode
Latta -American tarante in ragtime
hold up mighty well and at the low price they're good of
tempo on her rosa LP for the Mercury
buy.
label. The enta[ Y fresh, vibrant and

COMBO!
Henry Mancini. RCA Victor I SP 2258 (Stereo & Moonural) --This new Mancini album is on the order of a salute
to great pop combos of other years. It's aimed at the jazz
and pop buyers. The arrangements swing in Mancini a own
current style, and the men playing here, including Pete
Candoli, Ted Nash, Dick Nash, Art Pepper and Shelly
Manne turn out some fine jazz work. Tunes include
"Moanin'," "Castle Rock.' and a flock of originals by
Mancini.

rontila,

SONG
****
The Planers.

COUN'IRY MUSIC HITS BY COUNTRY MUSIC STARS
RCA Camden CAL 689-This collection of sides

t\

-

W 1647
Noel
from hit current
Brotdw.y hit nun/cal "sail Anal" High 141.5 from the album, arranged end conoducted by Pater Mau,
t
Include "Where Shall
I
Fiad Hu7', "Beatnik iore Allele,.
'You're a tong, Lon/ Way Prom Amens"
and the title tune.
Salt Away.. The set
Mould sell well to Coward'. may f.ae.

C&W Low Price

Limetiters. RCA `7dor LPN! 2445 (Stereo & Monaural)The Limeliters are showcased in their third Victor LP in
another program of pop -folk tunes, some original and some
standard variety. Although this is the group's first set
without an audience and that applause is somehow missed,
the threesome's high humor, enthusiasm and artistry are
just as evident as on the live" recordings. Among some of
the entertaining titles are "Pretty Far Out," "Wayfaring
Stranger, "Marvin" and "Golden Bell."

SAIL AWAY
****
Nod Coward. Capitol
Coward

ti:

SING OUT!

"Enter-

days."

-A

femora.

Take Your Jaye From Ms" and
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SPOTLIGHT SINGLES
NNW

OF THE WEEK

Shaped

slit

polestlel of ell records reviewed Ikh week.
sock backing by the ork. She could happen
on this one and it will get attention from
both the teen and the young adult audience.
(Wiley, BMI) (2:09)

TONY MARTIN

Pop

TILE BRIDE (LA NOVIA) (Regent, BM» (2:46) -Tony
Martin has a chance for his first big one in a long time
with this fine version of the current European hit. He sells * * ** What I Don't Know (Won't Hurt
it with his old -time grand style. Flip is "Horizons of Joy" Me)-A soulful ballad la handed a soulful
Dot 16313 performance by kfaxtne Brown on this aide
(BIEH) (2:31),

GENE McDANIELS
CHIP CHIP (Trinity -Glo -Mac, EMI) (2:13) -Gene McDaniels should have another best seller in this solid side.

The chanter is in strong vocal form on an effective tune
with a clever lyric idea. Watch it. Flip is "Another Tear
Liberty 1344 THE TURBANS
Falls' (I 1th Floor, ASCAP) (2:18).
SIX QUESTIONS (Travis, BMI) (2:34)-An attractive
rockaballad is sung neatly by the lead here, while a femme
BOONE
PAT
group pops a catchy phrase in at the right moulent every
I'LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS (Leo Feist, ASCAP)
so often, and the backing supports him smartly. Flip is
PICTURES IN THE FIRE (Spoone, ASCAP)
(2:35)
"The Lament of Silver Gulch" (Travis, BMI) (2 :15).
(2:24) -The lovely standard is wrapped up in an easyImperial 5807
going, nostalgic vocal and ark treatment by Boone. Flip is
an appealing weeper -styled rockaballad with pretty string
backing. Both sides are strong, but "I'll See You in My THE IMPRESSIONS
CANT YOU SEE (Curtom, BMI) (2:35) -The Impressions
Dot 16312
Dreams" has an edge.
have a potent follow -up to their hit waxing of "Gypsy
Woman' with this bright reading of a listenable medium
ADAM WADE
tempo rocker. Strong lead sparks the disk and the backing
IT'S GOOD TO HAVE YOU BACK WITH ME (Paxton,
is catchy. Flip is "Grow Closer Together" ( Curtom, BMI)
ASCAP) 12:57) -HOW ARE THINGS IN LOVERS'
ABC- Paramount 10289
(2:12).
sings
with
sensitiv-Wade
BM»
(2:45)
(Winneton,
LANE
l1SYt
ity and warmth on both of these moving ballads. "It's Good
to Have You Back With Me" (best of the two sides) spot- JOE DOWELL,
THE THORN ON THE ROSE ( Aldon, BMI) (2:32) -THE
lights harmonica solo work and chorus on backing. Wade
SOUND OF SADNESS (Painted Desert, BMI) (2:07)
gets strong support on flip from piano strings and voices.
Coed 565
Two powerful pieces of material and two sock vocals by
Joe Dowell makes these sides very potent. Top side is a
most attractive ballad, and the arrangement is first -class;
THE PARIS SISTERS
flip is a medium rocker again featuring good ork backing
HE KNOWS I LOVE HIM TOO MUCH (Aldan, BMI)
Smash 1730
behind the chanter's strong singing.
slow, dreamy rockaballad is sold with feeling
(2:20)
and heart by the lead canary, with fluid backing by
strings, and an effective, off -beat ork arrangement. A
strong side. Flip is "A Lonely Girl's Prayer" (Darcey, BMI)
Gregmark 10
(2:37).

-

-
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and It's sure to get a tot of air play. Flip L
slightly stronger but both deserve exposure.
(Sylvia, BMI) (2:3S)

LARRY DALE

Wine
spo-Dee- O-DeeATLANTIC 2133 -The lune, an r.Ab. standard, and a hit for Sticks McGee year. ago,
gets nn enthusiasts performance from the
boy hero. Side moves rieht along on an
eight- to-thebar rhythm with nome tine piano
touches. (Leeds, ASCAP) (2:34)

* * ** Deakin'

LENA CALHOUN
* * ** I CAN TELL (I'm Losing Your
Lore) -FL)P 359 -The girl has a strong
voico and the music, which Is in the gospel
groove, Is Just right for her. The tune
moves along on a strong medium tempo
beat with h rem vocal group in support
along with the aombo. (Limas, BMI) (2:00)

***

Been Laakla'
HMI) (3:00)

Your

Way- (Limax,

ANDY AND THE BEY SISTERS
* *** Big Memos -RCA VICTOR 7929
-Andy and the Buy Sisters turn In a bright
reading of the Cajun ditty, over swingy
backing. Side Is worth deejay exposure.
(Peer Intl, BMI) (2:10)

* **

Chanson D'Amour (Song of Love)(Meadowlark, ASCAP) (2:301

SINGLES

NICO FIDENCO
DUANE EDDY
* * ** Tied to a Grain of Sand -RCA
BMI)
(2:04)
TRAMBONE
(Gregmark,
THE BATTLE
VICTOR INT. 2- Italian singer, a big name
(Athens, BMI) (1:40) -Two fine sides by Duane Eddy
overseas, sells MN pretty item with a lot
that should hava a strong sale. Top side is a swinging
of feeling over big band backing. Side is
Programming
Jockey
Pop
Disk
good one and could make the chanter
version of "Battle Hymn of the Republic" that is in the
well known here, too. (Shapiro-Bernstein,
driving Eddy tradition. Flip is a pretty tune penned by
ASCAP) (3:22)
DAVID CARROLL
Chet Atkins that shows off nice Eddy guitar work.
Schneffers, BMI)
Jamie 1209 * * ** THE WHITE ROSE OF ATHENS (Peter

(2:28). Mercury 71917

TONY ORLANDO
TALKIN' ABOUT YOU (Alden, BMI) (2:16) -Tony Orlando has a very exciting record here that could break
loose quickly. The chanter talks and sings over a backing
from a femme chorus and wild instrumental work by the
band. Potent wax. Flip is "My Baby's a Stranger (Aldan, JERRY
Epic 9491 * * **
BMI) (2:16).
SOLOMON

-

DEAN JONES
ABC-PARAOM Joe Clark
MOUNT 10203 -A rhythm rocker version
of an old folk theme. turned nut manly
by doves. Good sharp backing helps the
aide. Has a chance. (Trinity, BMl) (2:20)

** **

STRONG SALES POTENTIAL

* **

I've Lost Her Loee- (Trinity, BMI)

group backs him against a simple bucking (2:30)
FULLER
with a fine beat. Side has a good charm
Beauty
-CHALWake Up Sleeping
and It rates a listen. (Conley, ASCAP)
by
Fuller
on
Attractive
vocal
LENGE 9132it
with
(2:09)
sings
lass,
He
a plea to a sleeping
CHANCE HALLADAY
BURKE
feeling over smart support. This could cult
The crick's daddy * * ** John Henry -GNP 171 -A smart,
* ** Wild Guy
CRY TO ME (Mellin- Progressive, BMI) (2:33) -Solomon some loot. Watch h. (4 -star, BAD) (2:24) *things
wild guy. It's a blues rock -style rhythm job of the traditional
the tad Is
who
had
big
with
Burke,
a
hit
"Just Out of Reach," sells * * ** Trust Me-The chanter turn, in a pattern In a moderate tempo, again with work song. Holladay bands it shout veragainst a modulating guitar and horn
this catchy, Latinish rhythm ballad with style over a lovely tasteful performance on a pretty Slimy the airle' chorus helping out. Good teen sion
backing.
( Stelen, HMI) (2:12)
arrangement. Flip is "1 Almost Lost My Mind" (St. Louis, ballad. It, too, could happen. and both wax with solid beat. Two good sides.
Atlantic 2131 sides &servo exposure. (4 -Star, Butt) (2:26)
*** 13 N'omeo-(Darb), BMq (2:20)
BMI) (2:19).

-

ROGER WAYNE

-

CARLA THOMAS
Wails -MUSI- RAY RUFF
JOHNNIE RAY
**** One, Two, Three,
waltz,
Without
CotoCOR
66021
-Schmaltzy
from the new *
I KINDA THINK HE DOES (Cedarwood, BMI) (2:36)
Up
* * ** Nothing Goes
** Wen ... All Rightby RuffNORMAN
readJames
movie
"One,
Two
Three," Is 473*-Attractive
Cagney
log
Down
-LIBERTY
4153
-Sensitive
on an
A moving rockaballad is handed a haunting vocal by the
chanting
ballad with Inspira- handed pleasant Instrumental treatment, appealing tune with solid guitar tolo work
ing
by
Ray
on
tender
lass over simple choral effects in the backing. Disk has a tional lyric. (Eden, BMI) (2:23)
with pretty sax solo. Nice deejay side.
on backing. (Nor- Va -Jak, BMI) (1:45)
chance for the big time. Flip is "The Masquerade Is
sells well * * ** Yea, We Rave No Bantams- Oldie,
Over" (Crawford, ASCAP) (3:37).
Atlantic 2132 * * ** A Lome's Question -Ray
* ** Angel atoe -(Missouri, BMI) (2:25)
on the appealing oldie, which was a big hit also featured in the movie, la wrapped up

-

for Clyde McPhatter. Interesting
ment. (Eden, HMI) (2:10)

THE BELAIRS

MR. MOTO (Arvee, BMI) (2:04) -A bluesy- flavored instrumental, featuring guitar lead over piano and rhythm
CANNON
backing, gets warm treatment here from the Belairs. Disk FREDDYTeen
Queen
*
*
**
is already hot in Los Angeles. Flip is "Little Brown Jug" 4096 -A cute rocker
( Arvee, BM]) (2:06).
Arvee 5034 his familiar enthused

arrange-

corny ork treatment. (ShapiroBernstein, ASCAP) (1:49)
in bouncy

DAVID CARROLL
Atbean-MER**** The White Rose of them,
in modCURY 71917 -A fetching
MAXINE BROWN
erate
tempo, taken from the film, "Dreamof the week -SWAN **** I GOT A FUNNY KIND OF land of Desire." The lune is already
hit
ABC -PARAMOUNT 10290
by Cannon, employing FEELING
(Continued on page 29)
rocking style. A chick Lass sells this bright effort with style over

-

-

NEWLEY NEWLEY

NEWLEY NEWLEY

Dj's
Send

for

Your free

Promotional
copy

of both

of these
LP's
Mhos. write
on

Mc

England's

Greatest
Song Stylist

Yost We Have No Bananas; You're Free;
I Was Never Kissed Before; Drink To Mu
Only With Thine Eyes; All Or Nothing At All;
Pack Up Your Troubles In Your K(t -Beat Pop
Goes The Weasel; Who Can Say; Bye Byo
Blackbird;
Should Cara; Basin Sheet
I

Bluffer All By Myself.

Mono

LL

3252

Stereo PS 244

Coming to Broadway
as star of his own hit
show "Stop The World,
I

Want

To Get

Off"

www.americanradiohistory.com

Cone; Speak Low; It's The Talk
Of Tho Town; Gone With The Wind; Some
Other Spring; What's Good About Goodbye:
When You're Lover Has Cone; Guess I'll
Have To Change My Plan- This Time The
Dream's On Me; Love is A Now And Then
Thing; Ask No Questions; Get Along Without You Very Well.

The Thrill

Is

I

I

Mono LL

station letterhead)

3156
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NATION'S TOP TUNES

THE

CECIAL MERIT

of Hers

OROR ROLL

ALBUMS

FOI WIFE ENDING JANUARY

Continued from page 20

THE CIVIL WAR: ITS MUSIC AND ITS SOUNDS VOL,

Billboard Music Week's weekly nationwide surveys.

1

Frederick Fennell and the Fastman Wind Ensemble; Marhandsomely
tin Gabel, narrator. Mercury LPS 2 -901
and
of
the
sounds
Civil War.
bound album of the music
The album, five years in the making, is called a "Centennial Observance" recording and it's divided into four sections. The first three parts are devoted to band and field
music of the Union and Confederate Troops. The music
and sounds are reproduced faithfully from exact arrangements of the regimental bandsmen of the times and most
ably interpreted by Frederick Fennell and the Eastman
Wind Ensemble, Section four. labeled "The Sound of Conflict." is lucidly narrated by Martin Gabel and covers the
Fort Sumter to Gettysburg period of the war. It's all recorded on the new 35 -mm. film process and sounds most
realistic. Murs thoroughly documented and researched
package should appeal to music historians as well as
students of American History. A quality offering.

-A

T61.

Week

O
O

O
O
O
O

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES

Carol Chaaniag Caedmon TC 1148-Carol Channing's
inimitable comedy delivery is spotlighted on a reading of
Anita Loos' original best seller "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes," front which the stars Broadway musical hit of
the same title was later adopted. The saga of Lorelei. a
gold -digging flapper of the 1920's, is smartly embellished
by musical breaks, featuring popular tunes of the time, arranged in the style of the razz era.

O
O

amore, and shapes up u solid
Ow)ay esa Tuna Include "1 Got the Sun
la the Morning." "Whistle While Yea

Work"

nod

Good Day..

-Ws

* * **

.

d

"Dt

more potent sellers, she slap "My
You Are But
Drem,'
aGoas," "Serenade" and "Moon Lora"

Imo'

Reni," it

MET SOL TRUMPKT
* ***
Dig tewdaaeb wad e. UadaeprbIleged
Flea Jais;.. JCM sua -Hens

a

uva

ore

albwa by trumpeter Dick Ruedebacb that
amid tack up pop Wes Rucdebuab k In
tIt Al Hirt groove. playing updated New
Orla with rim and spun. and Pub combo
ssa1a
behind him. Set Liu rased Uva et
college concert. Tunes Include "Limehouaa
"RoáBlues,` Than Rag," 'Arabo"
be' Club.. Ltatrnab:e asse and commercial.
too.

rd

TWiStINC
****
Tba Ngbt O"ts.

THE

album. mealved by tí11.
bard Moak Week are listened
he and reviewed by th. thew
!reviewing panel. LP's are rated,
within their respective cote.
genes, aceordIng to their cam.
martial pocont(l, based an swab
factors ae performance, mate.
riot, artist's name value. retord.
Ina quality. rte.
SPOTLIGHT WINNERS ara
ludgd to horn th strongest
aales potential of oll albums
reviewed during th. week and
are picked ta hit the Top LP
chan. YOUR -STAR albums ara
those with strong sales pofen.
Oaf. All Spotlight. and Cour -Star

M

have

been

veluotcd

by

full Reviewing Pant. and
da.criptiv reviews orn published for these.
albums,

THRIE -SCAR

moderate

having

potential. are
lined thereaft.rr th..e frequently will be of particular Interest
to dealer. with specialized Mientale. Other LP's with limited
sal.s potential. are listed following the Three -Star album.
sales

SPECIAL MERIT SPOTLIGHTS.

th

In

opinion of the Rvlewing
Panel, have outstanding merit
and deserve eapusur
All LP's Intended for review

.boula b. aunt te th. slllboard

vlwing

Week
Povl,
goo 292, Times Square
Stan.e, New York 76, N. Y.
Mwsle
P. O.

* **

1/

15

McCOY'
Mercury SR M677 (Nerve

INSTRUMENTAL

POPULAR

lit

:l

9

SOUNDS

IG

11

EP

ALWAYS
BABYI

cí.:

IN

®

SPECIALTY LP'S

-Four

by

MAID

A1doe

1

Sedate- Published

by Aides (SSO)

ON

1

19

by Lowery CBM!)

3

KNOW

I

Hays- PubUahed

B.bar Groves- Published

By

JOSH WHITS AT TOWN HALL
20671 ¡Stereo
Noonan!)
-AnoNer good one by lath.
addition
to the featured aut. this package has the
benefit of man arrangements by Quincy
loam-and they are really good oats Also.
Josh Jr. le present on several pieces, audt
u "1 Know Where I'm Gout.", and Josh
daughter. Beverly, scorn eery atroagly nub
the fine hillbilly song, "Hall es Much"
Josh is represented by well known terror-we,
loch as "Outkina of Iowa;' "Hard Times
Blurs." etc.

MY

UNCHAIN

I.

5.

1

KNOW'- aarbers

L1SL

it

by

ID

WHEN I FALL

14

By Nelson

23

MOON

scetoaHallEwald-Publtshed

by Raleigh

RIVER

MaaeloMentr-PuWbhed

By

15.

PaJelor-Publhhed by Tnyb IBM")

REVENGE
By

4

14.

DRUMS

BE

11

'TIl

28

A LITTLE BITTY TEAR

Avo

Gearge,

-

THE BOY IN YOUR
Casale Freon, MGM

-

UNCHAIN MY HEART
Ray
Clarks, ABC -Pamme tti 10266.

-

PLEASE MR. POSTMAN

"kn.. Tula

51944.

Man

3obetb (BMD

Kanias ( ASCAP)

Victor Young.Edwud Heuaus-- Puklbbed by

MERE

LET

NUN!

-

ON BY-Leroy Sen gke,
Mamry 71}I.

ARMS

10

Dobbinsl'iarrepllttaab.n-Pubtbhsd

B1

by Panama

WHEN I FALL LN LOVE-Laas1.
w e. C.phol 661L

LIT

THERE BE

Misery laperbt
RISGVCE
eery 71103.

-

DRLSIS-Saady

9775.

Ste.

Brook Benton,

IL MOON RIVER -ferry Bala, Vet

Mt

Henry Mandi!, RCA Vi1koaen. Chm..ea
9110.
Came Cavalier*. Dea.
S)1116:
Calvin ltclaea.
HOD; Richard Halms. Mercury
71869; Hwytld.. StrInm. Cippo!
4631 MattasaaL London 20211
ho. Marian. Kapp 411; Eddie Harna Yee lay 420.

(EMI)

lay
lo.

75101 FlaBor

R.pr

(A![AP)

n. Carl Sigrtun Charles Danvers-Published by Chappell (ASCAP)

26

TOWN

lly Flank Cochran- PublIshed by Pamper (HMI)

17.

T11.- Angele Capan

L.

A

117.

-

LITTLE BITTY TEAR

Bari

Capitol Mgt.

WITHOUT`,

natld
ITS

Pubihbd M Uritod Arttb (ASCAP)

waua ,Ben

Mail.

--

21

--

NORMAN

30

THE

3

Ba :barmh- Punutbed by

Delft (ASCAP)

19.

TOWN WTTTIOLT PITY
Pbaey. blinker 1105.

20.

BABY ITS YOri

FIELDS

COTTON

McGuire-Published

By Loo

try Boa A Coa

-

Sbielles.

Loudermilk-Pabtbh.d

By lotus D.

II. COTTON FIELDS

(ASCAP)

by Acuff-Rom

Called Ardent 37.

Ce.a

Saide

1L55.

7). THE

WANDERER

23

GYPSY

WOMAN

Fl.O31

expression and the production could have
broad appeal. The material tcludes "Th.
S(. c :rurnu.d Or) Pagt 24)

GYPSY ROMAN

-

Irag.tadoaa.

by

Curtom WHO

JINGLE

BELL ROCK-Cñat

At

RCA Sictot 7970 (Robby
C5sekrt /aubóy Redd. Cameo Sal
Bobby Helms, Deco 3aS13.
Sins.

15

JINGLE BELL ROCK
Or

18

11

21

29

29

THE HOLY BIBLE.
Dol DLP 34111 -Pot Boone deserts music
completely on lbb new LP, let lava of
serin of unaccompanied solo teadlp of
Bible onuses. Boone reads with verve and

Mayfield- Published

13.

,

RELIGIOUS

Lauda

ABCPanawunt 11ÚL
By Curtis

Bwchh mad Hia Ea.mble. Cima
113-A line pactase, Capturing the romantic

Timor and savor of tuba. music. Aldo
Brunch] has
fine base voice. rich both In
vocal guallie and Ieehnigae -and his per
formancas are utterly lacking in fabrication;
there's no hint of artificiality. The ensemble
group provides able support and
70,1
Lucille Petrel. cunt; ibuin to the mortal
Mediterranean effect.

W.SNDERER -Dleu,

3115.

Maresca- Published by Schwartz -Dlsal (ASCAP)

31 &

- Hlehwgmee.

D. NORMAN-5es Tbompwn, IlkkoeP

(IMO

34.

ALPS 10 THE SEA

READS

WM.

by Tee Poe (A CAP)

Joan F. Jamo -Published

MR, POS114A1

PLEASE

INTERNATIONAL

BOONE

E

5

4

HEART
87 A.

11

25

PAT

GOODBYE CRUEL WORLD
lamas Darren, Colon 609.

302'

S

* * **

7.

1157.

* * **

**
* *Aber.

7957.

by Saturn -At Lus (HMI)

WHEN THE BOY IN YOUR ARMS
Br Tepper -Bermes;- PubWhed by Pickarkk (ASCAP)

Lb-

Vim,

SS)aS.

f. HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SWEET noiTea.N -N51 Sedate, RCA Skier

(SMI)

BY

Mgt Emir

RUN TO FEIM -Bobby

.,t7

LOSS

ON

Esquires, Terrace 7502; Elvis

Presley. RCA Vito.
Smith. Da 16291.

10

By

20

FOLK

.

CAN'T HELP FALLING

Issa. Decor 313301 Wanda Jackson,

1

Mertpry SIG

4.

OF

a

***
ITS MY TUCtl TM
YEARNING FOR YOU; NEW

Gladys (ASCAP)

by

KellerLoltirr-Publbhed

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SWEET SIXTEEN
Il, II crenfle.ti.

WALK

-

PFPPca%lt aT TWIST-Prey nn
wad tae Slmllt.n, male. 4401.

Y.

II

7956.

5.

8
By

Vkla

4

Pt,tiii- Cresture- Published

Wei vs-

LION SLEEPS TONIGHT

Tukerty, FICA

Imp..-War. (BMr)

HIM

TO

RUN

1;1

O

WLSH YOU KNEW
%snows Mrbta. Bisa RR RP

All

LP's

well

THE OLDI.S
Tb. Admirals. Y'etmor LP

HOW

OLDIES

Saleur 75-Hen's

REVIEW POLICY

LP

Orman

THE

6

27.

LET'S ALL DO THE: TWIST
Totem/ sad the lwtrtcrs. Regret SIGOIM

WO..

6

',Ike/ma (nett)

CAN'T HELP FALLING IN LOPE

12

**It
es

PEPPERMINT TWIST
Ry loey Oee.Heary Glovets-Puhlhbed by

By

* ** REALLY

TONIGHT
Iss- Porcin- tteilure- PUbllahed by

SLEEPS
fly

L THE TWIST
Clmbby Cheek,,
Parkway ills Hank Ballard and Um
Midalthtcn. King 5l7t: Lime SI*
fan. Parkway I11; Ernie Freeman,
bnperial 5793.

(HMI)

12.

* * * MODERATE
SALES POTENTIAL

CbM

li

1I

;ibe

se

!;

0 it

album atti
new tubi -a tie-up
with the Fwd healer den.< audios arrow
Na rata..,. Package lime u.etaba tuia.
Mg Tana beat lumia,. M
flack of famll.
tar rock blu. Bark liner has dttntloes and
loot dultana for A. dante and Use label
bes sec stata and demo rodia
to
plug the set. On the strength of fhb alone.
package figures to hap
gale and pnhasa

Tint

THE CLASSIC DELIA
Della Rena RCA YMor LW SOIS Steta Mammoth-Della Raw has powafa album at this sa
11 trarla, ell to the
lock mower*
(Omani vela and aD based woos claaalcel
;Maws. The gut b in top form, wad ta b
beautifully aconmpantad by (tall ben. of
atefap and tuU ark directed by Glenn Osse..
3.1,5..
or
You Know,. me of Ne

Cee -Arma

l0. WHEN

T

mist.

LION

THE

-

23

Bt (lank Ballard- Publl.bed by lay á
1

RECORDINGS AVAILABLE
al.. Sallie. Record Lined In laid ten)

CisW

TWIST

THE

1

Camp,nrr-Puhltshrr

By Shay-no-Published by Aldan

ri;l'e 20

nnt:nl,<<1

Tues

GOODBYE CRUEL WORLD

Reviews of New Albums
C

wá

'Lus
Preek

T.

Comedy

It

13

The Honor Roll of Hits comprises the nation's top tunes according
to record sales and disk jockey performances as determined by

Specialty

1UYIR

f.í4

OtADE MARK

--

30 --

I

DON'T KNOW WHY

e, Abitrt- Turk -Published

THERE'S

IF

Beal-Boothe-Published by Cornett (ASCAP)

NO

by

OTHER (Like My BAY)
(BUD
By Bate Spector- Published by Bertha

YOU GOTTA MAKE A FOOL OF SOMEBODY

lit

Rudy

Cla)k- Published

by Good

FUNNY HOW TIME SLIPS AWAY
By

27.

111ERF.1 NO

-

Diane- Pubilshad

by R.P.D. (ASCAP)

h.n W

www.americanradiohistory.com

NIP
Billboard Miele Week at1764 Brrooadway,

MI

110.

MAKE

FOOL

20.

SLIPS
TPStC
FUNNY
HOW
AWAY -Matey Check., RCS SIB

to
34.

ÿq

A

OF SOMEBODY-James Ray, Ca.
pram 110.

7946.

SMALL 540 SAS; -Pk11 Metes,

Yrnela.

197.

and the Ibtfog of
HITS' b a tegblind trade mark not
WARNING -The ;tilt HHOTUR ROLL OP Mush
a0. let0ba
either
muy
Week. Lbw of
writing
We hta hu be.o worth/bred by Billboard
Yr.
Mould be submitted

tatibt pb

(Like

OTHER

s.byl-Ct7aulsr Pbmn
1P YOU GOTTA

(Hill
I

Wda

Scott. Casadfm.Asserken LIS.

U.

Sen. (Bin

wellte Nelson -Published by Pamper

SMALL SAD SAM
by Sunny Skyla -R. V.

1

Abktt á Cromwell (ASCA?

-

DONT KNOW' WHY

H.
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The "Sad Movies" Girl

S UE
Does it Again!
Selling in All Markets
Her New Smash

AN

N OR
c/w

NEVER LOVE AGAIN

HICKORY 1159

sue

t11O.mps

JUST
RELEASED

AND
HEADED
FOR
THE

TOP

IN
ALBUM
SELLERS

LPM 104

"544 yytoaçe"
THE

H
HIT VERSION
_
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drummer Wong* Sentimerls. Cal, no IOCBer
wIN Fantasy, b reprmented by six different
selections by four of the different groups
he worked with during his long career with
the label. The music Is of Ne healthy,
enthusiastic Latin type wIN emphasis on
rhythm. naturally, and tome twinning choruses from Cal himself and from plan
most
horrendous
crimes
accused of the
23d Psalm," "The First Psalm." "fhc SI',
stylists Lonnie Hewitt and Vince Guarai,IL
of Creation," "Sermon on the hfount," and against humanity should be heard by adults Very much In the jasa groove.
a passage from the Wok of Corinthians. and students of all religions. It's a constant
Good was with a different alma for the reminder of the horrors of the Nul era.
artist.
PACHANGA WITH JOE LOCO
*

Reviews of New Albums

.

*Fantasy
**

CHILDREN'S

JAll
FREE KINGS
Roland Kirk. Mercury MC 20679 (Stereo
emu of many
L Skinner's/1-MM Ls
W'F,

horns- tenor, meneanello, Bute,

etc., and be
at
once.
But
don't
regard
PLvy
several
Can
stunt album. It'. .Otld btuesy
thrs as
material, free- swlnaNg and full of tension,
color and interesting rhythmic patterns.
Much of the material b Kirks, such as the
title number. lo addition. there's
Parker's "Blues for Alice."

Cll..

SACRED

* * **

THE BROWNS SING SONGS
FROM THE LITTLE BROWN CHURCH

HYMNAL

RCA Victor LPA1 2145 (Stereo R Mo..
stroll-The fine group, well known In the
country and pop works, turn. to Ne sacred
memorable selection
repertoire here wiN
and
gospel
song
favorites. With
of hymns
organ and piano, they apply their honnOOY
sound to "Church in Ne Wlldwood, "In the
Garden." "Whispering Hope" and others.
Strong performances by the group and the
sot carnet a good cover Illustration of
church to set the mood.

DOCUMENTARY

**
* *United

6

SCULLION

Artb1

-

ACCUSE

UAL

9003
The label
rushed Uns package out us soon as the verdict on Adolph Eichmann was announced.
It b an actual recording of the Eichmann
trial in Israel with Yehuda
provldrng
the English narration. Accomplished with
the old of Kol Istraet Broadcasting, this

Its

documentary recording of
trial complete
wtth Ne most vivid testimony of a man

**
**
OTHER

PETER COTTONTAIL AIM
EASTER AND SPRINGTIME

FAVORITES

8t- Bright

renderings of chIl.
Golden LP
dren's gong. by Roy Rogers, Dale Evans
and rho Mitch Miller orle make tilt
pleasant set for the kids. Tunes include
Ne title song. PIus "Open Your Heart end
Let Uie Sunshine in "; "Bunny, Bunny, Bun-

Is." ..d "EteIttI.

the Useless

3321 -This Is more tino lust
another ps.:hengs album. Il is s real swing.
Mg, melodic Latin set, played sharply by
the Joe loco crew. It futures catchy
pachanga rhythms, Interspersed sold' she
char and Ns mambos. Tunes Include "M1
Chins, "Con Bon;' and two luna penned
by Loco, "Also Collane" and "Pin Pon."
A Net that will appeal to the Latin trade
and to Lille aficionados In New York,
LOS Angeles and other areas.

* * * MODERA

GOLDEN TREASURY OF
FAMOUS SPEECHES

Various. Golden LP IO-mie album of
speeches by the famous and the Infamous
should Interest adults and students alike.
There ere actual recorded speeches by Presidents Roosevelt, Eisenhower and Kennedy,
as well te Winston Churchill. Cbarles de
Gaulle, Hitler and °then. And there are
speeches (read by actors) by Weehintton,
Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt. etc., even
reaching back to Manin Luther and Plato.

LATIN AMERICAN

**

SALES POTENTIAL
LATIN AMERICAN

*MUCHO
**
RITMO

MUCHO

Lynch and OS. Colorable ER

Enrique
S06I

ARIIIRh -I.A PACHANGA
***
Monto Sant: marls Orchestra.

Fantasy

3324

MAS SABROSO
*
Monger Salaamsrls y au Orauesten. FanAuthentle Afro-Cuban music
tasy 3328
which will be appreciated by the connoisseur
and the general listener -for Its excitement
b such that one does not mid expert
knowledge to savor the flavor and performance. The material comprises cha Chas,
pachangas, the gooier, etc. There are very
good notes by Robert Farris Thompson.

-

CHILDREN'S
SONGS.
*EMPE:ROFI'S
** MO TITERNEWGOOSE
CLOTHES

Bias Crosby. Golden LP

LATINO CON CAL TJADER
FEATURING MONCO SANTAMARIA

-le

a sense, lhls album is a
Fantasy 3339
Cad Tjador sampler which features cenge

79

CLASSICAL

* **

1RI7SURES OF VIENNA

Manns Philharmonic Orchestra, Rudolph
Kempe, conducting. Angel 35851

* * **

* **

JACQUES DE MENASCEt
SONATA FOR VIOLA AND PIANO,

A Series Of Eight Lecture -Discussion Sessions
On

The Recording Industry

100 WASHINGTON SQUARE EAST, ROOM 808,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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OUT OF HEAVEN, I BOWED ON MY
KNEES AND CRIED HOLY1 FOLLOW
THE GOLDEN RULE, I'LL NEVER BE
LONESOME
T3,. Hall Slogan. Loyal LR-EP -101

[RAVELING THE
***
HOME, GIVE MOTHER

COUNTRY

b

WESTERN

TATTOOED LADY PLUS ELEVEN
OTHER SIZZLERS
Vealnua Arthtr. Fortan. LP 7001

HIGHWAY
MY CROWN;

1'M USLNG MY BIBLE FOR A ROAD -

POPULAR EP
MAPt WALKING MY LORD LIP
CALVARY'S HILL; DOES THE WORLD
LITTLE MISS KATIE.
SEE JESUS DS YOU:
954
Loyal
LR-EP
-IOJ
Dish
The SoUtren Family.

E

IN

COMPANY

MUSIC AS WRITTEN
Emil La Viola, general manager of Alulon Music, the
Nevine- Kirshner Publishing firm, became the father Cif a son
last week.... Carol Channing, who opened at the Waldorf in
New York last week, has cut a new album for Caedmon
Records, in which she reads Loreli's Diary in a recording of
Perez Prado has signed a new
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.
long term pact with RCA Victor.... Brook Benton opens at the
Regal in Chicago January 12, and at New York's Apollo
January 26.... Don Robey, of the Duke and Peacock labels,
was off last week for another spell of deer bunting,

"...

Thrush Nikki Price has joined Columbia Records.... Yamaha Music has snagged the rights to the musical background
score of the flick "Yojimbo" starring Mifune.... Harry Lew
of Stanley -Lewis Distributors in New York was tended a
luncheon on his 58th birthday by record companies whose lines
he handles. Harold Drayson of Caedmon hosted the affair, and
in attendance were Tom De Vito, Herman Gimbel, Maynard
Solomon, Jim Gardner, Iry Cralko, Jac Holtman, Peter Fritsch
and Alma Kaye.
Bobby Rydef and Chubby Checker are off on a three week trip of Australia and New Zealand.... Eddie V. Deane
has signed with Select Records, a subsidiary of Joy.... Lelan
Rogers has been appointed Southern Region promotion manager
for Epic and Okeb Records.... Ferruccio Tagliavini will give
his first New York concert at the Academy of Music in
Brooklyn January 19.... Mort), Wax and Mike Serby have
sold their latest wax production, featuring Donny and the Del
Chords to Epic. Tune is "When You're Alone." ... Everest
purchased the single of "Keep Twisting" by Jan Minor from
Dyer Recording Company.... George Kirby opens at the Copa
with Bobby Darin on May 3.... Rusty Warren opens at the
The Ember label has
Phoenix, February
jumped on the bandwagon and issued an album titled "Pot
of Golden Goodies" with 15 hits of past years by various
Bob Rolontz.
artists.

Dot Records' president and golf expert, Randy Wood, last
week accompanied Lawrence Welk as chief coach -kibitzer when
the band leader played noted golf pro, Arnold Palmer.... Dalton Ross Productions will send Capitol's Lou Rawls to New
York to produce a radio -TV series of Ballcntine commercials.
Rawls, currenity on the market with his "Nine -Pound Hammer"
singles, will be recorded in an LP of blues and standards by
Capitol producer Nicky Venet during the artist's New York stay.
While no one at Warner Bros.' Records will confirm it
officially, it is evident that the label has dropped its "Plus 2"
in
singles concept. The last WB "piggy- hack" single was issued
The
"Plus
October, and none is scheduled for future release.
2," brainchild of the label's former president. Jim Cotkling,
was conceived to stimulate singles sales by offering the buyer
hoped to
more for his money without cutting price. Conkling
achieve this aim by adding a bonus track of former lop sellers
no apto each side of the new singles. Sales results showed
if they
preciable difference, with youngsters buying a record
wanted it, remaining unswayed by the lure of a bonus track.
a
Reprise artist -repertoire head, Neal Hefti, is preparing
Al
package of his own for the Frank Sinatra -owned label....
as
Anthony has signed Timothy Hay to his Ala Records firm
Victor....
an exclusive artist. Hay previously was with the RCA
Billy Weldon, who recently launched his Plaza label, is now
hitting key markets throughout the country to set up distributors.
features
Plaza's first disk is scheduled for late this month and
(13) at
Ric Lance.... Columbia's Anita Bryant opens Saturday
Miami's Fontainebleu Hotel as a top- billed attraction, marking her initial home -town engagement.
Wednesday
Columbia's new find, Kenny Karen, arrives here his debut
(IO) to launch his transcontinental tour promoting will record
The same label
release, "Oh, Susie, Forgive Me."
Noga's
Mike Clifford's first album next week. His HelenLee Zhito

...

protege.
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Dot Records Distributing Company, which recently shutquarters at
tered its Indianapolis location, has opened new
as general
1118 Sycamore Street here, with Vaughn Tidelnan
Records
manager, and Frank Shue, formerly with Columbia
the local office
here, on sales. Rhea Robertson will work out of
Don Mehl will conas promotional manager for the Midwest.
territory.
tinue to serve the firm in Indianapolis and surrounding
Center
.. Lou Epstein, manager of the Jimmie Skinner Music
(Conlir.tr;d on 1',q' 36)
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het, about hot dirk 'Mils. If ttlpprd and parted
your programming Lae, two an partition,
lent file of such data.
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en I by
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BOBBY YEE
Pictured here Is the real
Ç`
Bobby Ver. It seems the gremlins crept into BMW's photo
department when preparing the
1962 edition of "Who's Who in
the World of Music," and the
pic published just wasn't Bobby
Vee. Also to correct all the info
on this bot Liberty recording
artist, here's the real rundown
on Bobby Vee.
Vee was born April 30, 1943,
in Fargo, N. D. His interest In
music stems from his father,
Sidney Velline, who played both the violin and piano. Veé s
uncle played sax and his two older brothers. Sidney Jr., 21, and
Bill, 23, are guitarists. Bobby learned to play the guitar from
brother Sid while still attending high school. Sid and Bill, already members of a 15 -piece band, allowed their younger brother
to sit in on practice sessions if be would "be quiet." Soon after,
in 1959, the group was asked to fill in on a date for Buddy
Holly who had been killed in a plane accident. The band bought
identical sweaters, labeled themselves the Shadows and put
Bobby Vee on as vocalist, mostly because he knew all the lyrics
to the six numbers in their limited repertoire. The audience
loved the boys, especially the young lad who was told to keep
out of the way -Bobby Vee.
The date aroused enough professional interest to have the
group signed to a Liberty recording contract and led to a session,
where Vee cut his hit debut disk tagged "Susie. Baby." Since
then he and the Shadows have had a string of hits, including
"What Do You Want," "Since I Met You, Baby," "Devil or
Angel," "Rubber Ball," "Take Good Care of My Baby," and his
current chart item, "Walkin' With My Angel." The successful
singer has been kept busy between recording sessions, making TV
and personal appearances. in addition to accumulating college
credits by means of correspondence courses through North
Dakota Agricultural College in his home town. Managed by
Arnold Mills & Associates, Bobby Vee leaves next week for
a p.a. tour of Great Britain.

`<','.r,

LABEL -DEEJAY Station Using Its

PROMOTIONS
By NIKI KALISH

HANK WILLIAMS TRIBUTE:
The multitude of Hank Williams'
waxings on MGM Records gained
quite a bit of exposure through an
all -day musical tribute to the late
artist on Station KBER, San Antonio, last week. A. V. Bamford,
Bob Wolfe and Jerry Wilder
teamed together to broadcast the
tribute which commemorated the
ninth anniversary of Williams'
death. Bamford provided first information from his own experience
that memorable day, January 4,
1953, when Hank Williams died
en route to one of Bamford's engagements in Canton, Ohio. The
station reports that "hundreds of
phone calls from listeners proved
the still great love for the memory
of Hank Williams and his music.

DATE WITH WITTY: Steve
Harris, program director at KATI,
Casper. Wyo., writes to tell about a
Conway Twisty contest the station
(Conrisurd on pa ,c :r')

WQXR Stereo
FM Pamphlet

-

NEW YORK
Station WQXR
here has compiled a booklet of
facts about FM stereo and is offering it free to listeners. It will
also be distributed by leading dealers in the New York metropolitan
area.
The booklet describes FM stereo
and tells what equipment is required to receive it.
Station
WQXR, first New York outlet to
broadcast FM stereo. now carries
21 hours of FM stereo every week.
Many of the shows are aired during the daytime to enable dealers
to demonstrate the new system in
their stores.

PROGRAMMING
PANEL
If

you have a provocative
question ro ask the nation's
disk Jockeys, please send it to
this department, 1564 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.
Your name will be credited
when it appears.

THE QUESTION:

In what manner do radio
audiences of the 50th State,

Hawaii, differ from State -side
dialers, and how do you appeal
to their musical tastes?

VOX JDX
By

A FEW WORDS ON WYOMING: Steve Harris,
program director of KATI, Casper, Wyo., writes: "Being
somewhat upset on account of not seeing anything in the
way of news from Wyoming on your fine pages, I'd better
write and let you know that, contrary to popular belief,
Wyoming does exist. KATI has a good 300,000 people in
its coverage area with a No. 1 Pulse rating. Records do
break here. 11'hen we get a little more population In our
area we hope to become possibly a significant factor In
record sales In the northern part of the Rocky Mountain
Area. We aren't In need of record service -we do okay
in that department
by golly, a note that there is a
radio station in Wyoming would certainly be appreciated.'
In addition to Harris, who handles a daily 2.6 p.m. time
slot, KATI deejays include Ken Prather, Jim White, Jim

ROBERT L. JOHNSON
KULA, Honolulu
The Aloha State population consists of many
different ethnic
ÿ
groups, Japanese being the

group

-but

with the Caurace
casian
closely following. Of the 13

Hayes and Mike Wilson.

radio

stations
the
on
Island of
Oahu, one pro grant is strictly
in Japanese and
several others carry programs in
other languages. KULA is similar
to many of the Mainland stations
in that our programming is based
on a good music format ranging
from standard pops to symphonic
selections to appeal to the total
populace of Hawaii.

TED SAX
KORL, Honolulu
The Oriental race leads in population here.
Thus, in music

JUNE BUNDY

THIS 'N' THAT: Larry Kilburn, KPOJ, Portland, Ore.,
writes: "The Twist has not, I repeat, has not been picked up to
any great extent by the teen -agers who have been attending any
of my record hops. Perhaps it will in time, but as of now -No."
George Hudson, WNJR, Newark, N. J., produced six
stageshows at the Newark Paramount Theater last year. The
first five featured big name talent, but on the last show (December 16), Hudson "tried something different" and presented 12
youngsters, each of whom had only one record to their credit.
The show was billed as "New Stars of 1962."

THE ANSWERS

largest

25

PROGRAMMING: Jonny Matthews, KOPY, Alice, Tex.,
writes: "We have started programming three old standards an
hour. On Saturday nights I also have an 'oldie' show from
p.m. to midnight. It has been a great help in picking listeners.
Also it breaks up playing the Top Tunes all day. Billboard
has been a great help in guiding our musical programming."
Station W'GH, Norfolk, Va., staged a 33 -hour "Musio
Spectacular" on New Year's Eve and Day. The show started
with four hours of 1961 best -selling LP selections, followed
by the Top 30 pop single hits of 1961 and review of current
hits. Then at 11 p.m. New Year's Eve, Roger Clark played
some of his rare 78 r.p.m. oldies covering hits dating back to
1929 for six hours. On New,, Year's Day a complete review of
old and new songs was featured on all programs.
5

GIMMIX: Paul Drew, WAKE. Atlanta, reports
that BMW's Wog Information on artists comes in handy
for his current promotion, whereby he asks listeners
to guess the identity of a current record star from five
clues. The clues are gathered by Drew from the BMW
blurs. .
. Dale Kemery, deejay -program director of
WATS, Sayre, Pa., is happy about a recent promotion
tagged "The Smile Promo." He writes: "We designated
three police chiefs in the area as '96 Smilers' and
promoted the fact that everyone should ask everyone he
met 'Are you wearing a 96 smiler It's a take -off on the
old mystery walker bit. Each smile was worth $9.60."
Station WATS, which, of course, is at 960 on the dial.
also has as jocks: The Sherwood, ex -WPTR, Albany;
Woody Langley, ex -WMPT, Williamsport, Pa., and Bill
Miller. Kentery was formerly production manager of
WRAW, Reading, Pa.

follow the
trends of not
only the State SAN FRANCISCO
Classical Siders but also
FM music Station KSFR, here, has the Orient stacome up with one of the kookiest tions in Japan
sponsor promotions of the year.
and
Ranier Ale has been buying tinte Kong. We tone
on KSFR to offer sweat shirts em- it down to songs
blazoned with the likeness of
that can be
Beethoven. Brahms or Bach. The understood and L
company sponsors an hour -long have messages.
program seven nights a week on Oriental folks are great story tellers
KSFR. The objets are priced at and love
records with stories. (i.e.,
$4 each. plus a 50 -cent postage "Sad Movies" and "Big Bad John,"
and mailing charge, and KSFR has
CHANGE OF THEME: Don Luftig, formerly with WNTAContests are
big
hits
here.)
both
been doing a landslide mail -order
TV, Newark, N. J., has joined WINS as program director. He
tremendous.
We
had over 42,000
business on them.
was producer -director of the Clay Cole Record Wagon Show" at
entries in a high school contest.
Ranier, a West Coast firm, is Oriental people are smart. They
WNTA -TV and also directed the award -winning "Open End"
moving into the East soon. In line gavé us chess and other games, and
. Joseph T. Conway has been
series with David Susskind..
with this, the company took a page
upped from national radio sales manager of the Storer Broadheads.
they
like
to
use
their
ad in last week's New Yorker magazine, The ad is headed "Be the
JIM OWNBY
first one in your group to own a
KNDI, Honolulu
Beethoven,
Brahms,
or Bach
"Paradise" is wonderful, but visiSweatshirt," and features a "Three
B's Sweatshirt Coupon" order tors here find it very hard to hear
good Hawaiian music on the radio.
blank.
librarian's shelve., featuring th disks that
Most Hawaiian stations have given Chomp of pas programming from your
the hottest in th land five years ago and t0 years ago this wek. Hr'. how
their time and efforts to program- were ranked
on Billboard's charts then:
ming a low -type music. Three sta- they
tions (KA1M, KULA and KNDI)
POP -10 Years Ago
POP -5 Years Ago
are trying to improve the sound.
January 12, 1952
January 12, 1957
Others make an effort, but get
I. Cry, 1. Ray, Okoh
bogged down with long -talk pro Columbia
2. Lillie White (loud Thal Cried, J. Bay,
grants and rock and roll. We ap- t. Singing the Blues. C. Mitchell,
Okeh
2. Green Door, J. Lowe, Dol
rector, Neil McIntyre. WHK, peal to the musical tastes of the 3. Lore Me Tender, E. Presley, RCA Victor
3. Slow Poke, Poe Wee King, R(A Victor
playing
standby
average
listener
i. Sin, E. Howard, Mercury
Cleveland; "Better Music" Director,
B.
(rosby.C.
Kelly,
Capitol
while
both
4.
True
lore,
music,
and
S. Tall Me Why, Four Aces A. libels, Deaf
Julie Rizzo, KMPC, Los Angeles. ard -type
we
6. Schrlmp Boats, I. Stafford P. Weston,
In the "Record Men of the Year" Pulse and Hooper indicate that have S. Blueberry Mill, F. Domino. Imperial
our 6. Lore Me, E. Presley, RCA Victor
Columbia
category, Bob Skaff of Liberty Rec- no listeners it is strange
Any
1.
Time, E. Fisher Pi, Winterhalter,
response
and telephone
T. Moonlight Gambler, F. Laine, Columbia
ords won in National Promotion, nt a i
RCA Victor
B. Just Walking In the Rain, I. Ray,
and George Jay, Hollywood, in mounts daily.
A. Jalousie, F. Lilne. Columbia
Columbia
Free Lance Promotion, with spe9. Cold, (old Heart, T. Bennett P. FaiS,
cial regional awards going to Bill were: Liberty, Capitol, RCA Vic- 9. Hest Jealous Lover, F. Sinatra, Cepliot
Columbia
Swan,
Amy,
10. Undecided, Ames Brothers L. Brown,
Spitalsky, New York; Jerry Moss, tor, Cadence, Atlantic,
10. Rose and f Rabt Ruth, G. Hamilton
(oral
ABC.Paramounl
Hollywood, and Ed Penney, Bos- Laurie, Diamond and Reprise. The
labels offering the "most improved
ton.
A flock of people were men- service' -also in the order named
tioned in the Local or Regional -were: Columbia. Kapp, London,
RHYTHM E BLUES -5 Years Ago -JANUARY 12, 1957
Promotion, Distributor Promotion MGM, Dot, Chess, Monument,
Green Door, 1. Lowe, Dot
and Distributor categories, because Mercury, Bit Top, Fraternity, Blueberry Hill, F. Domino, Imperial
You Got Mo Dirty, J. Rood, Yee lay
Met You Baby, I. J. Hurler, Atlantic
Since
"the localized character of the vot- Gone and Triodes.
Jim Dandy, L. Baker, Atlantic
Gavin himself won the Special Ain't Got No Home, C. Henry, Argo
ing prevented one outstanding
0h, Whet f Night, Dab, Vee Jay
Merit award "for the man who has Hooky Conk (Parts A II), B. Doggett, Xing
selection."
Lore Is Strange, Mickey and Sylvia, Groove
The 10 Most Helpful Record contributed the most to the radio - Blue Monday, F. Domino, Imperial
Companies
in the order named record co- industries,"
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ON THE MOVE

Admiral Corp.

Canada's Disk Discount Debuting New
Stores Getting Up Steam 1962 Models
)r'cirrr

pue

4

reached into the United States and
is buying large quantities. "Liter ally' thousands upon thousands of
cut -outs have gone in and out of
our Somerset Street (Ottawa)
warehouse since we started with
the discount stores," Sherman corn mentcd. "We are in the market for
these albums and we have the outlets for them -and there will be
another 20 open in 1962!"
The Combination
The success of the record departments in the Canadian discount
stores has been due largely to a
combination of standard retail
practices plus refinements of old
procedures. The browser -bin system so popular in recent years has
been minimized with 80 per cent
of the department fixtures being
devoted to full display record
racks. Departments in such stores

Decca's New

Phono Line

-

NEW YORK
Decca Records
has announced seven new portable
phono models to be added to the
existing phono line introduced last
summer. Price range of the new
models is $19.95 to $139.95.
At the low end is the DPS -15,
the Palm Beach V, a four -speed
manual at $19.95, followed by the
Seaford VI, DP -592, another four speed manual at $24.95. The DP593 is listed as a two- speaker hi -fi
manual at $34.95. The DP-490 is
new automatic portable with
AM radio included with a suggested list of $69.95.
At the higher end are the Sheldrake II DP -661, a stereo automatic portable with detachable.
speakers at $79.95; the Monroe,
DP -670, also an automatic portable with detachable speakers, plus
a VM changer at $99.95, and the
Shelby ll, DP -636, called "the new
home music system," at $139.95.
This stereo unit includes in the
price a starter library of 10 stereo
LP's.

Symphonic Names
Boggs Director
NEW YORK -Symphonic Electronic Corporation has named A.
R. Boggs to the new post of director of marketing and product development, according to Max
Zimmer, president of Symphonic
Boggs previously had held marketing posts with Magnavox and RCA
Victor. Zimmer said the appointment comes in the wake of the
company's decision to further product lines in all areas of consumer
electronics.

CHICAGO

-

The Admiral Cor-

as Towers, Shoppers City, Banner poration has introduced new
midand Miracle Marts have been using year, drop -in models to its stereo
these fixtures with great success. phono lines in three different price
"In these stores," says Sherman, bracket series: the promotional line,
"We are catering to the casual rec- the Super 20 Decorator series and
ord collector who buys on impulse. the Imperial 80 series. According
In order to attract them it's impor- to Clarence Flinn, sales chief, all
tant to display as much of your of the models "anticipate every
merchandise as possible. These new development possible for the

racks show 300 different covers on
one side of a 20 -foot gondola. Just
as in a food market the shopper
can't help but purchase two or
three albums."
Another innovation, nee to most
cities in Canada has been the use
of loss- leader items and complete
across - the- board inventory discounting. Most traditional retailers
run periodic sales. The discount
stores are selling 20 per cent to 60
per cent off list all year round.
Alex Sherman, whose own stores
operate at full list, states that this
trend is a natural outgrowth of
year-end and anniversary sales,
where the customer becomes accustomed to and expects to purchase records at discount prices.
Good -Sized Space
The record departments in most
of the discount stores. average
about 1,200 square feet in size.
Towers and Shoppers City are
1.500 square feet and stock more
than just "cream inventory." Catalog selections are carried in depth
in all categories. Sherman points
Out that the rack display has been
a boon to the smaller labels whose
album covers are in many cases as
attractive as the major labels and
therefore yield as great sales volume per album through impulse
purchases.
Sherman's departments also stock
transistor radios and portable record players, needles, carrying cases
and other accessories.
In 1962, it is estimated another
50 discount stores will open. Sher man's firm has contracted to open
in 15 more Towers outlets as well
as 3 with Shoppers City in the Ottawa area. "There is talk that
Towers will move into Western
Canada in 1962," says Shernïan.
"We intend to go all the way with
them. Discounting in Canada, on a
major scale, is just beginning, Now
is the time to jump on this retail
discount train."

next two years."
In the promotional line, there are
three new units: the Empress, in a
40 -inch cabinet and built to sell in
the $139.95 to $159.95 area; the
Cordova., the same unit with AMFM turner, in the S179.95 to $199.95 bracket, and the Arcadia, the
same basic unit with FM stereo
plus AM -FM tuner, to sell for from
$199.95 to $219.95. This series is
also aváilable in a larger, 46 -inch

cabinet.
Four units have been added to
the Super 20 Decorator Series, including the Chancellor de luxe
stereo in a 49 -inch cabinet and including AM -FM tuner with FM
stereo; and the Scandia, a three way cor vertible stereo set also employing AM -FM tuner and FM
stereo.
The Imperial 80 series in 61inch cabinets highlights the new
phono ne. These units include, in
addition to AM -FM radio and FM
stereo, electro- mechanical reverberation, and a beacon light indicating
when an FM station Is broadcasting stereo, and are available in
various cabinet woods.
I

BEST

RADIOS

The percentage figure shown for och brand is ils share of the total number
of weighted points derived from oll dealer responses. Point tobulotlons no
bawd on rho rank order err monufacturere' solos of eoch dealer, and weighted
by size of dealer. Only manufacturer. earning 3% or more of the total dealer
point.
listed below.

ar

AM -ONLY TABLE RADIOS
Pos.

Poe.

This

10/2/61

Issue

Issus

-

CHICAGO
Olympic Radio
and Television added nine new
drop -in phonograph units to its
current line at the Winter Furniture Market at the Pick Congress
Hotel here Saturday (61.

Showing

as radio and phono. Model 3K118

has AM. radio, phono and stereo
cartridge while Model 3K119 contains an AM -FM radio along with
stereo phonograph. Model 3K329
incorporates AM -FM simulcast and
Among the sets announced- were multiples receiving equipment plus
three home entertainment centers, stereo phono. With this unit, each
all of which include TV as well program source can be played
simultaneously in different rooms.
These units list at $299.95, $349:
95 and $575 respectively.
In the strictly phono field,
Model 700 console stereo has an
open price while Model 1705 lowboy stereo lists at $129.95. There
are three new stereo radio -phono
combinations being offered. Model
1765 at $199.95 features AM -FM
LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES
radio and stereo phono; M odel
Original Sound Ttack, Epic LA 0,522. 1790 contains AM -FM radio with
You can't miss this one; it's Ils Purple,
simulcust and multiplex receiving
Mack and while aed the credit for the
units at $279.95. and Model 1806
dc,iyn goes to Moroaë Thompson. It's contains essentially the same coma timely display: Item, too, nits the
ponents with more controls and
Roger Vadim nick currently ripening
more elaborate packaging. A leadell over the country.
er portable stereo phono, Model
SA179 has a S59.95 list. The firm
is also offering six new radios in

ALBUM COVER OF THE WEEK

1

-

its line.
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i of Tatra

grand

1

2

Zenith

2

1

RCA Victor

3

5

4

4

5

7

5

-

7
8

Points

21.7
18.6

Motorola
General Electric
Westinghouse

10.6

8,2
6,8

Philco

6.8

6

Emerson

5.8

3

Magnavox

4.1

Others

17.4

AM -FM TABLE RADIOS
Pos.
This

10/2/61

Issue

Inset

Por.
of Total
Points

Brand

1

1

2

2

Magnavox
Zenith

3

4

Granco

7.1

4

3

RCA Victor

6,6

5

5

6.4
3.4

6

-

Motorola
Telefunken

7

6

General Electric

24.2
21,8

3.7

Others

26.8

DISK DEALS FOR DEALERS
summary of promotional opportunities for dealers by monulocturen and
distributors currently offering records of special terms. Shown where available
ore starting and explrotien dotes for each deal as well os the dare of issue
and pogo number of the origine' news story and /or advertisement providing
details of eoch promotion. Plana consult these for full information.
A

BLUE

Chi

RECORDERS

MI. chart each week.

-

Machines Unveiled at

TAPE

monufadarera, based an rasuha of e
monthlong study using personal Interviewa with e representative national
cross- sauNon of record-phono dealers. A differan; pria group is published In

Holds Meet

Nine New Olympic Drop -In Phono

IS

PHONOGRAPHS,

Those ors the nation's bort sellers by

DISC Co -Op
Dealers in
JERSEY CITY
Sound Corporation (DISC), one of
the first formal dealer record -buying co -ops, is holding a general
memberthip meeting Thursday (II).
Session will take place at the DISC
warehoc.se here. Coop. President
Irving Randolph, operator of Bandwagon Records in East Orange,
gives a report on the latest buying
operations and deals made for
product and final decisions are being made regarding DISC sponsorship of deejay record shows OD
several local outlets.

SELLING

NOTE- Expires January 31, 1962. Started January

Dealers are offered

2,

1962.

per emit discount an the entire catalog.

IO

--

Expires January 31. 1962. Started January 2, 1962.
The label la offering a special incentive plan to distributors on Decca. Brunsv:,ck
asO Coral catalog items. See page 4, January 6 issue, for dcral,.

DECCA

PRESTIGE -Extended

through January 31, 1962. Started November 4, 1961.

Buy seven LP's and receive one LP tree. Plan is an entire 7000 suries.

(61410- PARKWAY- Expires February 9. 1962. Started January 8, 1962.
on the com"First Anniversary Sale." Label offers a 20 per cent cash discount
Parkoay
complete
on
the
IO
cent
cash
discount
plete Cameo catalog and
rer
catalog.

February 15, 1962. Started January 1, 1962.
OPeretlan Gold Seal. Fifteen per cent merchandise Lunn. On general catalog
Items lenrefusive of Wing merchandise) 100 LPs or EP's purchased -will aibw
An marchandise purchased
15 In a like category to be shipped et no charge
reface,
under Operation Gold Seal, which is represented In the.new January
rest
May.
The
tant
in
the
15
rims
cent
during
will be 100 per
exchangeable
exchange
10
cent
receive
usual
per
of the product purchased under the plan will
the
"F: 35d" product will be exchangeable on a dollar basis for any LP in
Mercury catalog.
1961.
PRESTIGE-Expires March 31, 1962, Started December 29,
the
Intanarunsl,
free
The
nun
es,
Documenta,
p
rind
olie, Lively Ars, Matches, tree
1961.
UNITED ARTISTS -No expiration dale. Started January 8,
new
16
LP's plus entire
This
rovers
Plan is in two parts, "Sweet 16 for '62."
cent discounts plus an
U.A. catalogs the label offers -distributors two IO per (by
submitting dealan'
additional 21/2 per cent discount if the distribhasprdvr,
discount on to the
passed
the
he
invoices at the completion Of the sate/ That
I 20 singles which may be
of
Special
prpack
dealer. "Silver Spotlight Serves"
Porches. on a one -on -five bas's. See separate story, current iuua, for details.
MERCURY -Expires

n

expiration date. Started November I, 1961.
hW sixgetorse -free baste
Entire sere, 2000 catalog will bit available on
19, 1961.
MONITOR -No expiration date. Started June
at SI .95. Soviet Army Choral
to
the
consumer
Fina LP's are specially piked
In G. Gilets Plano; Beethoven
No.
4
and Band, Vol. 4, Beethoven Piano Concerto
In D
Bach Concerto Ne,
Clefs,
piano:
Maio,
in
Flat
Piano Concerto No. 5
TIME

-No

I

E

-Seems.
Minor: Leonid Cogan Plays Prokofiev Tcheikovsky end Saint
25, 1961.
CONCERTDISC -No expiration date. Started September
Nee- everyhv
aonere'oser
offered
On
new
ComDtete catalog n!luding
RKard Gub"
Businessmarsy
and
"The
'Success In lra"
chesad basse. ale 7
Wee asallabfe al 10 per cent discount.
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MORE GREAT NEW PHONOGRAPHS FOR
FROM DECCA, .THE NO.1 DEALER -PROV

1HEP,tl!'

EhIN'1

;1995

DP', 15

THE

SEtyoö0

VI

5N

1'_

S,

r

Deluxe monaural manual -front speakers

Handsomely designed -sturdily constructed
-fourspeed motor -turnover cartridge

outside controls- turnover cartridge

THE SNEIDR,IXE I;

0, *S'

-

o

li

U'

,,

r, ;,,,

$34.39

Deluxe two speaker manual HiFi -large
net -turnover cartridge -front controls

THE RICHHAOND

cebi

$'l

Hill

'1P

Budget priced High Fidelity Stereo- striking new cabinet design

Tiff;

,

27

DP 430 WITH

automatic phonograph with

iIdilli
AM

$69.98

radio

$0999

5T9

Full Stereo portable with separate speaker enclosures -Four speakers: one
woofer and one 3" tweeter in each of two enclosures

8'

,

The New Home Music System

-Four Speakers- Compact -Versatile

SALES PROVEN BY THE POLLS Phono ra hs b

DECCA

for '62

___--!

h6r

THE

(istStereo.-trmsformerpowered
rht
r_.,_
dO

5414ñ

II
DP298
$129.95
Full Stereo, High Fidelity portable -separate
speaker baffles
transformerpowered am
plifier -deluxe changer
THE DEVON

$129.95
154.95

THE BENTON

DP -286
$109.95
High Fidelity, Full Stereo portable -lull sine
speaker baffles -angled control panel-handsome covering

-

speakers

J
,r /'n
THE CROYODN

OP488

tFULL STUli9.t;1MOLCAiT

AN/00

5138.95
Stereo phonograph with Full Stereo AM/
FM Simulcast radio-overate
speel}er catit-

V

I

full

nets-four$peeG'

.r yy;<_

-

r

THE TUXEDO
THE ANNIVERSARY IV
DP-652
only $59.95
FullAterea with taro full slzerl wings

DP

651

Budget pitied Full Stereo
sell- storing remote speaker

see 95

Co,;dc t, wail

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
www.americanradiohistory.com

THE PERRY V

D1,641

$42 95

Bestvalue monaural automatic' on the market

All prices are suggested list, plus.45 RPM spindle,
and are slightly higher South, Southwest and West.
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WITH THE COUNTRY JOCKSYB
By

BILL SACHS

Country music Is breaking
into FM radio it WNOB-FM,
Newbury, Ohio, with country
deejay Ted Rogers handling
the spinning chores, with an
assist from Tex Clark, a. &r.
man with Bryce Records, with
headquarters In Newbury.
Rogers says he's In need of
neo country waxings for his
p:..:,ings... Deejay copies
.

Jimmie Holt's Initial release on the Bryte label,
"Little Row" b.w. "Bring Back
Country Music," are available
b writing to Tex Clark, Bryte
Records, Newbury, Ohlo.
on

Charlie Phillips, who spins the
country music at KZIP, Amarillo,
Tex., has a new release due out
soon on Columbia Records. Phil-

lips, who wrote "Sugartime" and
other soma, says lied like to swap
ideas with other c. &w. jockeys... .
Jim and Jena invite deejaya to
write in Ivor their newest release
"Diesel 'Crain" b.w. "Beautiful
Moon of Kentucky." Your request
must be on your station's letterhead. Address Jim and Jesse at
Box 425, Prattville, Ala.... Jocks
needing tin extra copy of Slim
Whitman's new single on Imperial
Records, "Yesterday'. Love; b.w.
"It Sure Looks Lonesore Outside,"
may obtain same by writing to
Herb Shccher at Box 232, Madison, Ten!.

THE IMPRESSIONS

"DON'T
LEAVE

ME"
Swirl =107
Following in the footsteps of
"Small Sad Sam"
SWIRL RECORDS

SWIRL /VERSATILE RECORDS
The Home of "Small Sad Sam"

1674 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

And stations all over the country are getting the message:
"If you need help in securing exactly the right records and
albums for your music programming -you can get it from
RSI."
RS1 makes your record dollar more productive. Does it with
any of eight different program services. The price is right,
too. That's why we have over 850 satisfied station subscribers
-and the list grows with almost every mail.
If you have any special record problems, call or write to find
out how RS1 can help you, too. No obligation, of course.

RE CORD SOURCE, INC.

IR$I

333 EAST 46TH STREET, NEW YORK 17
TELEPHONE: YUKON 6.0155

NEW DEALER PRODUCTS
New Tape Line Display

Dusty Rose, who for the
last three months has been
sending out the c. &w, wax via
his daily "Sunrise Ranch" over
KTNT -AM - Fal, Tacoma,
Wash., has added another two hour country seg, bearing his
name, an Saturday afternoons,
Dusty says that with improving
service front the artists and
diskcrits, he hopes to add more
time to his broadcast schedule in the near future. Hig biggest listening response at the
moment, says Rose, comes via
"Mr. Itecord Man." by Willie
Nelson: "Go on Home," by
Patti Mtge; "That's my Pa."
by Sheb Wooley; "Key to
Your World," by Connie Hall,
and "Echo of Your Voice"
(which Dusty wrote), by Johnny Western.

The Burgess Battery Company, a division of Servet,
Inc., Freeport, ill., is providing dealers with this counter
display to show off its new
line of magnetic recording
tape. The display is 8 by 13
inches. made of plywood and
Is finished to harmonize with
store fixtures. The illustration
is typical, with an assortment
of raw tapes which the firm
Includes in a package deal:
12 reels of standard acetate
and seven reels of Mylar.
The dealer cost is $35.58 and
retail price is $59.30.

Console Wings Detach

Music. Inc., Wooster, Ohio,
announces that it has available two
new gospel releases, "Didn't It
Rain" b.w. "I Was Traveling," by
Rev. Joe Freeman, and another
by the Singing Slabach Sisters.
Jockeys using gospel was may obtain copies by writing to the above
firm.. . 'Thanks to the recent
mention in your column, I am still
getting requests for deejay samples
and receiving records for my gospel record programs here on KXEN
and the two hours nightly on the
100,000 -watt XEG, Monterrey,
Mexico," writes Walter Barnes, of
Loyal Records, Edwardsville, Ill.
"If any of the decjays think 1 won't
co- operate by getting new releases
to them." continues Bailer, "just
let them try me." Now available,
says Walt, is Loyal Records' latest
release by Marshall FlBingim, "The
Unseen Friend" b.w, "Jesus Is the
Loving :Saviour." On the "A" side,
Marshall is supported by Margie
Sullivan, of the Sullivan Family.
B -W

Slim Miters. who t . been at
Station WJMX, Florence,
'S. C., with his hand, the
Dream Ranch Boys, for the
last 15 years, while spinning
c. &w, wax all that time, has
kicked off a new earls-mornMg, country music show on
the station. Heard from 4 -6
a.m., the seg is billed as "Day Bust in Dixie," and appearing
with Slim are Uncle Ugly and
Aunt Pretty Mims. Mims says
he's in need of spinning material for the new show. Mims
and the Dream Ranch Boys
are on \%UNIX each day at
noon and double on personals
In the Eastern Slates. In the
unit, besides :slims on steel
guitar, are Patti Fay Mims
and Ann Rochelle, featured
vocalists; lacy Richardson,
electric guitar, and Lew Price,
vocalist.

Bob & Ray Lease
Yoclk by the Year
NEW YORK -In

move to provide mire comedy material for local radio shows, Bob Elliott and
Ray Gaulding are readying a new
syndicated series, "Tite Bob and
Ray Comedy Library." The series
(in packages of 260 or 520 three minute seps) will be leased to local
outlets on an exclusive basis in
each, market.
The series, which will be handled through Graybar Theatrical
Productions, will be ready for release early this year. During the
a
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Feature of the 1962 stereophonic console lines is this
colonial model which may be
used as an all -in -one set with

speakers positioned in cabiaet, or the speakers may be
swung away from the main
body of the cabinet on their
swivel hinges or removed
and placed up to 12 feet from
the set. The set also has
FM -AM tuner with built -in
FM stereo and six matched
speakers. The speakers are:
two 8 -inch woofers and four
31 -inch tweeters. A diamond
stylus and nylon record cleaning brush are standard equipment.

VOX JOX
Continued fron page 25
casting Company to the general manager post at Storer station
WIBG, Philadelphia. He succeeds John C. Moler, who is moving
to Storer's new outlet, WMGM, New York.
Russ Simpson has relocated at CKEY, Toronto,
Dose Stewart has left
in an afternoon time
%SHAY, Hartford, Conn., and joined \YLEE, Richmond,
where he is using the new mike -name of Jebb Stuart....
Parker R. Dagett has been named seepee of Commercial
Recording Corporation, Dallas, one of the leading radio
jingle firms. . . . Bob Robin, formerly with WABB,
Mobile, Ala., is the new program director at WDAK, CoBob Foster has been named news dilumbus, Ca
rector of WKGN, Knoxville.

blot....

Jim Lowe, WNBC, New York. garnered extensive network
on
TV exposure over the holidays. He replaced Frank Blair
January
NBC -TV's "Today" show from Christmas Day through
played the
5. Lowé s fellow spinner at WNBC, Jim Lucas, also
-TV
network circuit last month. He guested on Jack Paar's NBC
. AI
program from December 26 through December 29. .
.
Taylor is new program director at KOOL, Phoenix, Ariz...
Ore. His
Jack Par is new "Morning Mayor" of KISN. Portland,
by Johnny
old time period (3 -7 p.m.) bas been taken over
Williams
proCHANGE OF THEME: Hy Lit has been isnamed
personally
duction manager of WDAS, Philadelphia, and
He
supervision.
responsible for music selection and over -all and his Sunday
will continue his nightly 1(1-11 p.m. show
from p.d. post at
.. Dick Dixon7 hasp.m.-moved
2 -3:30 p.m. airer.
midnight time slot at
KMUR. Salt Lake City, to the
the battle
KTSA, San Antonio. He writes "We're ofdoing
contests -latest
of new sounds hits and movin' with lots
pis of my
being the 'Dick Dixon Big Brown Eyes' things:
reasons
ocular organs are sent to listeners sending in interesting
for wanting them!"
,

LABEL-DEEJAY

PROMOTIONS
,r r',:,

25

too a short time ago. The Wyoming
outlet awarded a date with the
MGM recording artist to the person making the most words from
Conway Twitty's name. Harris relates the station received about
1,000 entries, and the winner was
one -year term of the lease. stations
may use the comedy segs an unlimited number of times and sell
them for local sponsorship. A complete new library will be made
upon second year renewaL

Jeanette Osmus, an 18- year -old
hot
high school senior. Twitty'sFool"
MGM wax of "Portrait of a Bubmoves way up on the BMW
bling Chart this week.
SMASH PLUGS CHANNEL
DISK: Smash Records' recording
artist, Bruce Channel, garnered
quite a bit of attention in the Phoenix, Ariz., arca last week with his
new wan tagged. "Hey Baby." The
Smash disk distributed by Mercury
Records was the winner of the
"battle of sounds" on deejay Tony
Evans' show on Station KRIZ in
Phoenix. Steve Shickel. Mercury's
Director of Publicity, tells that thea
get
tune was the first to ever count.
complete 100 per cent vote com"No other tune ... has ever
pletely shut out the opposition."
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THE VELAIRES
* ** Ubuogl Stomp (Lot., 8511) (1íS6)
H9 Alnsoet Tomorrow (North.
ere, ASCAP) (2:151. JAMIE 1211

-***

Reviews of New Singles

E3ILLBOARC
MUSIC VVECK

EA

I

RONNIE MARTIN

* **

TOR 7979 -Fine vocal work by the thrush
on an attractive balled which features an
HMI) unusual, and offbeat Arrangement. Could
grab both pop and country action. (Red
River, B)4I) (2:43)

***
pell &

(Peter

Schaeffen,

Slaughter on 10th Avenue-(ChapCo., ASCAP) (2:06)

***

Moss-Rogo, DMI) (2:09)

(Buttercup-

(I

BEN TATE

* **

1

K.vr

Need

We

-

BMI).

Day

-*
**
CALD-

Coma
(Winslow,

WW

(When You'll Want Me)
ASCAP) (2:19)
** Showtot OH
(Wbubw, ASCAP) (2:30). RONNIE

1036 -1.2.
WALKIN' WILLIE
It
Just
Woulds Said Goodbye
**** You
BILLY BOY BARTON
-RSVP 113 -A goad shout blues by the
* ** Monkey Businese (Golden West,
4hanter with a colorful background by a
RED
BOVINE
Blue Lover (Lowery,
RUM (2:05)
chorus of chicks. Side bas a goal medium
BM)
(2:20).
GULF
841
Dements
-RCA
VICTOR
1001.
7981
tockln' rhythm and it could grab action. * * **
-A
very
pretty
ballad
is
handed
very
(Legion Music, lac., BALD (2:37)
Won. performance by Sevin' aided much 10E BRAGG
Lovely ThIng (Shawnee,
* ** 119
s mighty smart Instrumental backing.
* ** It Sounds So Penny -(RSVP Music) by
(2:45)
ASCAP)
Pretty Please (ShawThis could break louse. (Cedarwood, BMI)
(2:40)

-**

-**

nee, ASCAP) (2,16). ARLISS 1013.

(2:20)

SKEETER DAVIS
* ** The Cajun Queen
** ** When I Ought to Be-RCA VIC- Boll) (2:33)

-

(Cedarwood,

RON LEP. AND THE LOW NOTES
* ** Come
Little Closer (Keemn,
IIMI) (1:23)-* ** Far Away (Keeton,
HMI) (2:25). KEESON 105-6

JULES BLATTNER
* ** SL lamer Infirmary (2:10).
Do You Lore Me` 'Missouri, 3511)
NORMAN 512

-* **
(2 :15).

-*

* **

***

Geneva

That9

(0 -Cal.

EMD

All I Want
(2 :40). KLNG 5589

(

*** l',.

Seared (Saxon, SMI) (1:401
That GW I. Yoe (SA.an. BMI)
(2:05) DUAL 3706.

-**

-

GABRIEL AND HIS TRUMPET
*** Misa You So (Excelle, BMI) 2:45)
** C C Rider (Missouri, HMI)
(5:30). NORMAN 514

EUGENE CHURCH

BOBBY PEDRICK

ALONZO TUCKER
* ** What's Wrong (Merrimac.
12:44)
* ** Remona (Leo
ASCAP) (3:07). CUB 9104

MODERATE SALES POTENTIAL

(2:35)-

Recordo, 05111

85111

-

From thla week's Hol 100

Week

00

2

CAN'T

05

9

©

4

14

01

©

MIL

FALLING

LOVE,

HELP

WHEN THE BOY

WHEN

1

O-

71161, ARTIST,

A

I

IN

FALL

Elvis Presley,

LOVE,

FIELDS,

DON'T

KNOW

S

MOON

RIVER,

O8

MOON

RIVER,

Victor 7968

RCA

6

8

Lettermen, Capitol 4658

8

31330

4

Highwaymen, United Artists 370

WHY,

SID SAM, Phil

SMALL

Weeks on
Hot 100

Connie Francis, MGM 13051

YOUR ARMS,

LITTLE BITTY TEAR, Burl Ives, Decca

COTTON

I

IN

IN

7

Linda Scott, CanadiamAmerican 129

I

Mclean, Versatile 107

Henry Mancini,

RCA

Jerry Buller,

Jay 405

Dot

16284

1)

JOHNNY

SALES POTENTIAL

(D

17

DEAR

12

10

TONIGHT,

13

20

POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES, Frank

JAll

-

...nette

-

-*

-

-**

14

14

-

WILL, Paf Boone,

IVAN,

Jimmy Dean, Columbia

16

16

JUST OUT OF REACH (of My Two Open

11

18

GYPSY

18

19

UP

-

TURN AROUND, LOOK AT ME, Glen

JOHN, Jimmy Dean,

ROVER,

LAZY

ON

13

4

5

BIG BAD

GO

2

437

13

®-

42259

Sinatra, Reprise 20040

0

19

9

Ferrante and Teichar, United Artists 313

MARIA, Roger Williams, Kapp

A

14

Columbia 42175

15

Arm), Solomon Burke, Atlantic

2)(4....Il

Highwaymen, United Artists 370

RIVER,

HOME, Patel

SI

IO

Zentne1, liberty 55374

8

Campbell, frost 1087

8

Page, Mercury 11906

The Nation's Next

3

#1

Record

AGAIN ON TAMLA

-**

-*

-

-

-**

SINGLES REVIEW

ILL SERINO

* **
Alo.

IHsbei (SIu6u0. ORZI (2:38) -**
Am I (Staring. SMI) (2:10). AL-

FRED 1005

KNIGHT SISTERS

* **

Confess (Cedarwood, BMD (2:46)
Woods. Head Mille (Cedarwood,
BMT) (2il2). TEMPWOOD 1033

-**

1008Y YOUNG

***
***

The Clock (Lloa, 8)111 (2 :301Pas Gonna Buy You (351uDebtone, ASCAP) 92:521. FOXIE 7009

JOHNNY WILDCARD

* **

Rock and Roll

Yodel Vidor,
** buy It Again (Cape Asa,
-*
(1155). GULF 1002
(

BMI)
BMI)

TERRY SCOTT
* ** Love Oily Ste (Shmrmso- DeVercoi,

-*

(2,12)
** 01111e Angel (Sherman, DeVonen. RS11) (2:181. VALIANT
O SSI)

6016

GEORGE HUGHLEY
*** What Did I Dot (Matthews, BMI(
(1ß0)
** It Hurts Me Too (Weeder,
S MI) 12:43). PAIRLANE 21012

-*

JACK B. NIMBLE AND THE QUICKS
*** Nut Rocker (Kho Fowky, BMI)
(2107)
* ** Never oe Sunday Skldmme, 8511) (2:15). DEL -RIO 2301
ALLEN COI.I.AY
*** Bst Bye Blackbird (Remick,
ASCAP( (2:04)
** Four Days -Four
Nights (Tune -Kel, HMI 11:54). INSTANT

-

-*

3341

RUSTY S'ORK

* **

Treudllln' (J U C, OMl) (1:031Tore Up Over You Arme, 8511)
(2:40. KING OSSI

***

BRUCE JOTNSTON
* ** Do the Surfer Stomp (Puts I A 2)
(MannAle, 55113 (2:10, 2,20). DONNA

135

POLICY
All single records received by
Billboard Music Week are listened to and reviewed by this
BMW Reviewing Panel. Records
ore rated, within their reaper.
live catgoric., according to
their commercial potential, based
on such factors as performance,

material, anise's name value.
recording quality. on
SPOTLIGHT WINNERS are
fudged to hove the strongest
soles potential of all singles
reviewed during the week and
e re picked to hit rho top 50 of
the Hof 100 chart. FOUR -STAR
singles aro those with strong

sales potential. All Spotlights
and Four -Star records have been
hoard and evaluated by the full
Reviewing Panel and descriptive
review. are published for these.
THREE -STAR records, having
moderate sales Wendell, are
listed thereafter) these frequently will be of Interest for
disk jockey programming. Other
records, with limited sole. potential, are listed following the
Three -Star records.
SPECIAL MERIT SPOTLIGHTS, In
The opinion of the Reviewing

Panel, have outstanding merit
and deserve exposure,
All .Ingle. Intended for review should bo sent to the
Billboard Music Week Reviewing Panel, P. O. Boo 292, Times
Square Station, New York 36,

N,

Y.

HACK COCHRAN
* * ** Lonely Little Nfauulon- LIBERTY
1340 -Plaintive chanting ...Miter on tender
country theme about a rundown house that
yearns for company. (Pamper, BMI) (2:31)

* * **

Has Anybody Semi Me LatelyPersonable warbling stint by Cochran on
up -tempo tounlry ditty with weeper -style
11010. (Acuff -Rota, BMI) (2:07)

* * ** If I Lost Your Love -COLUMBIA
42262 -Mel departs Irons the usual country
backing on this side to sing a soft eery
ballad. The boy sings In plaintive tones
with sweeping string backgrounds and aug-

mented choral effects. (Cedarwood, 13M1)
(2:48)

***

Party

(2:30)

Girl

-

(Cedarwood,

BAD)

COMEDY
ANDY GRIFFITH
Flop Eared Mule -- CAPITOL 4684
-Griffith steps our here with a touch of
blue -grass sound. It's a bouncy up- beater
with a lot of flashy banjo and guitar pickle
going on behind the chanting. Good side
that can sell to the funs. (Andlck, BMI)

* * **

by The Miracles

Tamla #54053
BROKE WIDE OPEN!

(1:49)

* * ** A Good Man Is Hard to Fled-A
good comedy outing In the old -style, home spun, down country style of Griffith. This
is of the 11105" variety with audience
laughter generously sprinkled through the
background. (Mayfair. ASCAP) (3:17)
RHYTHM & BLUES

-

FREDDY KING
* * ** The Stumble -FEDERAL 12450
Blue bultumenlal, with good guitar sad
h:1 cn p(t,ke 30)

www.americanradiohistory.com

I

6

Victor 7916

Vets

10

-*

-***

Ort

This
Week

**** STRONG

BEN KRASS

a1

Feist

LOU DONALDSON
* * ** Here me (Paris I A 11 -BLUE
(Glen. ,
A Sinner Kissed as Antd (Fa- NOTE 1807
*
**
Moody and soulful blues,
Nageais
motu, ASCAP) )2:161 --* ** Green Eye. styled somewhat on Um after -hour kick and
(Southern, ASCAP) (2:151. FOX1E 7007 featuring organ with rhythm. Real satisfying
THE MAJESTICS
sound taken from a recent album. Allo sox
takes up the lead chores later on, along
* ** Safari ICrar. R51I) 12:10) ** RENATO SAMBO AND JENNY LUNA
RIdlox By (Csar, HMI) (2:06). CHAN.
*** Cara Mamo (STEM) (2,57)- with the guitar. Side
2 picks up the
***
MWlecoales (Melan- tempo but 1t'/ still easy listening. (Groove,
SON 1007
choly Midnight) (DIEM) (2:28). VESU- 9h01)
THE CURIOS
VIOUS 1043
* ** Highland Flln. (Moo Mor,, BMD
(2:20)
* ** Raunchy Twist (HI-Lo, KENNY COLMAN AND THE LANA
HORACE PARLAN
09111 2:05). FARGO 1021
SISTERS
*
**
A Heart Divided (Dorsey Bro.., * * ** On the Spur of the NfomrolTHE NIGHT HAWKS
BLUE NOTE 1835 -A swinging excursion
ASCAP) (2:35)
with an ensemble start followed by solos by
* ** Your Sometbin' Else (Tub. BMD
():04)-*** Rush).. Hawk Herb, BMI) THE LANA SISTERS
the whole Parlan crew. Good sound all Me
A LON 9001
* ** Down
South (Consolidated, 5s0. (Groove, BMI)
ASCAP) (2:10). 20TH FOX 293
RAY RUFF
* * ** Ra7 C-A wee bit slower on this
side but the group again show. considerable
* ** Angel Blue (Missouri, BMI) 12:051 HERB ZANE
Well ... All RIO! (Nor -Vr S.h,
drive. Both sida aro from a recent album
* ** flukey
Pokey Rock (Paul -Ee, by the combo. (Groove, BMI)
(1:45).
BM)
NORMAN 513
ASCAP( 13:35)
** Digga -Diggs Dux
Duns
Dum
(Paul
-Es,
ASCAP) (1A5).
GOGI GRANT
I0TH
FOX
289
* ** Tender I. the Night (Must,
HORACE SILVER QUINTET
SCAP) (2:28:
* ** Mink Musk
HARLAN
HOWARD
* * ** Dole' 'the 11.01. (Pert I A 2)tCousolldated, ASCAP) (2:23), 20TH FOX
97
*** She Called Me Baby (Ceatnl BLUE NOTE 1818-Lisrtnable blues Hem
Sono, BMI) 12:171 --* ** Wbhla' SM is played with spirit by the Silver combo on
THE ASTRA -LITES
Wu Here (Ken Nelson, BM1) (2:11). this bright single. Blue Mitchell and Junior
Cook are both featured along with Silver.
* ** Space Hop (Republic, EMI) 12:05) CAPITOL 4680
II Win a Bomb (Republic, HMO
Side I spotlights the horns, while Side
(2:14). TRIBUTE 101
2
features Silver'. pionittiu. Ecaroh,
RAY ALLEN AND UPBEATS
ASCAP)
* ** La Bang. (Kee.. BM!) (2:10)BIG JIM AND THE SUNDOWNERS
Peggy Sue
(Nor- V.Jak, 5511)
*** Poor Little Sad -Eyed Sue (Tans - ***
(2:151. BLAST 204
COUNTRY & WESTERN
pko, BMI) (2:231
Never Lr) Me
Go (Tampico, BMI( 12:28,, CHIP 1008
SAN( BUTERA AND THE WITNESSES
COLLIE AND
* ** Come On and Do the Twist SHIRLEY
FRED MICK
WILLIE
NELSON
ASCAP( (2:211
** CbsnWb * * ** WUUuoly- LIBERTY 1343 -Plea.
*** Duddy -O -Goose and the Three Lit- (Prima,
Lace
(Glad,
BMI)
:45).
CAPITOL
(1
4683 ant duo blend work
ll. Piggies (B -W, 09111 (2:55)
**
on effective country
What
Baby,
Do You Want Me to Do
theme with good lyrics. Should pull plenty
FRANK CHERVAL
(Conrad, B311) (2:49). HILLTOP 1870
* ** Mama Loves Papa (Leo Feld, of play, (Pamper, BMI) (2:40)
VIVIANE GREENE
IASCAPI
* ** Gonna Do the Fish * * ** Chafe of Lore-Appealing vocal
(Miller. ASCAP(. ACE 647
* ** Menke for Nothing (Commodore,
team work on likable country theme with
Wirth (2)391
You're Nobody TU1
solid lyrlu. Both sides are strong. (Pamper,
Somebody Loves You (Southern, ASCAP)
0N11) (2:381
(2:30). FINER ARTS 1005
JOSE MADRIGAL
* ** TIn. Little Tea House
HMI) (2 :121
* ** Has
(2.10). COLONY 010

L[STENI

Fele0d)

(2:11)

BMI)

Soiree (Grader-Simile,
WELL 409
.

-

?redone

Something

Soul
Jamie,

(Tlrudor

!e Oermrny and this goad arrangement for
rends And string* figura to have a ahana

bote. Sptunable.
(2:28)

Lonely

29

Berry Gordy Enterprises

-

TAMLA I MOTOWN I MIRACLE RECORDS.
2648 W. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
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Noss

whh

fee..

much

,'.I:rrt:,,,

!

awinlr5)

BMI)

i.

relaxed

Nice.

(Soma,

13:11)

T.kM'
****
Yalats on O

[attics

an easy,

Cam

of

Business -Freddie

b...

one. Its slur

and

rocking rhythm. (S -T. BSI))

exciting M the Inv sines the Tune
emotional terser. (Plaaemar, BMI)

SPIRITUAL

-

RE.1. L %W RtNCE ROBERTS
SAVOY
It's the Holy Ghost
4155 -The spud is on the Angelic Choir
here as they sing of The Holy Ghost. It's a
)ubllce spiritual and We choir a Ad by an
unbilled thrush. (Savoy, HMI)

* * **

* * **

I
Know the Lord- Uptempo job/.
tee spiritual receives a bright and vibrant
reading by Rev. Roberts over strong support
by the congregation. (Savoy, HMI)

-

THE IMPERIAL GOSPEL SINGERS
GOSPEL
FounWa of Blood

*1)62
***
-The

Imperial Gospel Singers turn fn s
meaningful vocal on íh11 medium tempo
spiritual effort over simple backing. A good
side for Ne market. (Savoy, Bbi))

*handles
* **

Down On Me-Male lead singer
the melody hem while the group
answer 11117. Another moving. aatotio)IUy
laden side. Both ore strong Items for Use
spiritual market. (Savoy, BME)

"-

fiction .n
ASCAP) (T31)

get

*(2:10)
** Amor

CLARA WALKER

THE GOSPEL HARSIONETTES
B7 Myself -SAVOY 1161 -A tintrate
performance by the Harmonica.,
sparked by an emotional lead thrush. She

* * ** Message From Heaven-SAVOY * * **
4167 -Fine lead work by Clara Walker on a
11,1)1m tempo spiritual which grows very

Latin

mark..

- * **

Rad

Bennett, ILSIU (2:SS).

DM))

Monkey
111)4)

MARITN

-

Business

* **

1

Lett

Behind

(Lowery,

FOLK
CALIMRO STEEL RAND
Yellow
***
Limbo (P.D.)

SALES

SACRED

POTENTIAL

MARSHALL FILLING'S! AND MARGIE
SULLIVAN
West.
* The Unseen Friend )W.l -Fr.e,

**

:11- **

)Frank) (
GNP 173.

Bbd

121101.

LIMITED

610

B.MII

(P. D.)

BMU

Hard Times Coming Through the
* **
Yearn (Crossroads, BMI) --* ** Hold to

(Golden
Woman Driver

S.

172.

SPIRITUAL

Bonnets,

A.B

Furets) (Southern. ASCAP) ()AO), GNP

Reg.* **

Cod's Hand (Crossroads, BMU. SHARP

r5lae

106

EDDIE CANO

(1143). SCAR -TONE 0001

Little Jolla (Blue
MANCO 1029

BILL CARLISLE

* **

HEWS

IPuchanD(
*(2r371-***
** Hasa N.M.
La Cadra (Abats

Hartnehee Are O.ly
* *slog*My(Lowery.
RMU (2:301 -

BMI)

World

Be

-* *ht0

LATIN AMERICAN

1160

COUNTRY & WESTERN

12:311

* **

* ** -***

* * * MODERATE
SALES POTENTIAL
**

TAM

**

BOB

JIM GARNILTT
I
Could
*

DOSS

ROY ACtiFP
bts More Days (AcutfRose, B11í)
(2103)
Willie Roy, the Crippled
Boy )AcufTRuse, DMU 12:30). HICKORY

(Robbins,

AbII- (Friend,Aip,

En

111

(]ret). HAPPY

* * **

BMI!

THE GOSPEL REDEEMERS WITH

* **

7AE FOUR .AMIGOS
Lora Theme from "El CM
**, Pre Cot to Rneel Down M onPrq4680- Lhtenabl1 reading of the
CAPITOL
ISA earring tune Isom the Dick "El CAE. by me
Clara Walker is the And 'freer
fbscnabA Rospei effort. while the girls back boyll. Side Jr sung In Spanish sod could
her with feeling. (PI11)11ar, B511)

12:40)

BUSTER

with LATIN AMERICAN

**

Saviour Illumt -Oak, SMI) (1:55), LOYAL

COLUMBIA

BUDDY COLLINS WITH THE WEST.
ERNAIRS
Lao. Like We're Gnnnn
OP. Yom Heart. LA Dana to
Agate (Duster Doe.. BM11 (2:30)(Morin, BMI) (3:01)
*
Volkswagen 7511h a Talhslod (Buster
Thal Ladder to Hessen IMorle,
Doss. BSID 11145). WIZARD 1654

Till I Cet Back There -(Volunteer,

BMI)

2i

r,',r;l7 (>fi¡
rhythm.

* **

(2:30).

4226)

(Crouro.ds, DMI)

Reviews of New Singles

EMI)

IAcuffRose,

sincerity.

and

12:001

-**

Jesus

Is

the

Loving

POPULAR
LACK SCALES¢
Make Lora Io Me

1S1r1mse. ASCAP)
(1 :30s -Lusk? Mae ,Pamncr, RMI7 (Is42).

SENATOR

715

JILL DONNER

If

You Only Yetw (Strobl,
-Che Your Heart to M.
(Winslow, ASCAP) 11:35). RONNIE 1037

My Love,

ASCAP) (2119)

Announcing
the FIRST of a series
of SPOTLIGHTS*
for 1962:
IN BILLBOARD MUSIC WEEK

FEBRUARY 10 ISSUE

HOW TO

PROGRAM
AND SELL

CLASSICAL

DON PETRONE AND CATHY PRESTON
TI Veilla Bene 11 Love Yoe) (Cluldge.
Cuckoo Time (ClaAbIN
BMI) 12:08)
MDC
1001
BMI) 12:08,

-

TOMMY THOMPSON
SW. (Tide, RMII (2:00) -1 Can't Re
(2:20),
Your Sweetheart (Tide. BMI
BIRD 1001

to provide vital information for broadcasters
about the programming
of classical records

JILL DONNER

TL. Month of May (Winslow, ASCAP)
Dirty hlbtnater (Whitlow,
(2:30)
ASCAP) (2:44). RONNIE 1031

I
r

THE PATTERNS

ALBI Dote' That No More (Dominion,
BMI) 12:45) -It's So NAe (Domitius,
BMI) (231). ABC- PAR.CMOLNT 4353

EDIS ARDEN WITH THE GOLD
COAST BOYS
Please Bel t,e (McGinty, ASCAP) (3,02)

to furnish ideas and
success stories about
the merchandising and
marketing of classical
records at the retail

SAMMY MARSHALL WITH THE
GOLD COAST BOYS
(135)
ASCAP)
(McGinty.
Mohave
ROSIE 302
BEN TAT£
Beautiful

Morning

to help increase sales
and profits from
classical records for

THE BOY

"WHEN

k

IN YOUR ARMS
(h the Boy
K
1

I

Coming

February

on

the SPOTLIGHT SERIES:

In an Industry encompassing such

a

great variety

of profitable product, we of Billboard Music Wek
feel we can stimulate retailers, broadcasters and
operators to take advantage of the full solos
potential of this Industry by spotlighting from
timo to time apociol segments or product cote goris with Information about and "how -tó' succors stories for better promotion, marketing
and merchandising of each porticulor spotlighted
product. With This purpose In mind we shall
publish o surf., of Spotlights during 1962.

SPECIAL NOTE TO MANUFACTURERS:
Why not supplement the editorial emphasis of this Spotlight on "HOW TO
PROGRAM AND SELL CLASSICAL RECORDS" with strong advertising featuring
your classical product, merchandising,
special offers?

Regular rates still apply!

C^`J

y

7-21100

lgg

W.
CE

Rendal9h

4901g

For This

"WALKING
CANE"
Billy Duke
20th Fox 296
1721 Broadway. N.Y. 19

HOLLYWOOD
ISDo

tl0

9

-50]1

COLOR
INGLABELS PRESSINGS P4
FABRICATALBUMS
PRINTING
INVEN-

SHIPPING
CONTROL MONAURAL b
(Aíí Sizes and Typos)
STEREO
OVERCOMPETITIVE PRICES
FOR
WRITE
NIGHT DELIVERY
NEELY.
BROCHURE or CALL HAL
ING
TORY

DROP

PLASTICS 0.
ROYAL AVE,
CINCINNATI,

1540 BREWJTER

PLaae

t.:
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Onel

MOST COMPLETE
SERVICE IN THE INDUSTRY

BILLBOARD
ivAó
PL

Gi:7i 2.'

THE

Contact Your Nearest
Billboard Music Week Office Todayl

1561 aradwey

13051

CUSTOM PRESSING

ADVERTISING DEADLINE:
January 31, 1962

á

Your Heart)"

In

f

DJ's -Send

'A word

ASCAP)

CONNIE FRANCIS

RECORDS
Issue

Indlen,

Her new smash hit,

level

everyone concerned

10

14

12tÚ)- Caress Me Tenderly (Whnlowe
ASCAP) (2:02). RONNIE 1039

1

-2211
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STAY IN THE HEART OF

WASHINGTON,D.C.

56 Labels on Current Chart Shows
Singles Business Is Still Wide Open
By REN GREVAIT

business, though there is no doubt that some suf-

NEW YORK -RCA Victor, as it has for the past
three years, continues to maintain its dominant
position in the singles derby as the year 1962 gels
under way. This week the label
BILLBOARD has seven sides on the "Hot
100" chart, a number which incidentally represents the work
TREND
of six different artists.
ANALYSIS
Columbia, which for a time
experienced rough going in
MuB.0 WECK
penetrating the singles chart,
has shown resurgent power and
is now enjoying its most successful singles period in
quite a spell. This week, there are five Columbia
disks on the chart with two others moving up in
the bubbling category. In this case. five different
artists are represented among the seven sides.
Actually, the current second- placer behind Victor
is Liberty Records, with six sides among the "Hot
100." And the label has managed to accomplish
this showing without the help of either Gene McDaniels or Timi Yuro, two of the firm's hottest new
properties in recent months. Bobby Vee has two
of the sides and Troy Shondell has two others.
Maestro- arranger Si Zentner has another while the
sixth is a purchased master, "Surfer's Stomp," by
the Mar -Kets. Subsidiary label, Dolton, has on the
list Vic Dana. another new artist with "Little Altar

Pennsylvania Avenue,
halfway between the White Bous*
tira, the Capitol.

On

Famous

Moderate Rotes, Family Plan
Close to theaters, shopping, and
points of historic interest.

Air- Conditioned, rodio, T.V.
ramOtn tamp Post Restaurant,
Gift

Shop.

For Reservations, trochure

Write H.P.Gollowoy,Mgr.

Hotelp
PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

of 12th. St., N. W.
WASHINGTON, O.

Ç

SPECIAL STUDENT Arai) ADULT
OUR RATES ON REQUEST
I

Boy."

No matter what anybody says about the problems
of getting exposure and of getting enough loot in
the bank to keep going, the singles business is still
a wide open one, a fact highlighted by the presence
of 56 labels among this weeks 100 best sides with
nine others to be found among the 20 bubbling
sides.

A few of these, Caprice, Philles, Versatile, ArtTone, Dolton, and Tuff, among them, are new,
and most of these are one -artist labels. Otherwise,
the balance of 50 or so firms have been around for
more than a year. This in itself is seen as indicating
that there is yet a certain amount of stability in the

7 -33 -6

Majors Seek
3 Top Indie
Jazz Artists

-7

Inch size,
The Cadence Little LP
complete tunes. Addl.
!3 *peed
tlonal sales In a new price line and
It a profitable markup for you. The
first 5 releases of the newest Idee In
the record Industry ara available for
NEW YORK
The emergence
immediate delivery. Contact your
of jazz artists as hot pop properties
Cadence Distributor now. Stock and (like Dave
Brubeck Cannonball
display the Cadence Little LP.
Adderley and Eddie Harris) as well
as strong standard catalog sellers,
CADENCE RECORDS, INC.
is reflected in the bidding now go119 West MI Street. New York 19, N.Y. ing on for jazz artists now on indie

-6

-

Jazz labels.
It is known that one large major
company has approached Theloni-

ous Monk and Adderley, two of
the hottest artists in the Riverside
stable. Another West Coast -based
major has quietly been obtaining

Headed for No. I

"DUKE OF

information about Horace Silver,
who is a top jazz act with Blue
Note Records.

EARL"

Columbia Debs
Stereo Test Disk

GENE

CHANDLER

fering from difficulties of under- capitalization.
On the other hand, as this new year begins, a
Vend which has been mentioned before -that of
centralization or "bigness"- continues much in evidence, to the point that there are actually considerably fewer separate interests represented on
the charts than might at first be indicated.
Many of the labels are simply offshoots of other
bigger entities -distributors, publishers, movie affiliated companies or simply bigger record companies. Parkway, for example, is in the Cameo fold;
Hickory is allied with Acuff -Rose; Musicor is part
of the United Artists set-up; LeGrand is a subsidiary of Laurie; Big Top and Dunes are affiliated
with Hill and Range; Dolton is in the Liberty
camp, and Minh is a wing of Imperial. Monument
and Hi are both part of the London group, with
London national distributor for not only these but
a number of others as well.
In some cases, the subsidiary label is managing a
better showing than the parent, as in the case of
Ateo with three sides as against Atlantic with two.
On the other hand Decca has three on the chart
with one in bubbling while the firm's two subsidiaries with one side between them, are currently
not as hot as they have been in past months.
The four major companies at the moment are
accounting for close to 20 per cent of the total
chart action, with 18 entries and five others bubbling. Of these, Victor has three in the top six.
Among the other companies, Mercury is the hottest at the moment with five chart entries, three of
them by Brook Benton. United Artists is next in line
with four, two of them by the Highwaymen.
Four other labels have three each on the charts
and in each case, one artist is doing a heavy duty
job with two of the three sides. Those labels and
their two -sided artists are ABC- Paramount with
Ray Charles; MGM with Connie Francis; Decca
with Brenda Lee and Ateo with Bobby Darin.
Those labels with two each on the charts include
Parkway, Roulette, Capitol, Imperial, Laurie, Musicor, Caprice, Veejay, Dot, Hi, Fury, Swan, Atlantic and Argo. No other bad more than one entry
as

1962 began.

5 -Year Guarantee & Movies

In Connie Francis MGM Pact
NEW

YORK- Monthsof

nego- would have been free to make
tiations were concluded last week other arrangements. It is believed
between Connie Francis and MGM that a compromise figure was arRecords and at press time it was rived at in the negotiations, and
understood that only the official that numerous fringe benefits were
signing of the thrush's renewal pact included in the renewal pact.
remained to complete her new
When the then teen -aged singer
deal. Signing had been scheduled and TV performer first went with
for Friday afternoon (5) but illness MGM in 1955, she had a number
caused the canary to postpone the of disks, including a duo effort
signing until Monday :8).
with Marvin Rainwater, prior to
Miss Francis' prior contract with her first smash, "Who's Sorry
MGM expired December 31. The Now." Following that hit, some
new pact, her third renewal with four years ago, she has not missed
the company following her original on the singles charts and her alsigning in 1955, calls for a five - bum sales have skyrocketed. Her
year guarantee plus a motion pic- movie career took a big bounce
ture production deal. Under this upward with her appearance in
arrangement, a new picture pro- "Where the Boys Are," and she
ducing firm has been organized, has since become a solid night club
with MGM Inc. and Miss Francis attraction and a personality familiar in many overseas areas.
jointly holding ownership.

A minimum of one picture a
year starring the singer is called
for but it is also understood that
#416
NEW YORK
Columbia Rec- other picture ventures, in addition
ords will issue a stereo test record to those featuring
the singer, may
designed for both audio engineers also be undertaken.
and high -fidelity hobbyists. It has
During the final months of 1961,
1
tests for tone arm resonance, comBREAKING BIG 1
pliance, tracking and stylus wear, leading up to the expiration of her
and continuous sweet from 20 to previous contract, it is known that
TOMMY BUTLER
0
20,000 cycles and mechanical tones many companies, including RCA
d for 20 to 20,000 cycles. There are Victor, Columbia, United Artists
Reprise, wooed the thrush. For
GET ALONG
detailed notes for the LP, which and
a time, strong rumors persisted
will retail list for $8.50. It is called
that she would sign with Frank
OA
Stereo Test Record 100.
SOMEHOW
Sinatra's Reprise label
Miss Francis' asking price is
Parts
and II
E
known to have been in the vicinity
R.4405
I
of a $100,000 a year guarantee
for five years, this to be spread
ROULETTE RECORDS 5
1631 Broadway
over a 10 -year period for tax purN. Y. C., N. Y.
Goes
poses. Under such a deal, the
PHILADELPHIA -The Cameo - thrush would be paid in equal anParkway execs are making sure nual sums over a decade, though
RECORDINGS- TAPES -SONGS
that the Twist makes it around the at the end of five years she
A new idea in promotion Is now
world. They have had Chubby
open. Now It is possible to get your
Checker cut versions of "Twistin' "Twistin"'Round the Wortd," for
Salent on the market. Write le
U.S.A." and "Let's Twist Again." its English, French and Italian verACME AGENCY
in a flock of foreign languages for sions, and "Let's Twist Again," has
152 W. Wisconsin Ave., Suite 410
overseas play. The title of "Twist- been cut by Checker in both ItalMllwoukee 3, WIKenek,
in' U.S.A." has been changed to ian and German.

®
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Checker's 'Twistin'

International
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Radio and Phono

Makers Optimistic
NEW YORK -Manufacturers of

radios

and phonographs expect
1962 will be a bright sales year,
with FM radio and stereo equip-

ment accounting for a goodly
amount of their business.
At the same time, FM radio stations anticipate unusual growth,
particularly in the FM stereo field.
And the whole situation should
add up to increased sales and exposure of stereo albums.
Motorola reports that January February distributor orders on stereo products were 69 per cent
ahead of 1961.
Westinghouse,
which increased its radio, hi -fi and
portable phono sales 25 per cent
in 1961 (over 1960) expects to exceed this figure in 1962. Symphonic) Radio and Electronic Cor-

poration expects sales will rise from
8 to 10 per cent higher in 1962
over last year.
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Molloy
Joins OrrTronic

NEW AVENUES

Russ

Jazz Label Additions
Show Diversification

2

By JACK MAHER

-

Over the last
NEW YORK
year, two independent jazz labels
have shown unusual interest in the
expansion and diversification of
their catalogs. These two firms,
Prestige and Riverside, have not
only started pop labels, but have
moved with greater emphasis into
other areas of specialization.
Prestige, in addition to its TruSound pop banner, has added a
Lively Arts ensign -and has done
much to fill out its Prestige International catalog. Riverside, under
the aegis of Bill Grauer Productions, has acquired the rights to the
release of what once was the Top
Rank of America catalog, in addition to its own Pop -Side label. The
firm has also secured catalogs of
Washington -Offbeat, and has set
an arrangement whereby they will
release gospel material on the Battle label.
The two jazz firms differ widely
not only in the types of material
they will release, but also in the
way in which they have built this
new product.
Prestige has built from within,
adding subsidiary labels that would
appeal to the periphery of jazz listeners. This is true of its Moods ville, Jazzville and Bluesville labels; all appeal to one segment or
another of specialized listeners who
are at least, in some way, acacquainted with the jazz form.
Both its New Jazz and Moodsville
lines have added new listeners in
that New Jazz presents a new, unknown talent and re -issue material,
and Moodsville appeals to the commercial listener who has an affinity
for quiet standard and ballad
tunes.
The Lively Arts label, with titles
by Roddy McDowell (spoken word)
and Hermione Baddeley (comedy
songs and stories) is an effort in a
totally new direction. The Prestige
international banner, initially a folk

FRANKIE AVALON
sings
AFTER YOU'VE GONE
b/w
If You Don't Think I'm Leaving
c -t

V

tot

CijancerCor

label for many lands, has concentrated, to a very large extent, on
folk material of this countrymostly in the country and western
idiom. Something again, quite new
for the parent company. Its Blues ville subsid deals mostly with documentary blues artists like Lightnin'
Hopkins, Furry Lewis and Tampa
artists that have gained
Red
much in appeal recently.
The Prestige Tru -Sound pop label concentrates on what the company President, Bob Weinstock
calls, modern r. &b.; that is, rhythm
and blues with a strong modern
jazz feeling.
Riverside, and its controlling Bill
Grauer Productions, has acquired
much diversification of material
from outside the label. Comedy,
some jazz and original cast material came with the acquisition of
the Offbeat company, and a classical catalog came with the purchase
of Washington. The Top Rank of
America catalog provides a wide
diversification of pop material, and
the gospel segment will be covered
by the new Battle line. In addition
the firm has a Jazzland and Wonderland series for new jazz stars
and kiddie records.

-

NEW YORK -Ginn & Company
of Boston, well -known educational
publisher, has been appointed exclusive agent by RCA Victor for
direct sales of Victor product to
schools and colleges. The appointment, announced by George R.
Marek, RCA Victor Division vice president and general manager, reflects the label's intent to stimulate interest in music through the
American educational system.
Marek stated: "ft is most desirable to introduce young people to
music in a natural, unforced manner.... Just as great literature is
taught in schools, no should the
same be true of great music. Records is one practical way of doing
this
but certainly not the only
one. By this affiliation, we hope to
make it easier for American teachers to instill a love of music in
young people."
Product Council
Ginn & Company, in addition to
acting as agent, will co- operate
closely and exclusively with RCA

-
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CRAN, Palsy Cline, Decca 31317
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1

Smith, Columbia 42222
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42065

15

9

Ernest Tubb, Dacca 31300

COMPANY,

Porter Wagoner,

RCA

Victor 1967

ANYWHERE THERE'S PEOPLE, Lawton Williams, Mercury

71867

OI7

60 NOME, Lester Hatt and Earl Scruggs, Columbia 42141

O20
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MIND,

OUIET

TENNESSEE

24
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HOW DO
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YOU TALK TO

A

Johnny Cash, Columbia

BABY,

END

LET'S

NAPPY

IT

42147

31290

Webb Pierce, Decca

WENT OUT OF MY WAY, Roy Drusky,

Hank lacklin,

21

OUR

MANSION

18

THE

RESTLESS ONE.

24

BIG

BIG LOVE, Wynn

IS

A

RCA

71898

PRISON NOW, Kitty Walls, Decca
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1
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Hank Snow, RCA Victor 7933

J

Stewart, Challenge 9121
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Faron Young. Capitol 4616
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Geotee loses, Mercury 71804
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Wesley,

AIR MAIL TO HEAVEN, Carl

TENDER YEARS,

RCA

23

Claude Xing, Columbia 42196

PA, Sheb

THAT'S MY

Wells,

4602

Buck Owens, Capitol

10
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1950

Wanda Jackson, Capitol 4635

10

NIGHT,

19

HEART, Jim Reeves, RCA Victor

$

iiPit
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1075

Y. C.

Zentner
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Bobby Edwards, Crest

IN THE MIDDLE OF A HEARTACHE.
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14

Columbia 42132

7950

FEEL IN MY

1
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Jim Reeves, RCA Victor
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RAIN, Ray
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This complete issue is being read by over
two and half times more international readers
all over the world than all other U. S. music
trade publications combined.

STRENGTH"

Si

Jimmy Dean, Columbia 42175

810

Victor in the development of suitable recorded product for the educational field.
RCA Victor has a long history
of activity in the educational field,
much of this tracing to the career
of Frances Elliott Clark, who had
been first president of the Music
Educator' National Conference and
Educational Director of the Victor
Talking Machine Company from
1911 -1946.
A segment of the RCA Victor
catalog, specifically devoted to
educational recordings, is "A Basic
Library for Elementary Schools," a
21 -album collection.
The label's "Adventures in Music" series is another such section,
intended to give children in the
first six grades a balanced collection of loading composers covering
many periods. An upcoming album,
"Instruments of the Orchestra"
will present 36 instruments. and
sections performing concert excerpts. This package will include
a teaching guide.
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RCA Victor Ties With Ginn Co.

Getting Stronger
in All Markets!

"YOU DON'T HAVE

-

Russ Molloy,
HOLLY WOOD
pioneer ,n the pre- recorded tape
field and the former president of
Bel Canto Stereophonic Recordings, last week joined the OrrTronic
Products :Division of J. Herbert
Orr Enterprises, Inc., In Opelika,
Ala. Molloy will serve as marketing
manager In spearheading the Orr Tronic modular tape system's entry
into the background music field.
OrrTrorlc will supply both the
equipment (Including tape player,
amplifiers and speaker systems) as
well as program material to the
background music field. Molloy is
currently In the process of establishing distributors for the Orr Tronic package, and is also acquiring program material for those desiring it. l'rogram material will be
made available to users, through
the distributors, either on a lease
basis or direct sale.
OrrTronic tape system employs
a continuous tape cartridge, operating a 33/4 I.p.s., capable of providing music from one to two hours'
running tinte. Tape deck alone will
sell for $1 69.95. For an additional
$59.95, amplifier and two bookcase speakers will he furnished. A
larger amplifier plus two speakers
will be available at $99.95.
Molloy, who had headquartered
for the past year in Columbus,
Ohio, has moved to Opelika, where
be will base his operations.
a
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4 STRIKES AND OUT

(MA Meeting in

A- for -Effort Tries at Singles

has made an appreciable impact
on the market. Chief among the

various tries were Warners' Plus 2 single, Victor's Compact Double,
Victor's 49 Groove label, the Cadence and Mercury Little LP's,
All these projects were in one
way or another attempts to broaden
the teen market or broaden the
singles market (these two aims are
not necessarily identical, for one
aspect of the activity had to do
with the possibility of bringing
more adults to singles).

UNIQUE
LIMITED
EDITION

says that the agenda outlined for
the two -day meet by CMA officers

Vegas Jan. 17 -18

Stimulation Yet to Pay Off
NEW YORK-During 1961 record manufacturers made several
notable and courageous efforts to
grapple with what has come to be
known as the "singles problem,"
but to date none of these attempts

here January 17.18. Mrs. Jo Walker, executive secretary of the CMA,

the heaviest one to face the
board of directors in the organization's three -year history. Among
the topics to come before the group
will be a kit for radio stations to
stimulate increased use of country
music in programming and an extension of the already completed
broadcasting survey.
Among those who have already
made reservations to attend the
meeting here are Ken Nelson,
CMA president; Owen Bradley,
Jack Loetz, Cal Young, Harold
Moon, Dorothy Gable, Charlie
Lamb, Rick Richardson, Steve
Sholes, Don Pierce, Webb Pierce,
Hubert Long, Harry Peebles, HarIan Howard, Bill Anderson, Biff
Collie, Grant Turner, Roy Horton,
Wesley Rose, Charles Bernard,
Ray Odom, Bill Denny, Frances
Williams, Mrs. Jo Walker and
CHA attorney, Richard Frank,
is

LAS VEGAS, Nev. -Board of
directors and officers of the CounThe various projects tackled try Music Association will hold
"the problem" from different their first official meeting of the
points of view, such as a reduc- new year at the Hotel Showboat
tion in price, or an attempt to
maintain the price but give more Jimmy Deans "Big Bad John" on
for the money. An example of the C o l u m b i a, the Marvellettes'
former is Groove; whereas Plus -2 "Please Mr. Postman" on Tamla,
is an example of the latter.
the Tokens' "The Lion Sleeps ToTradesters regarded the efforts night" on Victor, and Elvis Presgenerally as commendable but they ley's "His Latest Flame" on Victor.
haven't been too fruitful to date.
All of which lends credence to
"A for effort" is the general sum- the old saw (as Archie Bleyer has
mation of opinion.
often said): That nothing is wrong
Meanwhile, however. Old Faith- which a hit wont cure; or, as they
ful, the 45 r.p.m. single, has been say, if it is In the groove, it will
showing unexpected strength. Four sell at any price; or, to quote the
current disks have hit the million converse view, if it is not in the
sales mark, an achievement which groove you cannot give it away at
several months ago was regarded any price. (That's for you, Sidney
as a great rarity. These disks are Goldberg!)

33

Collectors' Item
MEMORIAL TRIBUTE TO

ARTURO TOS(ANINI
Featuring the Maestro's inimitable commen,. during rehearsals of the NBC
Symphony in Macorl's "Magic Flute
overture," Beerlhoves . "Symphony No,

9," Verdi'. "La Trovlotá' (with com-

mentary by Marcie Davenport).
This priceless LP -not available con,
merciaily -will be sent to you without
cost when you help aged and needy
professional musicians by .ending this
ad with o contribution of $25 or more
to the

Now, thanks to the completëcooperation óf the record
companies (including all the majors), there's an unmatched, one -stop record source for broadcasters!
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SHADES OF JERICHO

New QUA Program
Prompts Distribs

West Sends Barrage of
Music in Berlin Wall Battle

-

Reds Seen Participating

To Pass on Disc't
NEW YORK-A plan designed

With Intl Rights Group

West Germany is developing into
an important market for Commuto make it more likely that disMUNICH
The Communist nist block classical music.
tributors will pass special discounts bloc may adhere to international
An executive of a major Geralong to dealers was introduced music copyright conventions, perlast week by United Artists Rec- mitting composers, authors and man diskery observed, "One bas
between Commie
ords at a series of regional meet- publishers to collect royalties for to differentiate
and literature. Their music
music
ings in New York, Chicago and the performance of their works in
is a cultural treasure in the classiLos Angel,:s.
Russia and vice versa.
cal Russian tradition, whereas
program.
The
new
tagged
Communist sources here state their literature is hardly more
"Bobby Bland"
"Sweet 16 for 62," covers 16 new flatly
albums and UA's entire LP catalog. time that it is only a matter of than Communist propaganda.
RUB VOCALIST IN
VOTED NO.
until Russia and its Euro"A lot of us are greatly interDistributors will receive a 10 per
CASHBOX ANNUAL POLL
pean
satellites
adhere
to
the
conested in establishing business -like
cent discount, plus an additional
IN
ALL
CHARTS
vention. Two major factors are dealings with the Communist bloc
STILL CLIMBING
21/2 per a:nt discount if they subWITH HIS STRONGEST RECORD
for the shifting Soviet for their music, and all indicamit proof (in the form of an in- responsible
voice) that they passed the discount attitude toward royalty payments: tions are that they reciprocate our
"TURN ON YOUR LOVE LIGHT"
However, nothing can
1. Russia and the Soviet Satel- interest.
Duke 344
on to dealers.
really
be
accomplished
until
The new album releases in- lites are "exporting" an increasing
clude nim: regular UA packages, volume of music. Communist mu- Russia takes the conventional at* * ** NEW RELEASES * ***
four Ultra Audio I.P's (also avail- sic exports are reaching the point titude I toward copyright convennow realize
Kenneth Deal's
able in the De Luxe 3500 Series), where royalties could produce tions.and am sure they around,"
this
are
coming
two new comedy albums and the substantial revenue for Red govRoyalty Possibility
"TELL ME WHERE"
initial release in the Wide World ernments.
b/w
It is reported that Soviet repSeries. Abo set for release, but not
2. Communist consumption of
course, will
included in the "Sweet 16 for 62" Western music, particularly jazz resentatives, in dueBMI, GEMA,
"GIVE A LITTLE LOVE"
plan, is "Six Million Accuse," a and pop, has mounted similarly approach ASCAP, copyright soPeacock 1915
Western
$5.98 special album recorded in to proportions where the present and other
* * * * * * *
for reciprocal collection aran Israeli court during the Eich- bold -faced piracy is awkward and cieties
rangements. Soviet composers, auThe Versatiles'
mann trial.
inconvenient.
thors, and the State music pubA third phase of UA's new sales
'In connection with the latter lishing house would organize a
"JUST WORDS"
program covers its new Silver point, the Russians would like to
b/w
society to collect
Spotlight Series, featuring an ini- expand the flow of foreign artists counterpart bloc
royalties for the
Communist
"THE WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER"
tial catahog of 60 45 r.p.m. re- performing in the Soviet Union
groups.
Peacock 1910
leases. On initial orders, distribu- and the satellites. It is difficult, if Western
Romania and Czechoslovakia
* * * * * * *
tors may purchase special pre- not impossible, to invite these are going ahead with participapacks, containing 120 records, on artists while the Soviets are piNate Williams
tion in the International copybuildings.
a one- to ,:ive basis. Thus they get rating Western music.
righting of phonograph and tape"Studio am Stacheldraht" trucks 120 records for the price of 100.
"TEXAS GONNA BE MY HOME"
2 Red Nations Show
recordings.
b/w
select residential areas inside the An additional, nominal charge will
the Communist
According
to
Under an international agree East
Berlin
wall for their music and be made to cover a portion of the sources
Soviet
"SMILE"
here, the initial
ment signed at the Rome meeting.
After the music, cost of a special browser box and a move toward
news
broadcasts.
observance of inter- performers, recordings, broadcasts
Backbeat 536
the announcer contes on the air complete set of divider cards. Dis- national copyright conventions
telecasts would enjoy the
with the news -"the truth about tributors and dealers will be able was taken last autumn in Rome. and
same kind of safeguards that crefrom
what
is
in
the
world."
to
the
complete
happening
purchase
DUKE, PEACOCK AND
At this meeting Romania and alive artists get under internaThe newscaster reported an ap- catalog (rather than by prepack Czechoslovakia were among 33 tional copyright laws.
BACKBEAT RECORDS, INC,
peal by 10 Nobel Peace Prize win- only) on reorders.
Drafters of the agreement encountries approving an interna2809 E,astus Street. Houston 36. Texas
on
distributor
reners
against
nuclear
weapons.
Comm.:nting
OR 3.2611
tional draft agreement for the vision use of the symbol "P" in
There was more music, and more ception of UA's new program, the copyrighting of phonograph and the same way that an encircled
lights went on in apartment build- label's proxy, Art Talmadge, pretape recordings. Russia was in- "C" represents a copyright and an
ings behind the wall.
dicted that the plan "will go well vited to the Rome meeting but encircled "R" stands for a trade Then the loudspeaker vans re- over the $500.000 mark, surpass- did not attend.
A RÉAI RIG ONE!
mark.
the appointment of a new ing our nitial quota."
ported
The International convention
"It can be stated positively,
RITCHIE ADAMS
Soviet delegate to the Internaand grants within signatory nations
however, that Romania
"I GOT EYES"
tional Atomic Energy Agency in
Czechoslovakia expressed the at- the same protection for forelgnVienna, replacing the now -distitude of the Soviet Union as well originated performances. record graced
former
Foreign
Minister
"SOMETHING INSIDE
as their individual countries," a ings and broadcasts -telecasts that
M. Molotov.
Vyacheslav
OF ME DIED"
source connected with a large domestic ones enjoy.
the
"
Stacheldraht"
By
the
time
rïseD6
Participating governments are
music publishing house behind
announcer began addressing
declared. "Rus- to provide their own enforcing
the
Iron
Curtain
"Brother Germans on the other side
NEW 'YORK-In a move to pre- sia has adopted an entirely new legislation. The convention is to
light
was
RECORDS
of
the
wall,"
every
turned
IMPERIAL
vent horse taping of broadcasts, attitude toward copyrighted mu- take effect three months after six
on.
Station KTOD, Sinton, Tex., re- sic, as will soon be apparent.'
of the signing nations have sp6425 Hollywood Blvd.
the
"Attention, Peoples Police,"
noticently toiled a method which puts
Russia is exporting music to the proved it officially and then SecreHollywood 28, Calif.
announcer called to the Communist an unpleasant tone on tape but United
States and Britain along tied the United Nations
police. "The next time you notice isn't and ble to radio listeners.
with other Western countries, lariat to this effect.
someone trying to cross the border,
Tape recorder manufacturers unHeaded for the Topi look the other way. Don't shoot derstandably frown on the idea
he night be your brother."
fearful that it might cut into sales MUSIC REVIEW
the
East
Berlin
At this point,
-but record manufacturers are all
SHE'S EVERYTHING
police turned on their own loud- for it. Some tradesters attributed
speakers lining the roofs of the the slump in disk sales last year
(I Walled You To Be)
apartment blocks and answered in to the fact that too many potential
-Saxophones and good to excellent business
NEW
YORK
city's lively
kind -with music.
disk customers were taping the latare the order of the new year among this
conditions
RAL DONNER
The Communist began playing est hits off the air instead of buyGreenwich Village jazz night clubs.
Latin- American cha chas to drown ing them. Station KTOD plans to
record acts in the jazz field dot the entire city,
name
Top
Gone ;5121
listeners
out appeals from the Western side file a pehition with the FCC asking
in the Village, where the dyed -in- the -wool jausexists are
but
at
fleeing
refugees.
not to shoot
permission to continue the experiusually migrate, a heavy concentration of top -flight
Thus, music from the East battles ment.
pulling in the customers.
attracmusic from-the West.
Jazz Gallery on St. Marks Place has two suchQuintet.
The
Thert was more news from the
tions in the Stan Getz Quartet and the John Coltrane
fall, pulled
1650 Broadway
New York, N. Y. " Stacheldraht" loudspeaker vans, Synthetic Plastics Co.
The club. recently refurnished and reopened this
Davis appeared at the
the latest disks from the Billboard
a number of capacity houses when Miles
teaming of
Music Week's "Hot 100" list and Launches New Labels
last show. The Getz -Coltrane bill is an effective
strong but highly
then more uncensored news
two different tenor sax styles since it pits apushing,
sometimes
"what you won't read in your
NEW YORK -Two new labels
fluid and lyric tenor sax style against a
of Coltrane.
newspapers."
have been introduced by the Synoverbearing, but nonetheless exciting style
Village Vanguard
weird
at
the
loud- thetic Plastics Corporation, proAfter an hour of this
Coltrane doesn't pull half as well club's current show is a
speaker duel, the West Berlin vans ducer of Peter Pan, Promenade
on the West Side of the area, but the
the
Cannonball Adderley
packed up and drove along
and Piroutte records. The two new
powerful one featuring the alto sexist
charts with his
border to harass another point.
ensigns have been tagged Guest
Sextet. This artist, who also hit the pop
and
"
enlarged his group and top Berlin
The
West
"Schlaeger
has
The
Star
Records.
on
Riverside,
and
Diplomat
"African
Waltz"
(The Gone -Gone Song)
one of its
"hit tune" -strategists claim to be former will present such artists as
is expected. It is reported the club had
business
draw
THE IKETTES
appearance things had
winning the "Jericho war." "We Enoch Light, Jose Melis and Enzo
hest summers, but until the Adderley
that even during slow
6212
have more and better equipment
Stuarti, while the latter will be
slowed somewhat. It was also noted
years.
our loudspeakers carry over two dedicated to "in- person performers
A T C O
periods business was not as slow as inthepastHalf Note, a club on
R E C O fi D ei
miles -and we have, most impor- as visiting guest stars on record."
Business fluctuations don't hit of the other clubs, and this
&11 Broadway
tant, the best music," a Jericho Ten albums kick off the Guest Star
the lower East Side, as much as some
New York 23
thanks to intelligent
strategist summarized.
line with the likes of Pearl Bailey.
boite continues to draw fine audiences of the current show
power
Erroll Garner, Count Basie, the
bookings and the consistent drawingCohn
and Zoot Sims. These
sax team of Al
Jimmie Rogers
Dukes
of
Dixieland,
two
tenor
-the
differSONGWRITERS
articulate jazz for listeners of many
will sell
Rosa.
They
and
Julius
La
swinging,
two
provide
We are currently making demo records for many Of the nation's leading publishes
for 99 cants.
and writers. We have 8 different singers. 11 Instruments, vocal groupa leg types),
ent preferences.
crowd
Tho nght combo or vocal for any song, Ampex teps, HI-FI disk equipment (15 or 781
Spot, like the Half Note, draws a steady
sells to departSynthetic,
which
Five
The
organ and rout:
Violins roe S
Song. S í 150' add
Or ell these
in favor of the playing
each per song,
ment, variety and chain stores, has
of well- wishers who are currently much
Bass, Clarinet, Sax, bruma, Steel Gutter, Ban)o, Violin, Celeste.
with
Write for free info skeet and pria hat.
Donaldson,
already alerted its sales force for
Jack Maher.
DEMONSTRATION RECORD CO. (our 105k year et prallon)
who cords for BlueuN
a cone.trted drive on the new
punching style,
>'

In a pop
WEST BERLIN
parody on the Biblical story of the
walls of Jericho, West Berlin city
authorities are trying to cave in the
Communists' Berlin "wall of infamy" with pop music barrages.
Every night, West Berlin loud-

1

speaker trucks take up stations
along the wall and lure East Berliners to their windows with WestDixieland, jazz, pop,
ern music
c. &w., and r. &b., the full Western
repertory.
On a typical frosty night, two
vans, each equipped with six loudspeakers pulled up at a French
sector point. They were connected
by radio to enable a simultaneous
broadcast by all the speakers.
Over the wall, in East Berlin, two
apartment buildings loomed in the
inky blackness. etched by pale
shafts of light from the janitors'
quarters.
One of the drivers adjusted the
speakers, flicked a tape- recorder
switch and sauntered over to the
concrete con"wall of infamy"
topped with
struction blocks
barbed wire.
Shrill bugle calls split the cold
night air, and through all 12 loudspeakers canoe the vibrant tones of
a Dixieland theme. The Dixieland
was followed by a voice announcing "Studio am Stacheldraht"radio studio at the barbed -wire"was on the air."
Meantime, lights were going on
all over the apartment blocks. As
the loudspeakers began to play the
song "Sentimental Journey" more
lights went on in the apartment

-

By OMER ANDERSON

-

-

Texas Station
Tones Tapers

-

-

New York's Swinging Village
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Crystals, PhlIles 100
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Burke, Atlantic
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Gene and Wendell,

ROACH,

WHAT'S GOOD ABOUT GOODBYE,

I

Knight and the Pips, Fury 1054

Ray Starr

771

Miracles, Tamla 54053

t

I'M BLUE Ikette,, Atce 6212

t
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PEPPERMINT TWIST, Joey Dee and the Starliters, Roulette

17

SEPTEMBER

SO

TONIGHT, Tokens.

SLEEPS

IN
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MEAN TO ME,

RCA

Victor 7954

RAIN, Dinah Washington, Mercury

26

REVENGE,

28

DON'T

THROW YOUR LOVE ON ME SO STRONG,

19

TUFF,

Ace Cannon.

27

PUSHIN'
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2

4401

11876

Little Milton, Checker 994

Brook Benton,

LUCK,

IF YOU GOTTA MAKE

Mercury 719003

Albert King, King 5515

2

GOOD THINGS

James Ray, Caprice 110

Lose Customers In West Coast Exec

New Orleans Area
NEW ORLEANS

-

NE1V YORK -Irwin Garr, here-

tofore national promotion director
for ABC -Paramount Records and
vice- president of its music firms,
has been named vice- president in
charge of )Vest Coast operations
for the label.
Starting next month, he will
headquarter at the American
Broadcasting Company in Hollywood. In his new post Garr reports to ABC-Paramount's sales
exec Larry Newton. Garr joined
ABC -Paramount four and a half
years ago to head up its music
firms, Ampco Music (ASCAP) and
Panico Music (BMI). For the past
year he has also served as special
field representative for the label
in the Midwest.

Dot Records Opens
New Philly Branch

-

HOLLYWOOD
Dot Records
last week opened its 15th company owned branch, with Philadelphia
becoming its latest market and, to
date, the biggest one for the firm
to have its own distribution facility. For the past year the Dot
line was handled in Philly by
Sparks Distributing. Prior to that,
Cosnat served as the distributor,
Other markets where Dot owns
its own distributing branches are
Buffalo, Cleveland, Miami; Richmond, Va.; Atlanta, Pittsburgh,
Nashville, Memphis, Houston, Dallas, Oklahoma City, New Orleans
ar.d Cincinnati.
According to Dot sales Vice President Chris Hamilton, Dot's
company -owned Philly branch has
been assigned to sales quota for the
coming year of S1.2.00.000, marking "a substantial increase" over
the sales gross (at manufacturer's
price) scored by the previous distributor,
Jimmy Sacco (one of the original Hilltoppers), who had been running the Buffalo branch for Dot,
moves to Philadelphia to operate
the new branch. Dick Rakovan is
being promoted front field rep in
Detroit to take over the managerial
reins of the Buffalo branch.

Record retailers here were singing the blues
last week because of the Twist.
While customers poured in asking
for Twist records, retailers were
having little or no success in obtaining them from distributors.
One distributor, who did obtain
500 copies of Chubby Checker's
"The Twist" on Parkway sold 400
of them to a one -stop in one order
and the one -stop sold all 400 in
one day. With Checker's version
leading the lot, other Twist records were in demand also, including "Peppermint Twist" by Joey
Dee on Roulette and Danny Peppermint's etching on Carlton. But,
as of last week, virtually all Twist
records were missing from retailers'
counters.
Whatever the reason for the distributors lack of supply, Twist records continued last week to be in
NEW YORK
Neil Galligan,
great demand here and shops were
former
head
of
Canadian
-America
missing hundreds of sales every
day because they were out of "The Records, is reportedly ready to
start his own label, Congress RecTwist."
ords. There is e strong possibility
that Linda Scott, who has had e
strong string of hits on the CanaSam
dian- American label, will go with
Ups
Galligan's new label when her con- dian -American expects to issue two
tract with her current firm ex- more singles with the lass and one
pires in about three months. Cana- album.

Galligan Forming
Congress Diskery

-

Goody

2 Lieutenants

NEW YORK-Sant Goody elevated two of his top lieutenants to
vice -presidencies last week, while
at the same time proclaiming the
biggest year in sales for the Goody
empire.
Samuel (Sammy) Stolon was
named vice -president in charge of
merchandising, while William Forrest became vice- president and controller. In delegating these new responsibilities. Goody noted they
were necessary because of the expanding nature of his business,
"We had a $l million gross sale in
December," he noted, "and over
and above all monies owing, we
have a current net worth of more
than $800,00D. That isn't no bad
is it?"

FOLK TALENT
S. TUNES

6

2

FOOL OF SOMEBODY,

1

Tons Reeder, general manager and deejay at WARI
Radio, Abbeville, Ala., reports
that he has teamed with Dixie
Hatfield, WBANI disk jockey,
and Jack Summers, owner of
the Bonfire Club, Gordon,
Ala., to book c. &w, acts on a

regular basis throughout
Southern Alabama, with both
Reeder and Hatfield promoting the bookings via their air
shows. Reeder, who spins
eight hours of country music
e day on WAR!, recently spotted Bill Phillips, of "Grand
Ole Opry," at the Bonfire
Club for three days to excellent box- office results. On the
bill with Phillips were Joe
Mack Beaty and Dixie Hatfield and their band.
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Following an appearance at
Fort Hood, Killeen, Tex., January 19, Johnny Cash and the
Tennessee Two 1011 be Joined
by Johnny Western, Gordon
Terry, Patsy Cline, George
Jones and Carl Perkins for a
tour that will take them to
Tulsa, Okla., January 20; Kansas City, Mo., 21; Sioux City,
ia., 22; Sioux Falls, S. D 23;
Lincoln, Neb., 24; Omaha,
Neb., 25; Joplin, Mo 261
Wichita, Ken., 27, and Des
Moines, Ia., 28. Cash has been
engaged for a headline appearance at New York',
Carnegie Hall May 10, and Is
tentatively set for an appearance at the Hollywood Bowl
te June.
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MUSIC AS WRITTEN FOLK TALENT & TUNES
downtown, due back this week after a brief vacation In chilly
for the McGuire
Florida. .
. Burt Farber, musical director
at a pop
Cincinnati
Symphony
Sisters, appears as soloist with the
concert January 14. A native Cincinnatian by way of Brooklyn,
Farber returned here last week for a visit with friends and relatives after a four -week stand with the M:Guires at the swank
Talk of the Town in London.... Beverly Hills, Southgate, Ky.,
which for a quarter of a century housed the nation's top names,
including a countless number of recording stars, closed Ness
Year's Day, a victim of the anti -gambling drive. More than 100
employees lost their jobs with the closing, among then! Stan
Kamin, former record promotion man, last with Dot out of
Hollywood, and Larry Vincent, head of Ptarl Records, who was
in his eighth year as singing pianist in the club's cocktail lounge.
Bill Sachs.
Kamin had been in charge of talent booking.

"Goodbye lo Toyland"
b/w

"I

.

Don'I Wanna Play
In

Your Yard"

trite

f -390

41)
Journey to No.

A

I

"SAFARI"

Philadelphia
Bernie Lowe and his partners, now that they have hit the
jack pot with Chubby Checker, have reorganized their operations in setting up four operating business corporations for their
Cameo -Parkway Records, Inc.; Cameo- Parkway
enterprises
Management Company, Inc.; Cameo -Parkway Publishing Company, Inc., and Cameo -Parkway Corporation.... Wagner's Ballroom provided a fresh twist in the face of the Twist craze in
staging a city -wide waltz dance contest... . Nat Fisher, owner
of the chain of Record Mart Stores, in Jefferson Hospital
undergoing treatment for eye miseries. .. M. W. B. Music
Publishing Company set up shop here for pop fare.... Billy
Marshall, local rep for Meyer Davis, tak.:s his orchestra to the
Everglades Club. Palm Beach, Fla., on January 31.
Maude H. Orodenkcr.

MAJESTICS

THE

1007

Cha.

By

Continued !rani page 24

VONNAIR SISTERS

-

CHANSON RECORDS
Pulaski, Tenn
Tel.: 363 -1780

,

Pittsburgh
Frankie Avalon, who has been set for Holiday House
beginning February 9, will be in Pittsburgh on January 12 to
promote his latest Chancellor waxing of "If You Don't Think
Bill
I'm Leaving" backed with "After You've Gone.
Caro has been appointed promotion director of RCA Victor
Records here by Hamburg Brothers, dis ributors of that label.
Caro replaces Dick lezzi, who was transf.:rred to the company's
record and TV division.

"...

GARY

U. S.

BONDS

EMI-

1

"DEAR LADY TWIST"
LEORAND 1018

1=1

INNINI

Have you seen

Capitol recording pianist Claudio Arena will perform with
the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra at Syria Mosque on January
19 and 21,,,. One of the top record promotions in this area
was conceived by Barney Stein, head of AU -Brand Records.
He staged a Twist contest at Murphy's five -and -dime store
during the busy holiday season, and thousands jammed' the
store daily. Sales of Twist albums and singles soared accordingly.
Starting off ti'cll in this new year are Brenda Lee's "So
Deep," "African Beat" by Bert Kaemplert and "Yes Indeed"
by Peter Fountain, according to Vern Cupples, Decca sales
head here.... Bob Schachner's Bobtone Records has acquired
two new salesmen in John Maguire and William Hood Jr.
Leonard Mendlowitz.

Nashville
Anita Kerr Quartet's Dottie Dillard will spend several weeks
at home in Springfield, Mo., to be with bar mother. who recently
is
, RCA Victor engineer Bill Porter's father
broke her hip.
in
critically ill in a local hospital.. , , Deccas Marty Salkin was
town last week,
,

BALLROOM
DANCE MAGAZENE
Send for free sample copy
Ise

231

1

SI SIN

W

119.

N

Y

Roy Drusky was at the Bradley Studio, Wednesday (3) for
a Decca session, and Leroy Van Dyke was in the same day for
Mercury.
Steel guitarist Jimmy Day cut a session for Mercury at the Bradley Studio last week; Faron Young was in for
Capitol; saxman Sil Austin was in Friday (5) for Mercury; Joe
Dowell was in for Smash; Joe Barry war in for Mercury Saturday (6); Tom and Jerry were in for Mercury Sunday (7), and
Bobby Helms was skedded for a Decca session.
,

CHRISTMAS ALBUM
Nursery Rhymes Album, " LP.
Rudolph, Ihn Red -Nosed Relndaer,
45 RP

'Twas the Nlghf

BeloM.

re

Chdifmae,

45 RPM.

The Innest In

chrldra'i

records,

MEL -O -DISC CO.
849 So. NormandDUie

L

9 -508 9

Angelei, Celli,

JIM HARDIN'S
FIVE -PIECE COMBO

Rtcord'ng artist 5 years. TV axaerim'e. Available for Night Clubs. Stage
Shows, TV Shown, Private Parties etc
Contact JIM HARDIN
Route r3, Hendersonville, N. C.
Phone: OX 3 -4046

PROMINENT LOW -PRICE
RECORD COMPANY
WISHES TO

BUY

MASTER TAPES

Weito BOX '385
Blllboerd Music Weck
1561 Broadway
New York 36, N. Y.

The

RELIABILITY -QUALITY

RECORD PRESSING
Originators of the Patented
rim drive; thick -Thin
type record

RESEARCH CRAFT CO.
1011 NORTH FULLER
HOLLYWOOD 46. CALIF

,

.

.

Wilburn Brothers' new album for Decca, just released, is
titled "City Limits." . , New Hank Locklin album for RCA
Victor is "Happy Journey." .. , The Spear Family recorded for
Skylite label Wednesday (3) at RCA Victor Studio; Jack Merlin
for Coral Thursday (4); Roy Orbison for Monument Friday
(5); Ed Labunski, of Cincinnati, was in for a jingle session Fri -'
day (5)i and Bob Moore was skedded far a Monument session
Burl Ives is due in for tl Decca session soon.
January 9..
,

,

.

Pat

Tormey Exits Cosnat
To Open Talent Firm

Twiny

Warners on Sound

-

sales pitch to distributor personnel.
Tim Tormey, In
PITTSBURGH
addition, dealer meetings were
branch manager of Cosnat Records held in the 11 top markets.
for the past two years, has resigned
Warners is backing up its Janto launch a new project, Artists,
with a
Inc., in the Carlton uary- February product array

Producers,
House.

strong trade and consumer, ad campaign, >articularly spotlighting the
The new venture will find Tor - workshop series. In addition, the
mey representing talent, managing label his prepared special display
artists and producing shows, mostly material for use in dealer windows
at Syria Mosque and the Civic Au- and as in -store sales aids.

ditorium.
His last show, in conjunction
with promoter Lenny Litman, ful that Tormey plans a similar
was a "Twist -Acular" which drew show in the near future. No suc7,000 customers December 29 to cessor has been named yet at Colthe Auditorium. It was so success- nat.
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BILL SACHS

"We had our usual big year
In 1961," typewrite Homer
and Jethro -"no TV shows,
no hit records, no best -selling
albums, no 'Grand Ole Opry'
guests shots. About all we
did was play personal appearances for MCA and ibis kept

missed

busy, and the Internal Revenue Service came out very
well on the deal, as usual. Our
new 1.P will be released soon.
At least, we hope so, as all
proceeds will be donated to
the dependents of two deserving familles
namely, ours.
Guess who got a typewriter
for Christmas!" The year
1962 already looks good for
the comedy pair. Bookings
to date include Playboy Club,
Chicago, January 23- February
19; Crown Room, Indianapolis, February 22 -March 7;
Greensboro, N. C., March 12-

-

Domino Club, Atlanta,
March 20-31; Flame Club,
Minneapolis, A p r I I 9 -14;
Shute's, Niles, Mich April
27 -29, and Wort Hotel, Jackson's Hole, Wyo., July 23August 4.
19.

The Shenandoah Trio and Art
and Paul, folk groups, arc playing
a return engagement at the Ice
House, theater -restaurant, Pasadena, Calif., of which Bob Shane
is manager. The Shenandoah Trio
has just had its initial LP release
on the Dot label, and Art and Paul
are sporting their second LP output on Columbia titled "Hangin',
The Andy
Drinkin' and Stuff."
Doll hand, of Oelwein, Ia., is routed
thru January as follows: Marion,
Ia., January 10; Madison, Wis., 11;
Hartley, la., 12; Dakota City, Ia.,
13; Fort Dodge, la., 14; Spencer,
Ia., 15; Janesville, Ia., 16; Worthington, la., 17; Waterloo, Ia., 18;
Fennimore, Wis., 19; Guttenberg,
la., 20; La Crosse, Wis., 21; Janesville, Ia., 22; Boscobel, Wis., 24;
Fort Dodge, Ia., 25; Dubuque, Ia.,
26; Decorah, la., 27; Rochester,
Minn.. 28; Janesville, Ia., 29 -30,
and Marion, Ia., 31. "We had a
record 26 below the other night,"
typewrites Andy, "but we haven't

...

l.,:I:,ttr, c:

Red Seal
In

Pit

.c

job yet because of the

weather."

as

Victor

B

4

of classical recordings have not in-

creased as fast as other types of
nor have they grown to
music
the same extent to which the public's appetite for serious music has
grown in recent years."
The RCA Victor chief added
that results of a survey indicate
great opportunities in the classical
retail market. The survey indicated, however, that classical customers look for personal service
and expert guidance, and this is
difficult to find at the retail level.
It is also true, Marck added, that
discouraged
become
customers
when they find inadequate inventories at record shops, and little
attempt on the part of the dealer
to obtain a new release for a cus-

...

tomer.
However. sonic dealers with established classical business are increasingly aware of this problem
and have begun to convert from
self-service to personal service.
Some have introduced elaborate
listening -booth facilities, knowledgable clerks, etc. Some examples
are Music City in California,
Doubleday stores, Music Masters
and the new Schirmer's store in
New York.
"These dealers and others who
the
are likewise prepared to make
necessary investment in inventory
unand merchandising effort will
in
questionably play a major role
of the
the classical record business
future," the RCA Victor chief
are in
stated. He concluded: "We
this for the long pull, and will
stick with it."

Funeral services for Dwight
(Whitey) Pullen, well -known
c. &w, singer who with his

band entertained in Palmer
and Anchorage, Alaska, for
nearly fire years, were held
recently in Long Beach, Calif.
Pullen died of cancer November 24 after a long illness. The
remains were shipped to Bessemer, Ala for burial. Pullen
was well known in Alaska as a
Western singer and guitar player and was instrumental In
bringing n number of Western stars to Alaska for personal appearances. At one
time he owned and' operated
the Western Club in Anchorage. Surviving are his widow,
Margaret Ann; a son, Johnny
D., 8, and his parents.
Ray Price is back in Nashville
after spending the holidays with
his parents in Dallas. During his
Texas stay, Ray paid a surprise
visit to Dewey Groom's Long Horn
Ranch, Dallas, where Claude Gray
and Lawton Williams were the features. Ray did a guest shot with a
few songs from the stand. Buddy Weight's new release on the
Nashville label is "Echoes of Love"
b.w. "Crying Over You." The Allen Sister are heard with Buddy
Mope
on the "Echoes" tune. .
Pierce
Webb
roe, La., celebrates
Day February 3, with Webb making a visit to the ole hometown.
The first homecoming day for
Pierce was held in Monroe seven
years ago.
.

Jim Denny, of the Jim
Denny Artist Bureau, Nashville, reports that his office

chalked up more than 3,200
personal appearance bookings
during 1961, covering
the United States. all the
Provinces of Canada and many
foreign countries. This was
the biggest hooking volume
ever recorded by the Denny
,
runt In a single year.
Kitty
Johnnie and Jack and
Wells established somewhat of
a record Iasi week when they
concluded a three -week tote
of Europe for the Denny office et Naples, Italy, January
4, and made the long hop to
Kingsport, Tenn.. for a Januerr 6 engagement. The threesome covered France, Germany and Italy on its European trek. They played AsheSunday 17), and
ville, N.
High Point, N. C.. Monday
(8), and wind up their tour for
the Denny office with stops at
Fasettesille, N. C., January
9; 'Darlington, S. C., 1l; Columbia, S. C., 12; Charlestown, S. C., 13; Tampa. 14,
and Vero Beach, Fla., 16.

C

Chicago NARAS
Elects Officers
CHICAGO

-

Load chapter of

the National Academy of Recordnew
ing Arts and Sciences elected
Schory
officers here last week. Dick presiof RCA Victor was elected and
dent; Mike Simpson, arranger

recording artist, vice - president;
Jack Tracy, Mercury Records a.&rf
Clapper,
exec, secretary; Bernie
was rehead of Universal Studios,
elected treasurer,
David Carroll of Mercury was
the
elected vice - president of
NARAS national board.
chapter
Elected to the Chicago
governors
of the NARAS board of
Carwere William Leech. David
Simpson,
roll, Bernie Clapper, Mike
Dick
Jack Tracy, Frank Rullo,
Harold
Schory, Bobby Christian.
and
Dessert, James McCormick
Leonard Sorkin.
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N. J. Distributor Price War Builds Philco Debuts Ad

As Ideal Undercuts Essex Top 10

-

This North Jersey
NEWARK
which
has
seen plenty of
territory,
price -cutting on singles by distributors in recent weeks, continues to
be the scene of price war action
with Essex and Ideal distributors
the current focal points of the bat-

Promo Campaigns,
& New Stereo Unit

handled by Ideal, Scepter, at 53
cents. The Scepter record being ofPHILADELPHIA
Philco unfered is the latest by the Shirelles veiled a multimillion -dollar ad
and it's one of 10 top numbers and promotion campaign on its
offered by Essex at the 53 -cent consumer product lines, including
tag.
phonograph equipment, last week.
Now Ideal has gotten hip to the At the same time, the new, wholly
tle.
new scene and is offering on Essex' owned subsidiary of Ford Motor
of
the
local
facOne
important
top 10 list at 50 cents, undercut- Company announced a new custom
tors in dealer sales of singles is the ting the latter by 3 cents per disk. stereo phono unit.
Raymar one-stop of Jamaica, N. Y., Joe Cohen of Essex declined to
The phonograph, Model 1633,
which has been swinging with "tip my hand" as to what measures carries an open list price and congood prices to dealers all over this would now be taken to counter tains an AM -FM tuner. The net can
area on many singles titles. Ray- the Ideal Move, admitting simply be adapted to receive stereo FM
mar is under the same manage. that "we'll have to compete with broadcasts. The same unit is also
ment as Ideal Distributors.
them and we will."
available without the tuner.
Most recent respondent here to
Meanwhile other Newark disThe ad program being launched,
the Raymar pricing tactics is Essex tribs, Cosnat, Wendy and Apex called Operation Impact, calls for
Distributors, which last week be- Martin, were holding the line for a return by Philco to TV sponsorgan offering one of the hot lines the moment at regular 60 -cent tag. ship, and a step -up in national
magazine coverage as well as a
heavy budget earmarked for distributor and dealer co -op ads in
local papers. Emphasis of the camIf you like the sweet smell of success--you read your businesspaper
paign
for the first three months of
carefully and regularly. You know there's no other place you
the new year will he on stereo
can get so much of what you need to be outstanding in your
phonos, radios and TV receivers.
job, or in your field, as the information you find concentrated in
National magazines, including
this advertising and editorial pages
of your businesspaper.
the Saturday Evening Post, Look,
Life, the Reader's Digest, the New
Yorker, Sunset, Sports Illustrated
and Holiday will carry a total of
19 full -page ads, more than double
this kind of advertising used in any
recent year.
The TV portion of the plan
covers Philco product presentations
on 10 top -rated network shows and
Philco dealers will have exclusive
rights to feature pictures of the
stars of these shows in their own
displays and local newspaper ads.

-

...

Winners in
Epic Contest
NEW YORK-There were four
first dealer prize winners in the
Lester Lanin "Madison Avenue
Beat" Epic Records window contest. The four winners -who received prizes of $100 each plus
merchandising prizes -were: Minute Man Radio, Boston; Bensberg's
Music Shop in Oklahoma City.
Four Epic distributors received
$50 gift certificates from Robert
Hall Clothes. They were: Marnel
Distributing Company, Philadeldelphia; Dumont Record Distributing Company, Boston; Summit
Distributing Company, Chicago,
and Huffine Distributing Company,
Seattle.

-

HOLLYWOOD
Dot Records
claims it has confirmed written
orders for 200,000 copiés of the
new Billy Vaughn LP, "The Greatest String Band Hits."
Last year Dot similarly announced a Vaughn LP ( "Theme
Front 'Summer Place' ") and disclosed it wrote orders for over 300,000 albums before the LP was
pressed.
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NEW YORK
The Society of
Record Dealers of America (SORD)
board members girded themselves
last week for a fight to the finish
in the now famous suit by individual Chicago dealers against the
record clubs of Columbia, RCA
Victor and Capitol. The dealers'
determination was voiced in the
wake of the resignation of their attorneys, Marks, Marks and Kaplan,
from the suit, two weeks ago.
It also became known last week
that Jerry Kaplan, Chicago -based
general counsel for SORD, filed his
resignation from this post almost
simultaneously with the withdrawal of Marks, Marks and Kaplan from prosecution of the suit.
The Chicago developments left
many of the dealers in a state of
shocked disbelief and anger. It is
understood that the primary reason advanced by the attorneys for
their withdrawal was of a financial
nature. Yet, according to Lou Shapiro, treasurer of SORD, which has
been underwriting the case of the
individual dealers, the attorneys
were paid "many thousands of
dollars over the years since 1958
when the case was started."
Continued Payments
"It's hard for me to believe that
money would be a factor," Shapiro
continued, "after our continued
payments to them. Last summer in
Chicago, we agreed to send the
lawyers $500 a month, which we
leave done up until October. The
(vast payment, in fact, they apparently did not even deposit because
it never cleared.
"1 also find it difficult to believe
that they resigned because of any
lack of faith in the case. After all,
Bob Marks, who was handling
the case for us, told me himself in
1960 that we had at least a 75 per
cent chance of winning it. That
summer he addressed a SORD
meeting in the Palmer House
Hotel at great length about the
issues in the case and the strength
of our side.
"Originally the lawyers told us
it was a case that might easily be
settled in a year. In 1960 they said
the pretrial examination of the
plaintiffs was almost over and they
said that again in the summer of
1961. Yet the case has dragged
on and we are now told that a
large amount of work remains to
be done. We have paid them a lot
of money, but after this I don't
know what we have to show for it
New Counsel Engaged
At week's end there had already
been many phone calls between
SORD executive board members.

Channel Chuckles

By

Kean.

New counsel had already been engaged informally in Chicago for the
purpose of being present at a hearing there Wednesday (10) called
to entertain the notice of motion to
withdraw as attorney for the plaintiffs filed by Marks, Marks and
Kaplan. New counsel will indicate
to the court plaintiffs' intention to
pursue the case to its finish.
Meanwhile, it was expected that
the inner SORD board, composed
of Lou Shapiro, treasurer; Howard
Judkins, president, and Bob Coghill, vice -president, would fly to
Chicago front their respective home
bases of Jersey City, Garden Grove,
Calif., and Dallas, to confer regarding hiring of permanent new counsel and to be present at Wednesday's hearing. It was believed possible that Charlie Simmons, expresident of SORD, would go to
Chicago in place of Coghill, his
business partner in the Coghill Simmons store in Dallas. Another
who may fly in for the session is
Mike Spector, another ex- president
of the group, from Coral Gables,
Fla.
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OPERATING

Bright '62, After 'Satisfacllory' '61

By BOB LATIMER

DENVER -Although 1961 was
hectic year for distributing here,
with three major distributors
clanging brands in mid -fall, soles
are considered "satisfactory at
least" by Denver phonograph and
game distributors. There was no
question but that the transfer of
Sechurg, Rock -Ola, and AMI franchises among as many distributors
slowed up sales substantially. but
at the same time. a good tourist
year and surprisingly good collections on the phonograph and game
routes brought better returns than
had been expected.
A dozen top operators reported
collections in the music field
parallel to or from 5 to 7 per cent
better during 1961; while games,
which had been off considerably
in 1959 and 1960, due to a large
amount of legislative action confusion, came hack strongly.
Reports are that operators specialising in games showed 25 to
30 per cent greater returns for
1961. which was generally true of
operators who support large
phonograph routes with a back -up
string of amusement machines.
There was plenty of indication
that the comparative shortage of
gantes which has characterized the
Denver area for several years had
much to do with new interest in
play.
No legislative problems bowed
their ugly heads during 1961, little

!Seeburg Co. Debuts
A
ew 62 SDS Line

or no activity being evidenced in scale arcades making their bow In
1
this direction since late 1960, and three new arcades, and numerous
new tax proposals on phonographs single mac hints spotted through
were beaten down (although sub- stores.
CHICAGO-- Sceburg's 1962 DiMusic
Merchants,
The
Colorado
Denver
surrounding
urban towns
rectional Stereo Link bowed in over
were successful In putting through Inc., remains in n dormant state, the weekend (6 and 7) in distribhigher tax and license tees on despite some aggressive efforts by utor showrooms throughout the navending machines). No new games secretary p'ete Geritz of Mountain tion, as the company's executive,
have been banned, no new tax pro- Distributin;; Company to set up a sales and service personnel were on
hand to explain the new unit to
posals have core up etc., accord- meeting schedule.
of
the
former
Jack
Arnold,
with
distributors
check
thousands of operators.
ing to a
Company,
American
Amusement
The SDS (Seeburg Directional
through the area.
in
the
field
hasn't
been
active
hit
o
new
programming
Speaker)
line features compact
Stereo
last
year,
which
through
most
of
winter
high- fidelity directional speakers
low during the late fall and
for
the
group
was
one
more
reason
'to
directly
the
mounted on each side of the Artist
of 1961. chargeable
in
name
remaining
"an
association
of the Week panel.
shortage of stereo records, accordis
president
only."
Arnold
operators
in
DenJack Gordon, music division
ing to one -stop
Outlook
1962
vice -president, ex p l a i n e d that
ver. Greeley and Colorado Springs.
are
looking
forMost
operators
"many of the record companies are
What small amount of hit records
year
in
1962,
if
ward
to
a
better
on
stereo
disks
now releasing what might be called
has been available
than
the
fact
super- stereo records. These new
has always been snapped up. but for no other reason
attempts
to
cut
that
manufacturer
and
large
arc
so
unalbums, many of which have heoperators by
phonographs
and come part of the 'Artist of the
sure of the availability of good the price of new
presage
a Week' program, have created a true
amusement
machines
stereo disks that most of them are
continuia± to install new stereo halt to the problem of Apiraling stereophonic sound for the first
phonographs operating on a mon- costs, compared to the average time.'
Heretofore." Gordon explained,
aural basis. and making no attempt play.
phonographs.
Smaller, compact
"locations which did not use remote
to capitalize on the twin- channel
pin
games
and
expensive
less
speakers could not really feature
reproduction possible.
amusement games. and the avail- stereo, since them is practically no
Discount Houses
One definite ray of sunshine in ability of first quality used equip- feeling of separation possible front
the Colorado capital has been the ment has never been better in the cabinet speakers. This new devel(*ment. with special stereo speakopening of six huge new discount Denver area.
have
held
off
on
who
ers, brings full and dramatic sepOperators
houses. most of them larger than
100,000 square feet. which include buying new equipment, because of aration to the phonograph at ear
snack bars, cafeterias, and similar the rumor that lower- priced phono- level and carries all the impact of
entertainment centers which are graphs are on the way, are patting hearing a sound for the first time.
"Furthermore, the directional
ideal phonograph and amusement thcroselveti on the hack, and hopmanufacspeakers will not operate with a
machine installation. The market ing that III phonograph
has been particularly good for turers will help to reduce over-all
amusement machines, with full- operating costs with such trends,

W. Germans Feel Newsletter

Underlines Mfr. Problem

for suspicion and arms. length han. ing demands on manufacturers for
dling. "One would think from the support ha solving trade problems.
way manufacturers treat us,' a
A Duesseldorf operator official,
executive
senior operating
in Ham- one of a. dozen senior operators
burg complained, "that they are polled on the !utOA newsletter
afraid close contact with us jeopar- theme, observed succinctly, "The
dizes their business standing. The German trade has become so
only interest most producers have 'Americanized' a ith U. S. operating
in us is our money, and some of procedures, philosophy and U. S.
them don't even show too much in- equipment that about the only
terest in that as long as the export thing now separating us is the
trade holds up."
language, and at the rate we are
Earlier this year Nicholas E. 'Americanizing' the German lanAllen, whose Washington law firm guage esan this barrier won't exist

OMER ANDERSON
The Music OperMUNICH
ators of America's newsletter published in the December 13 issue
of Billboard Music Week will be
a principal item on the agenda for
the February meeting of West Germany's Central Organization of
Coin Machine Operators (ZOA).
MOA's newsletter, signed by E.
R. Ratajack, has attracted wide attention in the West German trade.
It covers the same ground which
long has nettled and disturbed Gerfor MOA. announced
nun operators; namely, the refusal is counsel
intention of taking up conof manufacturers to provide un- MOA's
tact with ZOA. On the German
stinting operator alignment.
been interest
"Only in this country," a Munich side there long a has
transatlantic enoperator official complained, "we in establishing
can't even get the producers to tente on the operator level.
Efforts to promote U. S.- German
support us on the copyright royalty
issue, entirely and without reserva- co- operation have dragged out,
tion. "The law of the jungle still however, while the common probrules our trade, and it is time the lems plaguing U. S. and German
German and American trades operators have multiplied and
joined hands to bring civilized co- gained in gravity. There is growing
dissatisfaction among the German
operation into our relations."
One particular passage in the trade at the failure so far to achieve
Ratajack message is being widely results in forging a transatlantic
operator alliance.
quoted by the German trade:
More and more German operSmaller Threats
"When a collection of other ators feel that either the mecha(aside from the positive business nism for U. S.-German operator
annihilating threat of proposed co-operation should be established
ASCAP legislation) smaller threats now or the entire idea abandoned.
With all major U. S. producers
arc directed at our business, there
is no clarion call that is able to now represented in the German
gather the clan together again. For market, it has become easier for
the smaller threats are all looked the U. S. and German trades to
at individually and are thrown achieve a common front in pressaside as unimportant. Added to
gettler, however, they constitute a
serious threat to the welfare of FRANK O'BRIEN
every individual in our business."
Bavarian operators, especially, SEEBURG PRES.
long have complained that the
Frank B.
CHICAGO
manufacturers are myopically disO'Brien Wednesday (3) was
interested in the problems of the
elected president of the See operator and his economic welfare.
burg Corporation. succeeding
This issue
manufacturer disDelbert W. Coleman. Coleman
interest in the operator -repeatedly
will continue as chairman of
has been raised by the Bavarian
the board. O'Brien had been
trade.
a partner in Arthur Anderson
Manufacturers, it is the com& Company. with whom he
plaint of the trade here, tend to
was associated for 12 years.
regard the operator as an object
By

-

-

-of

problems.

First t nd foremost, of course, is
the copyright royalty problem, followed by discriminatory legislation,
public relations and the cost -price
squeeze.
Some operator strategists here
visualize the possibility of applying
whipsaw tactics to the manufacturers, concentrating demands on
producers one at a time much in
the manner that labor unions negotiate contracts with industrial
concerns individually.
In Frankfurt an operator official
displayed a well- thumbed cutting of
the MO/s December newsletter, and
read aloud the ninth paragraph,
which he had heavily penctlntarked:
"Whir: is the .answer? Well, in
talking Hith a top official in our
business about this problem of nonsupport, he said, 'We think it odd
that this is the only business we
know where the customer (the operator) lakes the initiative in conventions and other industry matters.' We replied that the thought
it odd, too, because this was the
only business we ever heard of,
where tan customer not only was
forced to take the initiative, but
was food with distrust from high
echelon. because he did!"
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Since U. S. manufacturers are
now operating in force in the German market, the opportunity exists
for joint U. S.- German operator
demands on U. S. producers for
support in the solution of operator

1962 SEEBURG
non -sterco 45 r.p.m. record, which
will further highlight the superb
quality of our 3345 stereo album
records."
The "Artist of the Week" panel
is continued. All models will b
stereo, with a standard half -dollar
coin acceptance feature.
The cabinet has the Seeburg grill
crown in a shadowbox display,
mounted on a nickeloidspanel. The
upper grill features an illuminated
series of small crowns punched into
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BACK OF THIS
DOOR IS SOMETHING

NEW
DESIGNED TO MAKE
MORE MONEY
FOR YOU

YOUR WURLITZER DISTRIBUTOR

WILL UNVEIL THE

WURLITZER

2600

DURING NATIONAL WURLITZER WEEK

STARTING JANUARY 14th

THE WURLITZER COMPANY
BACKED BY 106 YEARS OF MUSICAL EXPERIENCE
NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Sid Eppy holding key executive
posts from the outset,
When the firm went into production on the first plastic charms, its
biggest customer was Karl Guggenheim, Inc., which acted as a distributor. Eppy pioneered plastic plated and vacuum - metatized
charms.

and Guggenheim
Combined Sales Top $1 Mil.
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largest charm manufacturers, this
week announced their merger. The
new firm is Eppy -Guggenheim,
Inc,
Samuel Eppy, who founded the
firm which bears his name in 1938,
has sold all his stock to his broth -'
ers, George and Sidney. They will
be equal partners in the new corporation, along with Bob Guggenheim, who was president of Karl
Guggenheim,
Fred
Inc.,
and
Loewus, who had been sales manager for the Guggenheim firm.
Combined volume of the two
companies topped SI million last
year. About two- thirds of this was
In charms sold to the bulk vending
trade. The remainder was in Itov- BOARD OF STRATEGY of the newly formed Eppy- Guggenheim,
elo, toy items sold over the counter. Inc., includes, left to right, Bob Guggenheim, secretary and general sales manager; George Eppy, president; Fred Loewes,
ireasurcr, and Sid Eppy, vice -president,
Guggenheim is in the process of
I

or:

7.51479

MODEL 60
Yost II quickly agree.
outstanding Bulk Vender,
Try one!

Model 60 dispenses all small produc!
from Spanish peanuts to capsules .
Jumbo ball gum.

moving from his New York City
headquarters into the SI million
plant of Eppy. The physical set -up
has some 33,000 square feet of factory and office space.
Plant capacity
based on one
0-hour shift
from 7 million to
9

million charms a week.
Officers of the corporation
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policy of making money for you, the operator.

Same High Quality- Nothing
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molds

assembly and finishing.

Signed:

near combined low

price list

George Eppy, President
Sidney Eppy, Vice President
Bob Guggenheim, Secretary & Gen.
Fred loewus, Treasurer
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announced in a few days.
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competitor would follow up with a similar
concept. A greater variety of ideas
should be forthcoming,
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List Benefits
1 hey listed the following advantages as a result of the merger:
1, The consolidation of facilities
will enable the firm to come out PRIDE DF THE PLANT is the vacuum metalizing
department,
with more new products -with a
capable
of
7
8
million
charms
a
processing from
to
week,
minimum of 15 new charms a year
projected. In the past, considerable
effort had been dissipated when
one company would come out with

grdsregot

¡

MERCHANDISE & SUPPLIES
PUratnte Nule, Jumba qu..n, Rev 1.47
Pis/acnb Null,

George Eppy, president; Sid Eppy,
vice- president; Bob Guggenheim,
secretary and general sales manager, and Fred Locwus, treasurer,
The four men have a combined
experience of more than 75 years
in the bulk vending industry.

WIRE, WRITE OR PHONE
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

11.00

1

la0 la. minimum

-is

I

MANDELL GUARANTEED

7 -2900

speedier and more efficient distribution system.
3. With the pooling of facilities
and cusl:omers, longer runs on individual items seen likely, with the
resultant increased production efficiency and the possibility of lower
prices to the trade.
New Showroom
More than 100 persons will be
employed in the plant- A new
showroom, 44 by 22 feet, is expected 10 be ready next week,
Karl Guggenheim, Inc., was
founded by Karl Guggenheim in
1906 and incorporated in 1918.
The firm began importing charms
from Japan in 1926 and has been
one of the leaders in the industry
ever since, Bob Guggenheim, son
of the founder, Joined the firm in
1948 and has been its president
for more than a decade,
Samuel Eppy & Company. Inc.,
was founded by Samuel Eppy in
1938, with both George Eppy and
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Arrow Vending Files Court Petition
For Renewal of Pa. Cig Tax Licenses
d,
HARRISBURG Pa. -The Ar- ...0 oat !or ctober bu cancelefew
row Vending and Distributing Cor- and another Is Expected in a
poration of Philadelphia has pe- weeks.
It was learned that the State
titioned the court to order the State
had
filed a "citation' against Arto renew the firm's cigaret tax Brow, one of the largest cigaret disBut just
The State had informed the tributors in Pennsylvania.
vending company that it would not what it was for has not been made
Its wholesale and tax stamp public.
The State has questioned the
icenses following an investigation
lrenew
240 milof the firm's out-of -State shipment firm's claim of shipping
lion cigarets out of the State. If
Of olgarets.
this is true, the tax exemption
Jack C. Briscoe, attorney for Ar- granted for smokes sent out of
roow, filed a petition with the
State would amount to $700,000.
Dauphin County Court claiming The State said it can find no trace
the State's refusal to renew the li- of the alleged shipments.
censes ú in violation of the law.
David Cardonick, president of
Briscoe stated that the law reads the Arrow firm, met with Justice
a hearing must be held before a liofficials In an effort to
cense is revoked, suspended or re- Department
have the licenses renewed but they
hind to be renewed.
a deaf ear.
No hearing has been held. One turned brief filed by Briscoe stated:
The
"The office of the attorney
general arbitrarily refused to consider renewal of the licenses withGreat Time Saver
out any legal substantiation whatsoever in support of this position."
It also described the State's refusal as "capricious, arbitrary, contrary to law and a violation of the
constitutional rights of the plaintiff."
lc or lc
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"When the temperature drops to
zero or below, chute release mechanisms had trouble functioning.
Marshall pointed out.
"This situation could be met in
two ways. One of them was to
pressure -spray all moving parts
with solvent, using an extremely
light type of oil, or smoothing
edges to that no oil at all was
required, to prevent stiffness. I
found that machines which would
be difficult to operate in extremely
cold weather could be made to
operato just as smoothly in subzero weather as during August,
through making these simple
changes. Wherever possible, we
don't use any oil at all, instead we
sanded down every friction- causing
part, until the mechanism would
move easily without lubrication."
Military Experience
To solve the problem of interior
condensation through changes of
temperature, the Salt Lake City
operator took a leaf from military
experience during World War II.
Remembering that most delicate
radio parts. gun parts, etc., arrived
in boxes containing cloth sacks of
silica
moisture -absorbing cornpound, he experimented with sacks
of the same type, in the metal bases
of the machines.
"It worked like a charm" he said,
"fors cost of around 211 cents
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Plastic Processes, Long Island
charm manufacturing firm, is on a
six -week trip to Hong Kong, where
he is arranging to have charms
manufactured for domestic use.
Falk left Seattle Sunday (7) for
the Orient, after visiting West
Coast operators and distributors.

THE
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of
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146-05 Horace Hording Expressway

OAK'S
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gaskets which he cuts from soft
red rubber sheets to make the machines as air tight as possible, and
to eliminate any danger of rain, wet
snow, etc.
It took Marshall one entire winter to winterize some 75 machines
in this way. The machines were
placed in exterior locations and left
there all winter, chained or bolted
to whatever surfaces possible to
discourage theft. As soon as the
first snow fell, Marshall was
amused when a dozen location
owners called, to remind hint that
he had forgotten to pick up his
machines for the winter.

.

East, Six -Week Tour
NEW YORK -Bill Falk, head

LOW PRICES
$26.50 per 1,000

per bulb, I found that the moisture
content inside the machine and
globe was cut to near zero, and
because there was no film of moisture to freeze or condense inside
the globe, the machines remained
at their eye -appealing, attractive
best, whether the temperature was
high or low. The only time when
condensation is now a display
problem is during long- continued
heavy wet snows, or rains, when
the amount of moisture which the
air carries into the machine is more
than the capacity of the hygroscopic material to absorb it."
To guard against the moisture
problem as well as contamination,
Marshall seals the globe to each
machine tighter than normal, using

Bill Falk Making Far

pronged -none glued

GIRLS' RINGS

SALT LAKE CITY -Winterized
all -weather locations on the outside have at least partially solved
the problem of winter season drops
in revenue for E. O. Marshall, bulk
route operator here.
Like most other operators. Marshall formerly had to pull in upwards of 75 machines during winter rather than leaving them outside at locations where it wasn't
possible to gain space within the
building. Such locations would go
along with the idea of installing a
four or six -head machine on the
sidewalk out in front, but adamantly refused to permit vending
machines inside. The usual reason,
of course, was that every square
foot was required to maintain the
store's own business.
This meant that Marshall had to
spend a lot of time and effort in
picking up his vending machines
when the first blast of snow would
hit the Mormon capital, at least
until 1959. During that winter,
however, which was particularly
mild, the Salt Lake City operator
began asking himself whether it
would be possible to leave the machines outside. Almost as many
people would be passing on the
sidewalk in the winter as in summer, exclusive of tourists, Marshall
reasoned, and this meant, of course,
that people who had developed a
taste for peanuts, ball gum, bridge
mix, etc., during the summer would
he likely to continue the sante taste
in the winter.
Operating Problems
Experimenting, the Utah operator found that all his problems of
outdoor operations were lubrication of moving parts, fogging over
of display globe with condensation,
and associated appearance prob-

-
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EUROPEAN
NEWS BRIEFS
Close Location Contract Loopholes
STUTTGART- German operator associations are advising
the tightening of operator contracts with locations to eliminate
loopholes involving the exchange of equipment. There have been
several recent court cases in West Germany where locations
have attempted to use the exchange of boxes as grounds for
voiding long -term agreements. The latest such case involves
an operator and location in Stuttgart with a five -year contract.
Midway in the contract the operator determined that equipment
at the location required replacement, and he pulled out the box
without simultaneously placing another machine. The location
cited removal of the original juke box as grounds for terminating
the operator contract. The court upheld the operator, ruling
that the contract took for granted the right of the operator to
exchange and replace equipment to maximize collections. However, the operator was found lax in not having had provision
inserted in the contract for equipment exchange and renewal,
and for not having placed a replacement box simultaneous with
removal of the old equipment.

Juke Boxes Observe Holy Season
ROME -Roman operators, who pioneered joke box volume
vigilance as a trade p.r. gimmick, have racked up another p.r.
coup -Holy Season music programming. Operators have cooperated in concentrating on dignified pop, most of it with a
religious or seasonal theme. Strident tunes were removed in keeping with the "Prince of Peace' programming theme. An operator
explained, "We haven't tried to compete with the Church in
religious music exposure, but we have tried to keep our programming in harmony with the holiday spirit of reverence and
reflection as well as joy. It has been very successful," according
to our polls. "It has helped bolster our p.r. 'image' as responsible
purveyors of high -grade music programming. I can tell you a
lot of people did a doubletake when they heard religious -theme
music corning from my juke boxes." The juke box volume
vigilance, which is still practiced by Italian operators, simply
holds each location responsible for policing juke box volume.

faessler

AG Names Bavarian Rep

ZURICH -Faessler AG. Zurich coin machine company,
has appointed the Elaca firm its general agent for Bavaria. The
appointment is in line with a general expansion of Swiss coin
machine concerns into the West German market.

Set Coin Trade Exhibition Deadline

ANTWERP -The deadline has been set at January 15 for
reserving exhibition space at the spring coin machine trade fair
in Antwerp. The fair will be held from March 23 to 27 at the
Centre National du Batiment in Antwerp. Applications are being
handled by the sponsor, Union Belge de l'Automatique, the
Belgian coin machine trade association. The fair, largest of its
kind ever to be held in Belgium, will encompass the entire coin
machine field- juke boxes, games and vending.

Draft Repeal of Coin Games Tax

MAINZ, West Germany -A law repealing the amusement
tax on coin machines has been drafted by the Social Democratic
membership in the State Legislature of Rhineland -Palatinate.
Rhineland- Palatinate was one of the first German states to
enact an amusement tax law, and the Rhineland -Palatinate law,
passed in 1955, has been one of the most onerous of all such
German State tax laws. The Social Democrats contend that the
amusement tax is inequitable, inefficient and unnecessary. West
Germany's coin machine trade has been battling amusement
tax legislation ever since it came into vogue in 1955. The trade
claims the tax not only is unfair but actually decreases instead
of swells State tax income. This argument is based on the amusement tax's stifling effect on coin machine operation which, it
is claimed, if left untrammeled would automatically generate
far higher turnover and income tax revenues. Rhineland Palatinate is the first German State to weigh repeal of the amusement tax as applied to coin machines. It is viewed by the trade
as a bellwether.

French Ops in Tax Revision Drive
PARIS- French operators are organizing a campaign for
revision of this country's admittedly antiquated juke box tax
structure. Operators demand a straight per -box license fee and
a single tax based on box collections. Operators in effect are
seeking a consolidation of the present jumbled tax laws which
give each town virtual carte blanche to tax juke boxes as local
authorities see fit. There is a straight national tax of 60 new
francs (about $12) per machine. in addition to which each local
area levies a per -box tax ranging from 515 to $250 annually.
This archaic tax system is discouraging juke box expansion,
according to the operators, who point out that France has fewer
than 15,000 boxes compared with around 50,000 for West
Germany.

W. German Juke Boxes Plug Berlin
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Danish &German Ops Mull United Front

-

COPENHAGEN
Danish juke
The proposed master agreement
box operators aro negotiating with 'anticipates Danish entry into the
German operators for a common European Common Market and the
front of the two industries in han- eventual establishment of Euromat,
dling the demands of the music a European -wide coin machine
royalty demands of Danish and
German copyright societies.
It is the first time two national
trade aisociations ever have attempted to forge a united front on
the music royalty issue, and it
could establish a precedent.
Danish operators are confronted
by KODA, the Danish licensing society, and GRAMO, the Danish
version of the American Federation
of Musicians. KODA is demanding
a bike iii royalty fees paid by juke
box operators, and GRAMO is demanding: payment of a separate artist royalty.
The Danish situation corresponds
almost precisely to that prevailing
in West Germany, where operators
are con,`.ronted by GEMA, which
seeks tc boost the music royalty
fee, end the GVL, which demands
payment of a separate artists fee.
Master Agreements
Danish and German operators
propose, therefore, trying to negotiate master agreements covering
the trades of the two countries on
a uniform basis. This would mean
that Danish and German operators
would pay music royalties on a
single scale.

trade organization.
Euromat would negotiate master pacts for operators with performing rights societies in member
countries and would unify the trade
for negotiations concerning tax and
other coin machine legislation.
The Danish -German experiment
in joint action will also test the
feasibility of transatlantic co-operation between the U. S. and European trades in the music royalty
area.
It is expected that contacts between Danish and German operators will be expanded to include
such proposed Euromat undertakings as unification of taxation and
legislation.
Such uniformity is regarded as
an indispensable prerequisite for
for successful functioning of the
Continental coin machine trade on
the Common Market basis of a single American-type market.
The trade hers intends trying to
carry co- operation with German
operators even further
into the
standardization of equipment, a
project which could complicate
sales competition for American
manufacturers.

-

It la proposed to standardize
equipment so completely that it
can be sold and used interchange.
ably in the two markets. Technically, the same piece of equipment
could be used without modification
or adjustment in Denmark or Gee.
many.
Negotiations between the Ger.
man trade and GEMA and the
GVL are still deadlocked. if the
Danish and German operators are
able to come to agreement for a
joint approach to the music
y.
right societies, it is expected
German operators will break
national negotiations and substitute
international talks.
Danish operators, in approachlnj1
German operators, take the poet.
tion that everybody is organized 14
the music trade on an ,international
basis except the operators.
It is pojnted out that GEMA and
KODA are members of ¡nterna
tional copyright organizations, and
that the disk trade is similarly rep
ulated by international arrange.
meats.
Aside from negotiating with ih
performing rights societies, DOM
operators hope to promote interne.
tional play pricing. It should be
easier, operators here argue, to
boost play prices if it is done on
an international basis.

Rocky Trails Kiddie Rides Proving
Profitable Near Shopping Centers
DENVER -The adage "You've got to spend
money to make money" never applied to any business better than it does to kiddie -ride operations,
according to E. A. Pyle and Bob Levine, of Rocky
Trails Company bere.
The partners' forte has, been big, elaborate kiddie
rides, spotted in Denver's rash of huge shopping
centers. which by now pinpoint the city half a mile
apart in every direction.
Whereas the kiddie -ride industry in general had
dwindled to a mere token in the Denver area in
recent years, with only two or three operators
spotting small strings of machines, Pyle and Levine
are planning at least 500 locations during the next
few years, probably extending from Denver southwest at far as Phoenix.
Ex -Disk Jockey
Pyle has been engaged in one aspect or another
of show business through most of his business
career and most recently as a leading disk jockey
in Dallas. This sort of experience convinced him
that the kiddie -ride business, just as any other form
of amusement, needed plenty of showmanship,
something extra in the way of entertainment and
the opportunity for all- weather enjoyment to bring
in the sort of dividends which be felt possible.
To .late, all of Rocky Trails' locations show the
sort of showmanship which has brought return of
almost three times the national average, even for
prime supermarket or shopping center locations.
Rocky Trails carries the company motif out by
enclosing everyone in a rustic -log corral, which, of
course, requires a lot of space, but also, has the
advantage of giving the kiddie -ride installation an
amuse neat center appearance.
Canopies
More than that, along with the corral, Pyle and
Levine have gone a huge stride further by willingly
creatirg a location where none exist, building
elaborate canopies, or complete carport-like structures over a kiddie ride which would otherwise be
completely exposed to sun, rain, snow, dust and
other hazards.
Naturally, the partners have been careful to hold
expenses down to a predetermined average at each
locaticn, but they won't hesitate to spend anywhere from 5350 to $600 for an elaborate corn-

bination of wrought -iron, fluted plastic or aluntl.
nun to form a weatherproof cover for the kiddie
ride, and, incidentally, enhance its appearance
substantially.
While the major objective in installing customs
designed canopies in this way has been protection
of each ride from the elements, as well as eve+
appeal, the real trump card involved has been the
landing of otherwise impossible locations.
Pyle and Levine recently pitched for a kiddie
ride at the huge new Gem Southway Store whirs
opened south of Denver. Here the management
was loathe to permit a kiddie -ride installation on
the theory that it would block the sidewalk and
would not harmonize with the chaste yellow brick
front of the building.
Gelded Toar
However, when Pyle and Levine ceremoniously
hustled the super discount atore manager into ti
station wagon, and drove him around to see
wrought -iron canopies and carport installations at
other spots, and then agreed to foot the bill for an
overhead canopy, projecting out from the wall over
the bucking horse, the prospect capitulated.
The canopy installation was relatively inexpensive, requiring only bolt supports in the brick wall
of the building, and cantilever supports at either
end. With elaborate wrought-lron trim around the
edges of the canopy, and Colors custom -selected to
harmonize with the exterior Of the discount house,
Rocky Trails has added a real asset to the store
appearance, and, incidentally, broken all records
for kiddie-ride play during the late fall months.
Fortunately, only a few locations require this
type of construction to permit the kiddie ride to
operate, either from a weather, or a management attitude basis. Almost every outdoor location L
matched by an interior one, and in most of the
large shopping center locations an overhead canopy
Is already provided over all of the walks.
Rocky Trails interior rides follow a similar design as the exterior ones, except, of course, that the
bucking borse moves less than one -third ist the distance, and can operate In a threeby- three -foot
just
floor space, which Pyle and Levine consider
cost
high
about the maximum in these days of
on
floor space and the need for maximum return
every square foot.

sic distributor and a vending firm.
The robbers at the vending company, Allied Vending Engineers of
Dorchester, added insult to injury
when they took time out for a coffee break, using the company's
coins and its machines, according to
Manager Harold Cutter. Here the
BOSTON-Thieves did well this muscular bandits took $9,000 in
week al the expense of the music coins in 59 canvas bags, weighing

Burglars Crack
Into Two Boston

in coins, was stolen front Trimount
Automatic Sales Corporation. No

arrests have been made, but pollee
surmise that the two robberies are
connected. At the Allied break the
thieves gained access to the grounds
by climbing onto a nearby garage
and leaping a high wire fence.
They then broke through the wall
to avoid setting off the alarm. Once
inside the building, they broke into
the cashier's office through another

WEST BERLIN -Juke box operators here are co- operating
with municipal authorities in a program to publicize Berlin
through pop music. German tunesmiths are working on a series
of pop melodies plugging Berlin, and the officials here are encouraging foreign composers and authors to write Berlin theme
music. City officials will underwrite a visit to Berlin for virtually
any foreign songwriter working on a Berlin -theme song. At
and reading business when they more than 400 pounds.
The night- previous, 32,600, also wall.
(Continued on page 44) took a total of $11,600 from a mu-

Coin, Vend Firms
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Catering to Individual Location
Routes
Best
on
Music
Derive
Tastes
IOps
Bp BENN

OILMAN

MILWAUKEE-- Jfatlortng record selections to
the specific needs of locations, not for the route
u a unit, is the key to profitable programming,
according to Carl Betz, route
EJILLBOAFiD foreman. P. & P. Distributing
Company. "It takes time and effort," be admits. "But it pays
JUKE BOX
off handsomely."
According to Betz, profitable
PROGRAMMING
programming requires t h r e e
MUlC VVCLK baste techniques:
(I) Records have to fit the
location's tastes. "Top 40 and raucous rock and
roll numbers fail to draw action in taverns and

cocktail lounges that appeal to adult clientele. On
the contrary, these same disks will produce heavy
coin in restaurants and spots where the young
crowds gather."
(2) Records should be arranged by musical
categories on juke boxes. "Wc group tunes according to their general type on our juke boxes. Too
often you can see juke boxes on which the records
appear to be arranged In one big jumble. Customers
are forced to spend too much time examining the
title strips to find what they want to hear. If they
can't spot the record they like in a glance, they put
the coins hack in their pocket and forget about it
A sale is lost. Categorizing juke box music is a
means of helping customers make up their minds
quickly."
(3) Uniform title strips. "This is a strict matter

with us,' says Carl Betz. "We type all of our title
strips on our own electric typewriter. They are all
easy to read. The customers aren't confronted by
a jumble of confusing type faces, big and small
print, or even hand written title strips on our ma-

chines."
Title Strips
Betz objects strongly to the use of title strips
furnished by record companies and one -stops.
Why? "There is too much record label advertising
on them," he says. "The advertising only confuses
the customer. He can't see the name of the tune
half of the time."
Betz has been getting strong results with 331/2
r.p.m. singles. "We have started to make increasing use of the standards being put out on 331/2,"
he says, "Now that so many of our 45 r.p.m.
standards are getting used up, we are replacing
them with 331/2's. In fact, we are in the process
of rebuilding our entire library of standards with

331's."

Looking ahead, Betz forecasts a good year for
the juke box business in 1962. "Some of the economic problems that hurt the nation's economy in
the early part of last year have been settled; he
says. "Frankly, the over -all picture during 1961
wasn't too good. Tavern business in Milwaukee
dropped off. As a result, front money was tough
to get from a lot of the locations. We were lucky,
however, because most of our juke boxes are Into
models, and we were able to demand ample front
money arrangements as a result."

Southern Music Throws Party Marking New
Rowe, AMI Units and Firm's Reorganization
MEMPHIS -A reorganization State Amusement Company, and Miss.; Cy Puckett, Puckett Music
Southern

of the
Amusement Company, largest and oldest distributor and operator in the business
bare, and a showing of the new
AMI phonograph and Rowe Riviera cigaret machine, were combined last week.
Mrs. Celia G. Camp Hodge,
president, announced the firm's
new name is Southern Amusement
Distributing Company with new
officers. The firm will take on, for
the first time, the Rowe cigaret machine for distributorship.
Showing of the new AMI juke
box and the 20- column Rowe machine drew dozens of operators
aven in freezing temperatures.
Mrs. Hodge and wives of corpany officials were hostesses at the
buffet lunch served both days in
the company showroom, 628 Madison.
Assisting Mrs. Hodge, were Mrs.
Wolf Lebovitz, wife of the secretary- treasurer; Mrs. Charles V. McDowell, wife of the vice -president
and general manager, and Mrs.
Paul Barnett, wife of trie bead of
the background music division.
Lebovitz also announced the reorganization will take the company into the background music

business.
"There will be a sales vitality in
the music end," he said. "There
will be new personnel after January 1. We will have active sales
representation in all areas of the
Mid- South."
The company will be distributor. for the Mid -South aria, which
embraces North Mississippi, East
Arkansas and West Tennessee.
Thomas H. Sams, vice -president
of A C Automatic Services, Inc.,
of Chicago, and Albert Mason,
A. C. regional sales manager of
Dallas, were in Memphis for the
,bowing.
A C is the sales division for the
AMI and Rowe factories. A C appoints distributors, sells the machines to distributors and handles
public relations between the factories and distributors.
Among Memphis operators and
their representatives attending the
showing were:
Frank Smith, president, S & M
Sales Company, Alan Dixon, general manager of S & M, and Klyee
Perry, office manager of S & M;
Alkd Y. Keller, Central Amusement Company; Jake Kahn, Tri-

George Cooper, Tri-State Amusement Company.
B. L. Roll, Roll Vending Company; W. C. Smith, Canale Dis tributing Company; Gordon Rine
hardt, Rainbow Amusement Company; Parker C. Henderson, Rainbow Amusement Company; William V. Forsythe, Forsythe Amusement Company; Thomas T. Blankenship, Canale Distributing Company; Robert Goad, president of
Game Sales, Inc., and Melvin
Greer, Greer Music Company.
Among Mid-South operators attending were:
William Hayden, Broadway Music Company, Caruthersville, Mo.;
Robert Smith, Smith Amusement
Company, Dyersburg, Tenn.; Roy
T Morris, Morris Amusement
Company, Somerville, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Butcher, Butcher
Music Company, Dyersburg, Tenn.;
Clarence Spain, Spain Amusement
Company, Tunica, Miss.; H. D.
Snyder, Rowton Candy Company,
West Memphis, Ark.
M. L. Armstrong, Amtstrong
Amusement Company, Brinkley,
Ark.; Clinton Collins, Crystal
Amusement Company, Grenada,
-

Company, Lambert, Miss., and
Morse Gist, Gist Amusement Company, Helena Ark.
Others attending included Clarence A. Camp, former president of
Southern and still with an interest
in it; Bonnie Bunkley, a young lady
who is embarking on a singing
career and has made a record, not
-vet released, for Mrs. Hodges
Nome of the Blues record company.
Also present were Bill Fitzgerald, distribution manager for
Sun Record Company; Shirley W.
Rank, advertising salesman who
was formerly an operator, Thomas
Lambert, auditor for Southern; Joe
Appleton, a location owner, and
Toto Hours, an insurance man who
wag formerly a juke box operator.
Other guests included John H.
Hicks Of Dyersburg, Tenn.. Vivian
Peery, J. P. Marman, J. E. Spencer,
Ted M. Winestone, Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Cohen, Bill Blythe, Melvin
cClaine, Roy M. Scott, Luther
C. Dawson, W. L. Branìn, W. A.
Turner, A. A. Johnson, G. D.
Smith, Laura McLenmore, Lee
Woods, George Allen, J. C. Henley
Jr.
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Accent on Youth -Marks the Banner
Specialty Company's New Exec Look
PHILADELPHIA- Banner

Spe-

cialty Company here has taken on
a new look with the organization
putting the accent on youth.
First, Banner dipped into the insurance field and came up with a
dynamic new personality to serve
as the executive head of its Philadelphia office. He is 27- year-old
Jimmy Ginsberg.
Ginsberg has once more gone
on to another :field in hiring a
"customer relations executive." The
new man is Jerry Reitman, who is
just 24. What does the fancy title
mean? It is a new monicker for
salesman. But this is part of the
new look Banner is taking on.
Why is the local distributing firm
hiring men from fields outside the
coin business?
Ginsberg Theory
"We think that what this business needs is some new ideas, new
outlooks on everyday problems,"
said Ginsberg. "It is only natural
that if a man is a success in some
other field he can adopt the sane
alertness, aggressiveness and intelligence to becoming a success in
the coin machine business."
Ginsberg added that a newcomer
might see something that was right
under the nose of a veteran coin man while the latter just couldn't
recognize it.
"You might say we are starting
a new breed of coimnen," Ginsberg
said. "And we feel it will work out
just great."
But why does Banner call its

Thieves in Memphis
Celebrate New Year
With 5 Location Hits

-

MEMPHIS
Police last week
reported burglars over the long
New Year's weekend holiday made
e big haul in the burglary of coin
machines at several different loca-

JERRY REITMAN

new man, Reitman,

a

"customer

relations executive" instead of the
plain old title of . alesman?
Fancy Title
"It's all part of o
new look,"
Ginsberg explained. "After all, it
doesn't cost anymore to give a
man a fancy title. And, at the same
time, we're adding something new
to the industry."
Reitman, a graduate of Pennsylvania State University, was third in
his class and earned many honors.
He previously did sales promotion
work with regional distributors for
the Quik -Chek Corporation.
Ginsberg promised Banner would
be coming up with some more innovations in the firm's effort to
give the business a new look.

BAN UNDER -16
COIN PLAYERS

tions.
The burglaries emphasize why
local operators were so concerned
about break -ins a year or so ago
and got an anti- burglary committee
formed to reduce them. The corn ipittee was successful in getting
special police patrol and work on
catching burglars and reduced them
by 50 per cent, but the break -ins
later climbed to about 65 per cent
of what they were in 1959, a high
rate.
In the weekend burglaries, police
reported thieves got more than
$400 from coin machines on five
locations.
Police do not have any suspects
under arrest in these break -ins.
Usually when they solve one, police
say, they solve a dozen or more,
for the burglar confesses to a long
list of them.

GLASSBORO, N. J. -The
borough council here has given
final approval to its new ordinance banning youngsters under 16 years of age from
playing coin -operated amusement machines. The new
measure further bars anyone
from playing them on Sundays. It provides also for a
licensing fee of $25 per machine per year. Any location
owner found guilty of allowing anyone to violate the new
law will face a fine of $200 or
30 days in jail. Children will
be dealt with in Juvenile
Court.
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Bank Ball

Texas Kiddie Ride Operator Lights
Way to New After -Dark Collections

Keyed to

-It
isn't
ride collections to nosedive

Competition

FORT WORTH

necessary for kiddie
as soon as the son goes
down, according to Jack E. Williford, kiddie ride
operator here.
Until last year, he was accustomed to sr:eing a
sharp drop in collections coincidentally with the
sun going down. This was true even in bi(1 shopping centers where overhead canopies above sidewalks made it too dark for shopping mothers with
children to see the coin slot or to read instructions.
In a few isolated instances, however, where
brightly lighted marquees were being used, particularly over supermarkets or super drugstores, there
was was an encouragingly large number of dimes
being collected. This led Williford to the highly
logical conclusion that the secret of better collections was light -and plenty of it.

f

Ì
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Spotlight
Experimenting, he rigged up a 200 -watt spotlight, of the type used for display windows, over a
variety store kiddie ride installation whi,:h had

BANK BALL

CHICAGO -Bank Ball, a 1962
version of the ski -ball -type game,
this week is being delivered to dis-

tributors of the Bally Manufacturing Company. The game, specially
designed to stimulate competitive
play, features automatic scoring.
According to Bill O'Donnell,
Bally general sales manager, the
game is designed for tavern locations, where competitive play often
determines the earning power of a
piece. He added that the game is
also a natural for recreation centers, discount stores and other locations doing a family trade.
Each player gets nine balls.
which he lofts into one of the five
scoring rings. Scores of from 10
to 50 are possible on each ball.
The ball return is rapid, and the
totalizing instantaneous.
Length is 12 feet (easily adjustable to IO or 11 feet) and width is
two and a half feet. The brightly
illuminated target and scoring
back -box is six and a half feet high.
Smooth ball action and quiet operation are assured by the cork -lined

shown very poor results without it.
The results were starling, according to Williford. With the light pouring down right of the
kiddie ride, in this case a bucking horse, the ride
took in 23 dimes from dark until store closing
time," he said. "a period of less than two hours."
Obviously, the light made the ride more exciting
to youngsters and, of course, made it easier for
parents and the children themselves to notice it.
Since late in the day, small boys and girls are
likely to be more tempermental than at other times,
the ride got more consideration from mothers, anxious to quiet tired, fractious children. Spending $10
for a light rig in this way, I could extend the
collections period on each machine substantially."
Electricity Cheap
Since then, Williford has strung overhead lights
at more than 40 locations, after first explaining the
reason to his location owners, and getting permission to hook up to the location's electrical supply.
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PARIS -The French firm Et -ts V. Salmon is introducing
a new game combining the pinball and bowling,
Called Le
Bowling -Flipper, the Salmon game is advertised as "the Continent's hottest new game." Salmon representatives state that the
new game is specifically designed to export to the United States
and to France's Common Market neighhcrs. "It is the American
pinball with a French accent -it's the pinball from Gay Paree,"
a company spokesman said. Electronics engineers proclaim Le
Bowling- Flipper the most sophisticated electronical game ever
produced in France.

BUSINESSPAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS

60TDLIEB'S BRILLIANT NEW GAME

ORDER

In the interest of economy, the Texas operator
standardized on a 50 -foot extension cord
thought from the location owners themselves where ever possible), with a simple aluminum reflector,
and either a pole out from the store's upper facade,
or a clamp, where a covered walk provided a roof
on which the spotlight could be used. The cost
of installation varies sharply from one unit to another, but can usually be done for less than $5,
Williford pointed out.
In every single instance it has required less than
a week of night operations to repay the entire cost
of the lighting installation, so that all collections
after the first week were plus business. He normally uses a 200 -watt bulb, stepping up to a 300 watt one -piece floodlight -type bulb where the front
of the location is so brightly lighted that it is
difficult to make the kiddie ride stand out with
less wattage,
Extra Funds
Now, Williford's kiddie -ride spots are, for the
most part, showing around 90 per cent of ordinary
daytime collections every night shopping centers
are open, which ha's gone a long way toward speeding up equipment loan payments, and providing
extra funds for additional equipment.
Williford frequently shills kiddie ride spots by
spending a half an hour or no during the rush
evening period, giving youngsters free rides, introducing himself to shopping mothers, etc.
He is currently using four basic kiddie rides,
including a stagecoach, racing car, bucking horse,
and space ship, which he feels meets the taste of
most youngsters front toddlers up to seven or eight
years old.

France Has Bowling -Pinball Unit

MEN WHO READ

GET

has

the moment, in line with the "plug Berlin" p.r., juke box operators are plugging the Gaieune "Berliner Polka."

alley,

OPERATOR!

store.

lrùni page 42

AN

EGG HEAD

Only in a few instances was it necessary to add any
adjustment to pay for the current, since, as Williford pointed out, his sidewalk floodlight over the
kiddie ride was in most cases of less current consumption than any single fixture overhead in the
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MILWAUKEE MENTIONS
Analyzing his holiday business, Carl »entice reports his juke box
takes were heftily improved by use of the old standby Christmas disks.
Ken Zastrow, disk buyer for Milwaukee Amusement Company, and
routeman Milt Gross both celebrated their birthdays on the same day
the day following Christmas.... George Klamm, territory salesman for
Badger Novelty Company, Rock -Ola distributor, started off the new
year with a week long trip to Northern Wisconsin. According to
Klamm's boss, Carl Rappel, this looks like a big year for the juke box

3.101 N. California Ave., Chicago 18, III,

-

.

BARGAINS
FOR THE WEEK

GAMES

GAMES

business.

GAMES
350 OF THEM

Early birds checking the newest disk offerings in 1962 at Radio
Doctors, downtown one -stop, were Robert Jenner, Waupaca; Jack Zimmerman, Watertown, and Clyde Fessier and Tony Hirt, both of Shoboygan.... Downtown Radio Doctor's chief counterman Gordy Pelzek
boasts that his newly born daughter, Cheryl, is already sleeping through

BIC END -OF -YEAR
CLEARANCE SALE
Received a Largo Lot of Carnes
in Trade. Including One Lot of
25 to 35 Guns.

the night.

Harry Gromacki, head man at H. & C. Amusement Cornpony, is bedded with a virus ailment.... Milwaukee Coin Machine
Operator's Association held its election of new officers at the Monday
(8) meeting at the Ambassador Hotel. Installation of the new officers,
according to President Sam Hastings, is scheduled for the February
meeting.... Maurice Ebling, formerly with P. &. Distributing Company, is now a pan -timer on the H. & G. Amusements Company staff.
Pool tables are holding up fairly well, claims Otto Hadrian, but
his gun games have been a flop in recent months. Hadrian is planning
a trip through the East in February.... Reports from Kenosha are that
Bob Martin, Vogue Music, and Lou Albafonte, North Shore Amusement Company, have merged their routes. Martin recently took over the
holdings of the American Novelty Company, formerly operated by
Benn Oilman.
Henry Sublinsky.
OUT MINNESOTA WAY
Harold Rose of Rose Music Company, Fargo, N. D., is on the
mend after spending five weeks at Veterans Hospital in Minneapolis....
Jack Backus, operator at Jamestown, N. D., was in University Hospital, Minneapolis, for a check -up. He suffered a slight stroke last
September.
Ambros Stammen, operator at Minot, N. D., and his wife are on a
JCuv(inued on page trii
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United, Inc., its Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan distributor, has
been patched up. The reconciliation
was confirmed by Harry Jacobs
Jr., United, Inc., president.
According to Jacobs, the new
pact with Wurlitzer calls for a
resumption of his firm's activities
in the same territory covered
previously to the break -up last October. In the interim period, the
territory had been nominally handled by the Sandler Distributing
Company, Minneapolis -based Wurtitzer distribtuor.
United, Inc., will retain its headquarters at the saine location, 1100
W. Vliet Street, Jacobs said. Plans
call for hiring a new general' manager.
"I've got several men in mind
for the job," said Jacobs. "I expect
to make my choice within the next
few weeks,"
An open house and trade showing for the soon to be unveiled
2600 series Wurlitzer juke box is
scheduled at United, Inc., for January 15 -19.
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This week distributors received
a series of new promotional aids,
including an "Artist of the Week"
flip -card presentation.
Over the weekend, some of the
company's top brass -Jack Gordon, vice -p resident of the Music
division; Tom Herrick, vice- president of sales and advertising, and
Leonard Gross, vice- president of
the vending division, attended the
showings at Advance Automatic
Sales in Los Angeles with Lou
Watcher, Advance president, to
launch sales for the new model on
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DETROIT DOINGS
Fred Chlopan, executive director of the Detroit Shuffleboard
Association, i' readying plans for 1962 activities to be presented at the
January meeting, with a program for the year expected to be worked
out to thr t time.... Harold Christiansen, general manager of Angott
Distributilig Company, has announced the holding of open house for
the trade on Sunday (14), making it a combined showing of new
models of new lines of machines for which they are distributors -the
1962 Wurlitzer juke boxes, and the Smoke Shop cigaret venders. The
Angers firm took over the latter line about four months ago, but has
not had a general public showing as yet.
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Carl King, King Amusement Company at Leland, in the heart of
rich
the
cotton land Mississippi Delta, reports a very good upsurge in
collections resulting from the large cotton harvest recently, one of the
best on record.... John Haley, Haley Music Company, Canton, also
has had a big increase in play on his phonographs and games, foresees a
good business pickup for 1962.
Danny Diamond, Diamond Music Company, Clarksdale, seen putting a new phonograph on his route at a top location recently.... Pete
Manos, PM Music Company, Greenville, off to New York to visit
relatives during the Christmas holidays.... Dominic Fratesi and Ray-

Now! 16 winning

I

Wheel

Wagon

Abe Malouf, LeFlore Music Company, Greenwood, reports his
large combined route is a successful venture now that he has worked
out the bugs. He bought out another route operator a few months
back.... Paul Mauceli, Paul's Novelty Company, Greenville, has the
finest two-way radio in his service vehicles you'll find anywhere. He
was a radio -electronic man in service, learned all about it. He reports
the equip ment is saving bim much money and gives better service.

5c, 10c, or 25c Ploy
Two Coin

AMUSE -VEND INDUSTRIES

two -month vacation in the Orient. In Tokyo the Stammens will visit
their son, who is stationed there with the'Air Force, their daughter -inlaw and two grandchildren.
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George Kelly, manager of juke box sales for Martin and Snyder
of Dearborn, is in Providence Hospital, Detroit, reported recovering
very satisfactorily front an operation for,removal of a disc.
Hal Reyes.
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are bowling
mood Rum partners in Dixie Amusement Company,
tournament.
better than ever, won the finals in their league
John Dowdy, Ole Miss Music Company, Pontotoc, in Memphis
route has produced a
recently shopping for new equipment since his
Company,
record upsurge in business.... E. E Steed, Steed Amusement
back on the lob after an illness.... Gus Taylor, Taco Music Company,
Oxford, reports the best business he's ever had with phonographs and
which has many
games on the campus at University of Mississippi,
buildings and consequently numerous location spots.
Hardy Creekmore, Creekmore Music Company, Cleveland, reports
the Christmas spirit is heavy in his section with Christmas music getting
big play on his route.... Levaughn Johnson, Johnson Amusement
Company, Corinth, reports the winter fishing is good at Pickwick Lake,
tome 50 miles away. He is quite an ardent fisherman, has a cabin
there.

Clarence Spain, Spain Amusement Company, Tunica, in Memphis
recently to pick up two new pieces of equipment.... B. D. Sparks,
Friendly Amusement Company, Columbus, is gradually expanding his
route, hopes eventually to have a large one.... A. B. Fort, Fairway
Amusement Company, Columbus, reports 1961 business was better than
1960 and predicts 1962 will be better than 1961,
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CHICAGO

-

DISCOUNT GIMMICK A
SALT LAKE EYE -CATCHER

Members of

the Music Operators of America will be able to make advance registrations for the
annual MOA convention to
be held May 6 -8 at the Morrison Hotel here, Ed Ratajack,
MOA managing director, announced this week. Each member will be entitled to receive
two entrance badges, and the

SALT LAKE C1TY

price of banquet tickets has
been reduced to $15 to stimulate interest.
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SOMEWHERE!
in 7 cancer patients was being cured.
Today 1 in 3 is being saved.
With what science knows
about cancer right now, one
in two could be saved by
earlier diagnosis and proper
25 years ago only

-A

touch of unusual humor helps
Howard Elmore, bulk operator in Salt Lake City, Utah, to attract
attention to bulk vending machines in several of the city's large
discount houses.
Elmore has 18 machines in one discount house, vending
ball gum, tab gum (I -cent, 5 -cent and 10 -cent capsules) plus
half a dozen ring machines spotted near all departments likely
to attract small children.
On each unit, the Salt Lake City operator has pasted a
blue -and -white label which reads simply "Discount Prices."
Every shopper moving through the discount house is, of
course, amused upon sighting the signs, and often is stimulated
to drop In a penny or nickel, "just to see if it's true."
Elmore does make good on his discount offer by setting
peanut venders to give a slightly larger amount in return for a
penny or nickel, although he cannot, of course, make any such
provision where ball gum or tab gum is concerned. 'This Is the
day of the discount house," Elmore said, "and I ant going along
with the theory of a lot of merchandise at lower prices concentrated in one spot. "..
Incidentally, the 18 machines in a single discount house
are equivalent to the volume sold by 40 machines at individual
locations elsewhere, Elmore said.

Elton Whisenhunt.
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treatment. Yet every year
more than 85,000 Americans

still

die needlessly.

To learn how you can
guard yourself against cancer, call your local Unit of the
American Cancer Society or
write to "Cancer" c/o your
local post office.
DIV. OF AC AUTOMATIC SERVICES, INC.
CHICAGO 47, ILL.
DES MOINES, IOWA
U
2122 N. Western Ave.
1120 Walnut St.
ARmitage 6 -5005
Ph., 283 -2393
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THAT GETS AND HOLDS FREE-SPENDING CROWDS!
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rarer

REACTION
INDICATOR
This is Williams Road Racer -the race
driving unit that operators have urged
us to build. It is offered at a fractional
cost of others and will enable you to
retire your investment in a hurry and
start generous cash earnings coming
your way ... fast.

PACKED WITH ACTION!

HOW IT OPERATES:

Words and pictures cannot describe the
lively action, frenzied thrills and tantalizing suspense that generate steady,
repeat patronage for Williams Road
Racer. You must see it -try
don't delay.

The driver trice to assume complete
mastery of the red racing car when he
drops the coin and takes the wheel. He
must steer the car parallel with and to
the right of center line and hit every third
contact point straightaway or around
sweeping curves to qualify as a "perfect
driver ". Pointer classifies the driver and
tells his score in one minute's time.

it-
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Be first in your area to cash in on the

popularity, play -appeal and fast
money- making action of BANK -BALL

HIGH -SPEED

in every type of location,

Automatic Totalizers

...welcome

FAST BALL RETURN

from neighborhood tavern to shopping
center playland. Low price penuirs

QUIET OPERATION

full coverage of your rettirore,

quick return on investment.
Order BANK -BALL now.

9 BALLS PER PLAYER
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See

your distributor...or write

BALLY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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-Mayor

laws now on the books.
What brought on his statement
is the fact that Memphis (Millington is 20 miles away) and Shelby
County (Millington is in the

chines.
Federal agents several weeks ago
seized seven machines of the pinball type and one of the slot machine type, but without the arm.
Payoffs were made on all to federal agents, who played them before making the raid.
The embarrassing thing about it
to Millington officials, or any city,
is when federal agents come as
and make such a raid under the
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enforcement of Forsythe Amusement Company,
is on the Board of Aldermen and
agencies.
Two- Complaints
voted for the ordinance, which
Mayor Hall said the raid "put passed unanimously.
the local officers in a bad light.
Offered Co- Operation
But to most of us, it was the solvForsythe said at the time of the
ing of a most difficult problem. We raid that he did not knots. the locadid receive two complaints that tion owners were paying off, had
money was being paid for games strongly admonished them not to
but the complainants would not and offered his co- operation to the
prosecute.
federal agents.
"Our police had made efforts to
Halt said perhaps the solution
catch the cafe operators paying off lies with the Legislature.
He
but had been unsuccessful."
added, "Also, our citizens should
The Millington Board of Alder- be encouraged to report violations
men adopted an ordinance soon and help authorities to prosecute
after the raid making it a city vio- by being a willing witness."
lation for anyone to possess a 5250
Mayor Hall said his administrafederal gaming stamp.
tion would insist on strict enforceOwner of the machines confis- ment. "This is a crack in our walls,
cated, William V. Forsythe, owner and we intend to mend it," he said.
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Law on Payoffs by Locations
Hall, admittedly embarrassed by a raid by federal
agents at six Millington cafes with
confiscation of eight coin machines,
last week called for tighter laws
controlling payoffs on pinball machines and tougher enforcement of
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Auto lest (Cap) 12 -S8
Kaye Hockey (Kaye) 58

Lucky

6Sl

Rocket

-S8

4

Bowler

Classy

3-58
Jr.

Too

Jig Saw 12.57

Reno

9-56

Auto Race

Bowler

Simplex

3.59

Bowler

Red Pin

1956

MINX (I00).

Thomas F.

2

-58

Regulation

-56

11

4.55

Rebound

2250 (200).

All-Str
1950

5.55

Princess Bowler

2100 (200), 1957

Allstar

SEEBURG

Score

Player's Choice 9.58

9.57
ABC tournament 6.57

1494

Bonus

Double Feature

12-56

Current

11

Dancing

1959

1415 Stereo (200).
1959

8.55

Shuffle

1.5S

Atlas 5.59

Shooting Star 4.58
Shuffle Playmate 2.59

2500 (200 Slereo)
2506 (104 Stereo)
2510 (I00 Stereo)

(S0),

Blinker

Mlaml

Trail Blazer

Regatta

Criss Cross Target 1.55

1952

2 -S7

7.59

100 (Mono)

1500 (104).

Trail Blazer

Golden Balls 9.59

Hot Digglty

Annabelle 8-59
2 Around the World

Lightning

Nlagare

Lucky Strike

6.57

Gay Paree

2

League Alley 8.59

3.58
tumbo ten Strike (Wms.)

Cunent
Tim Buc

HI-Hand

'62

-A -Line

UPD

14555 (2001 1957

1462

Add

-58

1056

2

High

Ace

All Star learn Bowler
1.55

King

1.57

GOTTLIEB

Crin

Current

1958

Jumbo Bowling Alley

Select Play 6.56

1455D (200). 1957

1458 (120).

6.57

2.55
Midget Bowling Alley
3-58

Hollywood

4

'62

Spot

Fun

9owiing League 7.51

215.9 (200),

016

11.59

100 (Stereo)

1950

4.57

(4/58)
Skeel Shoo( (1 /57)
Super Hunter (6 /S7)
(win Wild Ca( (1/59)
Wild Cat (12/58,

Gusher 9.58

UPO

(48).

House

Can Can

9-58

Championship

WURLITIER

4 Fun

Barrel-0 Fun

Handicap 9.56

Jupiter Shuffle Alley

Currant

Bowling team 1055
BullsEye Bowler 1.55

UNITED

Valley

Flesla 12.59

-S9

Pilot (CO 5.59
Joker Ball (Mid) 10.59
lolly Joker (Wms) 10.55
Jumbo fen Pins (Wms.)

Jet

INC.

GAMES.

Double Shot

(411)

Double Barrel

7

8.57

1

(1,000. background)

1

IO -SS

5.59
Ball 4-57

4-Star

6 -56

Current

(6/60

HI-Score

2

2

Hercules (Wms) 3.59
Hi -Fly (Gems 4-56
Horoscope Fortune teller
(Genf 9 -51

Slar Rocket (5, 59)

10.59

Club House

Night Club 3.58

Sun

Frollcs Bowling Alley

Trophy 4.58

CHICAGO COIN

1900 (104), 1956

CónIlnenlal 2.200 Stereo
Conllnental 2 -200 Mono
Continental 2 -100 Mono

Strike-Bowler 11.51
58
Super Bowler

Bally Bowler

Curren!

814S

Circus Wagon

Cue

Island

(5/59)

Casino 8.58
2

(Gene)

Gunsmoke

CHICAGO COIN

Arrow Head 7.51

Miami Beach 9-55
Miss America 1.58

Sea

1.58
(Bally) 4-59
Heavy Hitler (Bally) 3.59

Gun Club

Jumbo

WILLIAMS

Show Time

11.59

Handicap

1

222 (160).

1400 (48), 1951

ROCK

Speed

1959

1958

1.200 (200).

-60

3

American 6.59
Bowler 1I.58

Pan

1958

11

6 -59

4 -Way

-59

1958

(100).

BALLY

Flipper Falr

Parade

Flash

1.120 (120),

1959

Il -58

Duplex

Lucky Shuffle 9.58

1250

1.100 (1001.

1.59

Shuttle

1951

1958

1120 (120), 1959

9.55

Bowler

Dud

L100 (100).

1.200 (200),

JIOOM (100). 1958
1.200M (200). 1959

6.58

Eagle Shuffle Allay 5.51,

(100) 1957

1.100

Jumbo Bowler 9.55

1-5S

Lucky Alley 8.58

222DH (160).

__

Congress Howler

Deluxe Club Bowler 3.59
King -Pin

220 (100). 1958
220S (100). 1959

1954

-

1957

101

1954

Deluxe Shooting Star

K200 (200),

(200),
161 (160).

1953

E.120 (120).

1955

201

Current

60

2

Crossword

693000 (100). 1954
6200 (200), 1955

AMI

World Champ 8.51

Beauties

Deluxe Vanguard (Wms.)
I0 -S8
Derby Roll (Un) 5.55
5th Inning (Un) 6.55
Golf Champ (Bally( 8S8

Mirror Horoscope

Magic

(11/59)
Mermaid (3/60)

World

LIsted below no alt acHre10 traded juke bases mode lo the last 10 years and all
games made In the las( lino yawn. Figures in parentheses bonde the lake box
listings indicate (he number at setecHons. Figurer beside games Indicate the
month and year the game went into productlen.

(3/51)

County Fair

2

49

law
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t.11 Piml
ADD,. for

THE SEEBURG SALES CORPORATION, CHICAGO 22

EEBURG

New directional-and adjustable- speakers on each side
of the display panel! Result: the true magnificence of
stereo sound right at the phonograph -even when there are no
remote speakers! Hear it at your Seeburg Distributor now.

tc:h

11:011REC

NEW FOR

o

v,

www.americanradiohistory.com

THE TOKENS
"THE LION SLEEPS TONIGHT"
(7954)

HAN CI
"eM®O(](]f RIVRR

II

RB1fRT

(791e)

NEIL SEDAKA

''HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SWEET SIXTEEN"

(7957

J7JNq

MT/

)

19

Dt

71q1

n

n.n"

(7S 4S)
NEW HOT SINGLES

ANITA AND TH' SO- AND -SO'S
"JOEY BABY"

(7974)

TOMMY BOYCE
"ALONG CAME LINDA'"

(7975)
"what's up?"
Tllk:111LI.NIGfII

RCAWTOR O
The most trusted name in sound

"stock up!"
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